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Introduction

Welcome to the COLING-2018 Workshop on Language, Cognition and Computational Models!

Language as a communication tool is one of the key attributes of human society. It is also what
distinguishes human communication from most of the other species. Language is, arguably, also what
shapes our view of the world. However, language is a complex and intricate tool developed and is
continuously evolving over thousands of years, influenced by usage, demographics, and socio-cultural
factors. The study of language communication, comprehension and it’s complex interaction with thought
is a rapidly expanding multi-disciplinary and challenging field of research. This growth comes from
both its domain and its interdisciplinary nature that confluences cognitive science, computer science,
neuroscience, linguistics, psycholinguistics, psychology and many other fields. The development of
increasingly sophisticated tools are making it possible to studying different brain activities. A plethora
of works have been done studying the representation, organization and processing of language in the
human mind. Despite such huge efforts, a coherent picture is yet to emerge. We are yet to go a long-way
to develop holistic computational models and make up for the scarcity of corpora in variety of languages.

In addition, each language possess a beauty and uniqueness of its own, and demands a customized
approach to understand its intricate relationship with speakers. We especially, encourage works in low
resourced and less studied languages and our workshop aims to provide a suitable platform to those less
articulated voices.

The goal of this workshop is to bring together researchers working in the field of linguistics, cognitive
science, computer science and the intersection of these areas, together and provide a venue for the
multidisciplinary discussion of theoretical and practical research for computational models of language
and cognition. This knowledge does not only answer one of the primary aspects of cognitive science, but
also is useful for designing better NLP systems based on the understood principles. The focus centers
around recent advances on cognitively motivated computational models for language representation,
organization, processing, acquisition, comprehension and evolution. Given the lack of large standardized
corpora for this area of research, we are also interested in developing public data sets for the area and
various languages..
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Abstract

We propose a compositional Bayesian semantics that interprets declarative sentences in a natu-
ral language by assigning them probability conditions. These are conditional probabilities that
estimate the likelihood that a competent speaker would endorse an assertion, given certain hy-
potheses. Our semantics is implemented in a functional programming language. It estimates the
marginal probability of a sentence through Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling of
objects in vector space models satisfying specified hypotheses. We apply our semantics to ex-
amples with several predicates and generalised quantifiers, including higher-order quantifiers. It
captures the vagueness of predication (both gradable and non-gradable), without positing a pre-
cise boundary for classifier application. We present a basic account of semantic learning based
on our semantic system. We compare our proposal to other current theories of probabilistic
semantics, and we show that it offers several important advantages over these accounts.

1 Introduction

In classical model theoretic semantics (Montague 1974; Dowty, Wall, and Peters 1981; Barwise and
Cooper 1981) the interpretation of a declarative sentence is given as a set of truth conditions with Boolean
values. This excludes vagueness from semantic interpretation, and it does not provide a natural frame-
work for explaining semantic learning. Indeed, semantic learning involves the acquisition of classifiers
(predicates), which seems to require probabilistic learning.1

Recently several theories of probabilistic semantics for natural language have been proposed to accom-
modate both phenomena (van Eijck and Lappin 2012; Cooper et al. 2014; Cooper et al. 2015; Goodman
and Lassiter 2015; Lassiter 2015; Lassiter and Goodman 2017; Sutton 2017). These accounts offer inter-
esting ways of expressing vagueness, and suggestive approaches to semantic learning. They also suffer
from a number of serious shortcomings, some of which we briefly discuss in Section 4.

In this paper we propose a compositional Bayesian semantics for natural language in which we assign
probability rather than truth conditions to declarative sentences. We estimate the conditional probability
of a sentence as the likelihood that an idealised competent speaker of the language would accept the
assertion that the sentence expresses, given fixed interpretations of generalised quantifiers and certain
other terms, and a set of specified hypotheses, pS(A | H). S is a competent speaker of the language, A
is the assertion that the sentence expresses, and H is the set of hypotheses on which we are conditioning
the likelihood that S will endorse A. On this approach assessing the probability of a sentence in the cir-
cumstances defined by the hypotheses is an instance of evaluating the application of a classifier acquired
through supervised learning, to a new argument (set of arguments).

Our semantics interprets sentences as probabilistic programs (Borgström et al. 2013). Section 2 gives
a detailed description of our implementation. It involves encoding objects and properties as vectors in
vector space models. Our system uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling, as implemented

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1See (Clark and Lappin 2011) for a discussion of computational learning and probabilistic learning models for natural
language.
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in WebPPL (Goodman and Stuhlmüller 2014), a lightweight version of Church (Goodman et al. 2008),
and it estimates the marginal probabilities of predications and quantified sentences relative to the models
satisfying the constraints of an asserted set of hypotheses (pS(A | H)).

We give examples of inferences involving several generalised quantifiers, including higher-order quan-
tifiers (in the sense of Barwise and Cooper (1981)) like most. Our semantics uses the same vector space
models and sampling mechanism to express both the vagueness of gradable predicates, like tall, and of
ordinary property terms, such as red and chair.

Our semantic framework does not require extensive lexically specified content or pragmatic knowledge
statements to estimate the parameters of our vector space models. It also does not posit boundary values
(hard coded or contextually specified) for the application of a predicate to an argument.

The system that we describe here is a prototype that offers a proof of concept for our approach. A
robust, wide coverage version of this system will be useful for a variety of tasks. Three examples are as
follows.

First, we intend to encode both semantic and real world knowledge as priors in our models. These
will sustain probabilistic inferencing that will support text understanding and question answering in a
way analogous to that in which Bayesian Networks are used for inference and knowledge representation
in restricted domains. Second, we envisage an integration of visual and other non-linguistic vector
representations into our models. This will facilitate the evaluation of candidate descriptions of images
and scenes. It will also allow us to assess the relative accuracy of statements concerning these scenes.
Finally, our system could be used as a filter on machine translation. Source and target sentences are
expected to share the same probability values for the same models. The success which our framework
achieves in these applications will provide criteria for evaluating it.

In Section 3 we present an outline of our implemented system for semantic learning, that extends our
compositional semantics to the probabilistic acquisition of classifiers.

In Section 4 we compare our system to recent work in probabilistic semantics.
Finally, in Section 5 we state the main conclusions of our research, and we indicate the issues that we

will address in future work.

2 An Implemented Probabilistic Semantics

Our semantics draws inspiration from (i) Montague semantics, (ii) vector space models, and (iii)
Bayesian inference. Additionally, the implementation is guided by programming language theory. At the
front-end we rely on a precise semantics for probabilistic programming, provided by Borgström et al.,
using their effect system to make explicit the sampling of parameters and observations. At the backend,
we estimate probabilities using MCMC sampling, as described by Goodman et al. (2008). The imple-
mentation is encoded as a Haskell library. It makes effects explicit using a monadic system, with calls
into Goodman’s WebPPL language for probability approximation.2

Following Montague, our semantics assumes an assignment from syntactic categories to types. These
assignments are given in Haskell as follows:

type Pred = Ind → Prop
type Measure = Ind → Scalar
type AP = Measure
type CN = Ind → Prop
type VP = Ind → Prop
type NP = VP → Prop
type Quant = CN → NP

While Montague leaves individuals Ind as an abstract type, we give it a concrete definition. We
represent individuals as vectors, and propositions as (probabilistic) Booleans. Additionally, adjectival
phrases are treated as scalars, and so they are expressed by a real number.

2The code for our system is available at https://github.com/GU-CLASP/
CompositionalBayesianSemantics.
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Crucially, the evaluation of every expression is probabilistic. The meaning of each expression in our
semantic domain is itself a probability distribution, whose value can be computed symbolically using the
rules provided by Borgström et al. (2013), or approximated with a tool such as WebPPL.

2.1 Individuals and Predicates
We can illustrate these concepts by a simple example, written in Haskell syntax, using our front end.

modelSimplest = do
p ← newPred
x ← newInd
return (p x )

The function modelSimplest declares a predicate p and an individual x , and probabilistically evaluates
the proposition “x satisfies p”. Note that “newPred” and “newInd” have the effect of sampling over their
respective distribution (we clarify those shortly), and so have monadic types. In the absence of further
information, an arbitrary predicate has an even chance to hold of an arbitrary individual. Running the
model, using our implementation, gives the following approximate result:

false : 0.544 true : 0.456

The distribution of individuals is a multi-variate normal distribution of dimension k , with a zero mean
vector and a unit covariance matrix, and where k is a hyperparameter of the system.

newInd = newVector
newVector = mapM (uncurry sampleGaussian) (replicate k (0, 1))

Predicates are parameterised by a bias b and a vector d, given by normalizing a vector sampled in
the same multi-variate normal as individuals. Any individual x is said to satisfy the predicate if the
expression b+ d · x > 0 is true. In code:

newMeasure = do
b ← sampleGaussian 0 1
d ← newNormedVector
return (λx → b + d · x )

newPred = do
m ← newMeasure
return (λx → m x > 0)

In addition to sampling random predicates and individuals, and evaluating expressions, we can make
assumptions about them. We do this using the observe primitive of Borgström et al. (2013). The name
of this primitive suggests that the agent observes a situation where a given proposition holds. In terms
of MCMC sampling, if the argument to an observe call is false, then the previously sampled parameters
are discarded, and a fresh run of the program is performed. In fact, in the WebPPL implementation that
we use, only a portion of the sampling history may be discarded (see (Goodman and Stuhlmüller 2014)
for details.) A trivial model using observe is the following, where one evaluates the probability of an
observed fact:

modelSimple = do
p ← newPred
x ← newInd
observe (p x )
return (p x )

Even when using our approximating implementation, evaluating the above model yields certainty.

true : 1

3



2.2 Comparatives
We support scalar predicates and comparatives. The expression b + d · x can be interpreted as a degree
to which the individual x satisfies the property characterised by (b, d). Thus satisfying a scalar predicate
is defined as follows:

is :: Measure → Pred
is m x = m x > 0

And comparatives can be defined by comparing such measures:

more :: Measure → Ind → Ind → Prop
more m x y = m x >m y

Using these concepts we can define models like the following:

modelTall :: P Scalar
modelTall = do

tall ← newMeasure
john ← newInd
mary ← newInd
observe (more tall john mary)

return (is tall john)

That is, if we observe that “John is taller than Mary”, we will infer that “John is tall” is slightly more
probable than “John is not tall”.

The exact probability values that the model produces will be influenced by the priors that we apply
(such as the standard deviation of Gaussian distributions), in addition to the observations that we record.
Further, MCMC sampling is an approximation method, thus the results will vary from run to run. In the
rest of the paper we will show results obtained from a typical run. For the above example, we get:

true : 0.552 false : 0.448

2.3 Vague predicates
We support vague predication, by adding an uncertainty to each measure we make for the predicate in
question. This is implemented through a Gaussian error with a given std. dev. σ for each measure.

vague σ m x = m x + gaussian 0 σ

modelTall :: P Prop
modelTall = do

tall ← vague 3 <$> newMeasure
john ← newInd
mary ← newInd
hyp (more tall john mary)

return (is tall john)

In this situation the tallness of John is more uncertain than before:

false : 0.512 true : 0.488

Additionally, a vague predicate allows apparently contradictory statements to hold, although with low
probability, giving a fuzzy quality to the system. For example:

modelTallContr :: P Prop
modelTallContr = do

tall ← vague 3 <$> newMeasure

4



john ← newInd
mary ← newInd

return (more tall john mary ∧ more tall mary john)

false : 0.77 true : 0.23

2.4 Generalised Universal Quantifiers
We now turn to generalised quantifiers. We need to interpret sentences such as “most birds fly” compo-
sitionally. On a standard reading, “most” can be seen as a constraint on a ratio between the cardinality of
sets.

most(cn, vp) =
#{x : cn(x) ∧ vp(x)}

#{x : cn(x)} > θ. (1)

for a suitable threshold θ. Translated into a probabilistic framework, we posit that the expected value of
vp(x) given that cn(x) holds should be greater than θ.

most(cn, vp) = E(1(vp(x)) | cn(x)) > θ (2)

where 1 is an indicator function, such that 1(true) = 1 and 1(false) = 0. In general, cn and vp may
depend on probabilistic variables, and thus the above equation is itself probabilistic.

While taking the expected value is not an operation found in the language presented by Borgström
et al. (2013), it is not difficult to extend their framework in this direction, because the expected value can
be given a definite symbolic form:

most(cn, vp) =

∫
Ind fN (x)1(cn(x) ∧ vp(x))dx∫

Ind fN (x)1(cn(x))dx
> θ (3)

where fN denotes the density of the multivariate gaussian distribution for individuals. Further, the above
can be implemented in many probabilistic programming languages, including WebPPL. In Haskell code,
we write:

most :: Quant
most cn vp = expectedIndicator p > θ

where p = do x ← newInd
observe (cn x )
return (vp x )

That is, we create a probabilistic program p, which samples over all individuals x which satisfy cn,
and we evaluate vp(x). The compound statement is satisfied if the expected value of the program p,
itself evaluated using an inner MCMC sampling procedure, is larger than θ. In our examples, we let
θ = 0.7. Other generalised quantifiers can be defined in the same way with a different value for θ — in
our examples we define many with θ = 0.6.3

On this basis, we make inferences of the following kind. “If many chairs have four legs, then it is
likely that any given chair has four legs”. We model this sentence as follows:

chairExample1 = do
chair ← newPred
fourlegs ← newPred
observe (many chair fourlegs)
x ← newIndSuch [chair ]
return (fourlegs x )

3It is possible, in fact desirable, to let θ be sampled (say from a beta distribution) so that its posterior would depend on
linguistic and contextual inputs.
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true : 0.821 false : 0.179

The model samples all possible parameter values (vectors/biases) for chairs and four-legged objects.
Then, it discards all parameters such that E(1(four−legged(y)) | chair(y)) ≤ θ for a random individ-
ual y. In the implementation this expected value is approximated by first doing an independent sampling
of a number of individuals y such that chair(y) holds, and then checking the value of four−legged(y)
for this sample.

The evaluation of the last two statements, corresponding to E(four−legged(x)) | chair(x), is done
using another sampling of individuals, but retaining the values for chair and four-legged parameters
identified in the previous sampling.

Interestingly, because the models that we are building implement generalized quantifiers through cor-
relation of predicates, we get ‘inverse’ correlation as well. Therefore, assuming that “many chairs have
four legs”, and in the absence of further information, and given an individual x with four legs, we will
predict a high probability for chair(x).

chairExample2 :: P Prop
chairExample2 = do

chair ← newPred
fourlegs ← newPred
observe (many chair fourlegs)
x ← newIndSuch [fourlegs ]
return (chair x )

true : 0.653 false : 0.347

The model’s assumptions can be augmented with the hypothesis that most individuals are not chairs.
This will lower the probability of being a chair appropriately.

chairExample3 :: P Prop
chairExample3 = do

chair ← newPred
fourlegs ← newPred
observe (many chair fourlegs)
observe (most anything (not ′ ◦ chair))
x ← newIndSuch [fourlegs ]
return (chair x )

false : 0.779 true : 0.221

We conclude this section with a more complex example inference involving three predicates and four
propositions. Assume that

1. Most animals do not fly.

2. Most birds fly.

3. Every bird is an animal.

Can we conclude that “most animals are not birds”? We model the example as follows:

birdExample = do
animal ← newPred
bird ← newPred
fly ← newPred

observe (most animal (not ′ ◦ fly))
observe (most bird fly)
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observe (every bird animal)
return (most animal (not ′ ◦ bird))

And it concludes with overwhelming probability:

true : 0.941 false : 0.059

This result can be explained by the fact that only models similar to the one pictured in Figure 1 conform
to the assumptions. One way to satisfy “every bird is an animal” is to assume that “animal” holds for
every individual, because this is compatible with all hypotheses. Then “most animals don’t fly” implies
that the “fly” predicate has a large (negative) bias. Finally, “most birds fly” can be satisfied only if “fly” is
highly correlated with “bird” (the predicate vectors have similar angles), and if the bias of “bird” is even
more negative than that of “fly”. Consequently, “bird” also has a large negative bias, and the conclusion
holds.

3 Semantic Learning

Bayesian models can adapt to new observations, giving rise to learning. We have seen that our frame-
work takes account of data provided in the form of qualitative statements, including those made with
generalised quantifiers. We can also accommodate information in a sequence of observed situations.

Consider the following data (which we have taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Naive_Bayes_classifier).

Person height (feet) weight (lbs) foot size(inches)
male 6 180 12
male 5.92 190 11
male 5.58 170 12
male 5.92 165 10
female 5 100 6
female 5.5 150 8
female 5.42 130 7
female 5.75 150 9

We feed the person and weight data into our system to see if it can learn a correlation between these
two random variables.

model :: P Prop
model = do

weight ← newMeasure

bird

fly

1

1

Figure 1: A probable configuration for the predicates in the bird example. (We ignore the “animal”
predicate, which can be assumed to hold for every individual.) The grey area suggests the density of
arbitrary individuals, a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution in this case. Birds lie in the blue and purple
areas. Flying individuals are in the red and purple shaded areas. Note that the density of individuals in
the blue area is small compared to that in the purple area. In this model, the predicates “most individuals
are not birds”, “most individuals don’t fly” and “Most birds fly” hold together.
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isMale ← newPred

let sampleWith :: Bool → Float → P Ind
sampleWith male w = do

s ← newInd
observe (isMale s ‘iff ‘ constant male)
observeEqual (weight s) (constant w)
return s

← sampleWith True 1.80
← sampleWith True 1.90
← sampleWith True 1.70
← sampleWith True 1.65
← sampleWith False 1.00
← sampleWith False 1.50
← sampleWith False 1.30
← sampleWith False 1.50

x ← newInd

observeEqual (weight x ) 1.9
return (isMale x )

The data is provided as a series of observations. The Boolean observations use the usual observe
primitive. To handle continuous data, we must add a new primitive in our implementation. In principle
we could add a hard constraint on the measure of any scalar predicate, and the posterior would simply
select points which satisfy exactly this constraint. However, because we are using MCMC sampling,
this strategy would discard all samples that do not satisfy the constraint exactly. But because precise
satisfaction of a constraint is stochastically impossible, all samples would be discarded and we would
never obtain an approximation for the posteriors.

To avoid this problem we retain samples which do not satisfy the equality exactly, but with a specified
probability, given by the expression e−d

2
, where d is the distance between the predicted and observed

values.
With this implementation our model predicts that an individual of weight 1.9 is male with the following

probabilities.
true : 0.57805 false : 0.42195

A more direct way to identify the learned correlation between weight and maleness is by measuring
the cosine of the angle between the weight and male vectors. The posterior adheres to the following
distribution, which indicates a strong correlation.
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4 Related Work

van Eijck and Lappin (2012) propose a theory in which probability is distributed over the set of possible
worlds. The probability of a sentence is the sum of the probability values of the worlds in which it is
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true. This proposal is not implemented, and it is unclear how the worlds to which probability is assigned
can be represented in a computationally tractable way.4 Van Eijck and Lappin also suggest an account
of semantic learning. It seems to require the wholistic acquisition of all the classifier predicates in a
language in a correlated way.

Our system avoids these problems. Our models sample only the individuals and properties (vector
dimensions) required to estimate the probability of a given set of statements. Learning is achieved for
restricted sets of predicates with these models.

Cooper et al. (2014) and Cooper et al. (2015) develop a compositional semantics within a probabilistic
type theory (ProbTTR). On their approach the probability of a sentence is a judgment on the likelihood
that a given situation is of a particular type, specified in terms of ProbTTR. They also sketch a Bayesian
treatment of semantic learning.

Cooper et al.’s semantics is not implemented, and so it is not entirely clear how probabilities for sen-
tences are computed in their system. They do not offer an explicit treatment of vagueness or probabilistic
inference. It is also not obvious that their type theory is relevant to a viable compositional probabilistic
semantics.

Sutton (2017) uses a Bayesian view of probability to support a resolution of classical philosophical
problems of vagueness in degree predication. His treatment of these problems is insightful, and it seems
to be generally compatible with our implemented semantics. But it operates at a philosophical level of
abstraction, and so a clear comparison is not possible.

Goodman and Lassiter (2015) and Lassiter and Goodman (2017) construct a probabilistic semantics
implemented in WebPPL. They construe the probability of a declarative sentence as the most highly
valued interpretation that a hearer assigns to the utterance of a speaker in a specified context. The
Goodman–Lassiter account requires the specification of considerable amounts of real world knowledge
and lexical information in order to support pragmatic inference. It appears to require the existence of a
univocal, non-vague speaker’s meaning that hearers seek to identify by distributing probability among
alternative readings. Goodman and Lassiter posit a boundary cut off point parameter for graded modi-
fiers, where the value of this parameter is determined in context. They adopt a classical Montagovian
treatment of generalised quantifiers. They also do not offer a theory of semantic learning.

By contrast we take the probability value of a sentence as the likelihood that a competent speaker
would endorse an assertion given certain assumptions (hypotheses). Therefore, predication remains in-
trinsically vague. We do not assume the existence of a sharply delimited non-probabilistic reading for
a predication that hearers attempt to converge on through estimating the probability of alternative read-
ings. All predication consists in applying a classifier to new instances on the basis of supervised training.
We do not posit a contextually dependent cut off boundary for graded predicates, but we suggest an
integrated approach to graded and non-graded predication on which both types of property term allow
for vague borders. Further advantages of our account include a probabilistic treatment of generalised
quantifiers, which includes higher-order quantifiers like most, and a basic theory of semantic learning
that is a straightforward extension of our sampling procedures for computing the marginal probability of
a sentence in a model.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a compositional Bayesian semantics for natural language, implemented in the func-
tional programming language WebPPL. We represent objects and properties as vectors in n-dimensional
vector spaces. Our system computes the marginal probability of a declarative sentence through MCMC
sampling in Bayesian models constrained by specified hypotheses.

Our semantic framework provides straightforward treatments of vagueness in predication, gradable
predicates, comparatives, generalised quantifiers, and probabilistic inferences across several property
dimensions with generalised quantifiers. It avoids some of the limitations of other current probabilistic
semantic theories.

4See (Lappin 2015) for a discussion of the complexity problems posed by the representation of complete worlds.
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In future work we will extend the syntactic and semantic coverage of our framework. We will improve
our modelling and sampling mechanisms to accommodate large scale applications more efficiently and
robustly. Finally, we will develop our Bayesian learning theory to handle more complex cases of classifier
acquisition.
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Abstract

Natural language processing researchers have proven the ability of machine learning approaches
to detect depression-related cues from language; however, to date, these efforts have primarily
assumed it was acceptable to leave depression-related texts in the data. Our concerns with this
are twofold: first, that the models may be overfitting on depression-related signals, which may
not be present in all depressed users (only those who talk about depression on social media);
and second, that these models would under-perform for users who are sensitive to the public
stigma of depression. This study demonstrates the validity to those concerns. We construct
a novel corpus of texts from 12,106 Reddit users and perform lexical and predictive analyses
under two conditions: one where all text produced by the users is included and one where the
depression-related posts are withheld. We find significant differences in the language used by
depressed users under the two conditions as well as a difference in the ability of machine learning
algorithms to correctly detect depression. However, despite the lexical differences and reduced
classification performance–each of which suggests that users may be able to fool algorithms by
avoiding direct discussion of depression–a still respectable overall performance suggests lexical
models are reasonably robust and well suited for a role in a diagnostic or monitoring capacity.

1 Introduction

Major depressive disorder is a serious illness that afflicts more than 1-in-15 Americans and more than
1-in-10 American young adults1. Depression is also the number one cause of suicide–the second leading
cause of death among adolescents–and a difficult disease to treat, because those suffering from it are often
reluctant to report. In part, this is true because depression is a highly stigmatized disease. Not only is
stigma a significant contributor to the suffering of both clinically and subclinically depressed individuals,
depression stigma is associated with lower rates of help seeking and higher rates of avoidance (Manos
et al., 2009). This results in a population that may be motivated to hide or otherwise disguise their
depression symptoms.

This paper examines whether a machine learning approach based on linguistic features can be used
to detect depression in Reddit users when they are not talking about depression, as would be the case
with those wary of depression stigma. We split this effort across two datasets: the first, we allow all
the Reddit posts from a sample of 12,106 users, about half of whom are depressed, and in the second,
we allow only those posts which were not directly discussing depression. With this second dataset, we
intend to approximate the activity of users reluctant to discuss depression online or attempting to hide
their depression.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

1https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/major-depression.shtml
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On each dataset we perform two sets of analysis: a lexical analysis–using LIWC (Pennebaker et al.,
2015) and Term-Frequency/Inverse-Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weights–and a classification task–
using a number of Support Vector Machine classifiers trained on lexical features. The first analysis
reveals differences between the text produced by depressed users when the corpus is allowed to include
depression-related text and when depression-related text is withheld. The second analysis reveals that the
classification task is more difficult when depression-related text is withheld; however, machine learning
classifiers are still able to detect linguistic traces of depression.

Our contributions with this paper are threefold. First we demonstrate the impact and potential impor-
tance of removing mental-health topics from a corpus before training natural language processing mod-
els; second, we provide attention to the task of detecting stigmatized or otherwise “hidden” depression,
which has to date not been looked at by the research community; and third, we find that the linguistic
patterns of depressed Reddit users are consistent with popular depression batteries and interventions.

2 Related Work

2.1 Depression detection

Language often reflects how people think, and it has been used in assessing mental health conditions
by psychiatrists (Fine, 2006). Recently, computational methods have begun to be employed to study
depressed users’ writings and activities on social media. A meta-analysis by Guntuku et al. (2017)
summarizes several iterations of the depression detection task, including clinical depression detection
(De Choudhury et al., 2013b; Schwartz et al., 2014; Tsugawa et al., 2015; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015),
post-partum depression prediction (De Choudhury et al., 2013a), post-traumatic stress disorder detection
(Harman and Dredze, 2014; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015), and suicidal attempt detection (Coppersmith
et al., 2016). For our purposes, it is most important to note how different authors operationalize the
depression detection task and what assumptions are included in that approach.

The first such approach, by Coppersmith et al. (2014) (also used by Coppersmith et al. (2015) and
Resnik et al. (2015)) , attempts to select a population of users with major depressive disorder by crawling
for users’ disclosure of diagnosis. The researchers first scrape a large, broadly relevant assortment of
Tweets, before downselecting to only those Tweets which match the regular expression “I was diagnosed
with [depression]”. Tweets by the users identified in this way are then scraped to create a gold standard,
and a control group of users can be randomly sampled and scraped from the general population.

A second, crowd-sourced-survey approach has also been used effectively (De Choudhury et al., 2013b;
Tsugawa et al., 2015). In this approach, the researchers have micro-task workers (e.g., Turkers from
Mechanical Turk) take two depression inventories (historically, CES-D (Radloff, 1977) and BDI (Beck
et al., 1996) ) and provide their social media handle. If the inventory results correlate (both indicating
depression or no depression), the authors will scrape the users’ social media data and place them in the
depressed group or the control group.

A third, less frequently used, approach is based on community membership or participation. In this
approach, users are classified as having a mood disorder–both depression (De Choudhury and De, 2014)
and anxiety (Shen and Rudzicz, 2017) have been studied–when they post in a given community (typically
a subreddit, as this approach has mostly been used with Reddit-data). This approach has tended more
towards descriptive research and past analysis have focused exclusively on content from the identified
communities.

Across all three methods, we find a shortcoming: authors largely make no effort to limit the topic of
discussion. Given that the gold standards created by the first and third sampling strategies above are
constructed by looking for disclosure of diagnosis or at least self-diagnosis, we can assume that these
users have a higher probability of discussing depression than a typical, control group user. Algorithms
trained upon these samples to predict depression may be cluing in on this topic-proclivity to achieve
artificially high results. Further, all three approaches, by not removing explicit discussion of depression
from their training data, at the very least can be expected to under perform on an important population:
the depressed who are reluctant to speak about their condition. To our knowledge, only three studies have
attempted to remedy this and each of those has been computationally (as opposed to psycho-linguistically
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All Subreddits Depression Withheld Pct. Change
Users–Depressed 4,947 4,324 −12.6%
Users–Control 7,159 7,153 −0.1%
Users–Total 12,106 11,477 −5.2%
Words–Depressed 55,980,678 48,399,823 −13.5%
Words–Control 93,109,041 92,787,403 −0.3%
Words–Total 149,089,719 141,187,226 −5.3%

Table 1: Dataset Composition by Tasks

oriented) oriented (Yates et al., 2017) or exploratory in nature (Losada and Crestani, 2016; Hiraga, 2017).

2.2 Depression Stigma

One of the reasons we are concerned with previous authors not removing depression-related text from
their data is because we are concerned about stigma leading many depressed users to be silent about their
depression. Latalova et al. (2014) suggest that stigma-related effects are an important factor preventing
depression-related help-seeking among men and that a complex relationship exists between masculinity
and depression. Through a narrative review of the research on stigma, they find that masculinity is both a
cause of depression and a cause of reduced-help seeking, exemplified by gender norms like “boys don’t
cry”.

Similarly, after having conducted a survey of a random sample (n=5,500+) of college students from 13
American Universities, Eisenberg et al. (2009) suggest that social-norms are a leading cause of perceived
public stigma and, in turn, personal stigma. They found that higher self-stigma is associated with lower
reported comfort seeking help and that self-stigma was highest among male students, Asian students,
young students, poor students and religious students.

In a random sample (n=1,300+) people from the general Australian public, Barney et al. (2006) find
this same pattern: higher reported self-stigma scores result in increased hesitation about seeking help for
depression. Major sources of this hesitation included personal embarrassment at having depression and
the perception that others would respond negatively. This last finding is in contrast to Schomerus et al.
(2006), who find that among a sample (n=2,300+) of the German public anticipation of discrimination by
others did not prevent help seeking behavior (though again, self-stigma was negatively associated with
help seeking).

Our view is that given the consistent findings that self-stigma reduces help-seeking, depression de-
tection efforts using social media and natural language processing have a unique opportunity to reach
these individuals. If models can be trained to identify not just the depressed and open about it, but the
depressed and hesitant, help could be directed to individuals who would otherwise neglect to seek it. In
this study, our aim is to approximate the scenario where the users are hesitant to post about depression.

3 Method

3.1 Data

The data for this analysis are the reddit posts of 12,106 reddit users, totalling 149,089,719 words. The
users are divided into two categories: depressed and not-depressed. Of the more than 12,000 users, 4,947
(≈ 40%) are considered depressed and these users account for nearly 56-million words (≈ 38%). The
7,159 (≈ 60%) non-depressed users are responsible for the other 93-million words (≈ 62%).

To gather our depressed users, we used a community participation approach similar to that employed
in other Reddit-based research (De Choudhury and De, 2014; Shen and Rudzicz, 2017). We considered
a user depressed if they started a thread in Reddit’s depression subreddit2–which identifies itself as a
“a supportive space for anyone struggling with depression.”–as a user self-identifying as suffering from
depression. On the basis of this heuristic, we scraped the 10,000 most recent post-authors from the

2www.reddit.com/r/depression
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Depressed Control
r/depression help r/aww r/AskReddit r/news
r/AskReddit r/Showerthoughts r/pics r/gaming
r/depression r/gaming r/funny r/aww
r/pics r/videos r/Showerthoughts r/todayilearned
r/funny r/todayilearned r/mildlyinteresting r/gifs

Table 2: Some of the common subreddits the users participated in

depression subreddit. To construct a control group, we scraped users who had started a thread in Reddit’s
AskReddit subreddit3, one of the site’s most popular communities with more than 18 million subscribers.
We believe AskReddit is a fitting control for the depression community because its question-and-answer
format is similar to the information and support seeking of the Depression community, and AskReddit is
among the most popular subreddits among depressed users in our sample.

With these two lists of users, we then scraped the entire available post-history of these users. Users
from whom we did not collect more than 1,000 words of text were removed from our dataset. By scraping
the entirety of our users posts we achieve a diverse range of conversation topics (see Table 3.1), including
computer games and internet culture, politics and current events, and more. Most of the discussion
sampled (≈ 96%) was unrelated to depression.

Two of the authors validated our heuristic for selecting depressed Reddit users through a systematic,
independent review of 150 posts from the front-page of the depression subreddit. The authors agreed
on 99% (149/150) of the total classifications and both authors agreed that 147 of the 150 posts indicated
at least a self-diagnosis of depression-like symptoms by the authoring user. A 99% confidence interval
about this proportion suggests that no less than 92% of users selected by our depressing heuristic are
suffering from self-diagnosed depression-like symptoms. We did not attempt to assess the number of
depressed users in our control sample; however we would expect the upper-bound on this to be around
1-in-204 .

3.2 LIWC Analysis

LIWC, the Linguistic Inquiry and Wordcount Tool, is psychometric analysis software based on the idea
that the words a person uses reveal information about their psychological state (Pennebaker et al., 2015).
The software has been extensively used in natural language processing tasks for feature-creation, includ-
ing within the area of mental-illness detection (for more, see Guntuku et al. (2017)). We use LIWC both
as a source of features and as part of a stand alone analysis.

For the latter, we estimate the true means of several depression-related indices using 95% T 2 intervals
(Hotelling, 1931) for the control and depressed users under our two detection conditions: (1) including
all data and (2) withholding depression-related data.

3.3 Classification

With respect to classification, we endeavor to solve two tasks. The first is a benchmark designed to mirror
the depression-detection efforts to date. In this task, we use all of the data from the 4,947 depressed
users and 7,159 non-depressed users in our dataset. The second task is an expanded version of efforts
by Hiraga (2017) which excludes the explicit discussion of depression. We achieve this by witholding
posts and comments from 17 subreddits related to depression. We selected subreddits for exclusion
by examining subreddits linked from the depression subreddit (e.g., r/SuicideWatch and r/mentalhealth)
and snowballing out to other related subreddits. We also examined a list of subreddits frequented by
depressed users for those with depression-related names. Limiting our data in this way, our dataset was
reduced to only 4,324 depressed users and 7,153 non-depressed users who met our 1,000-word threshold.
A comparison of these tasks is shown in Table 1.

3www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit
4According to the CDC, this is the rate of depression among the general public and AskReddit is a general purpose subreddit.
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All–Dep Off–Ctrl Off–Dep
All–Ctrl 950.1* 0.3 460.5*
All–Dep - 1397.7* 120.4*
Off–Ctrl - - 475.7*
*Significant at p<.001

Table 3: F-values of pairswise two-sample T 2 tests about the LIWC index means

For these tasks, we train two Linear Support Vector Machines (Fan et al., 2008) with TF-IDF weighted
combinations of word and character ngrams and LIWC features. Our character ngram features include
all 2- to 4-grams; our word ngram features contain unigrams and bigrams; our LIWC features contain
all the lexical indexes output by LIWC. We use a smoothed TF-IDF approach–implemented as tf(t)×
log(N+1

nt+1)–where tf(t) is the number of times the unigram or bigram t occurs, N is the number of
documents and nt is the number of documents containing the unigram or bigram t.

We limit our text prepossessing to sentence segmentation, tokenization, using a simple, social-media
aware tokenizer5, and ignoring case.

4 Results

4.1 LIWC Analysis

The 95% T 2 intervals about the user-level means of select depression-related indices demonstrates a
wide-gap between the control users and the depressed users that narrows significantly when depression-
related topics are removed from the data. We find significant differences between all group-condition
differences, except for the two control groups (control users including depression text and control users
with depression text withheld). Table 2 reports the F-values of all pairwise comparisons, with higher
numbers indicating a greater difference between the samples.

The intervals about the specific indices reveal that depressed users are less “analytic”, with less “clout”
and more “authentic” than their control-group counterparts. Further, they use the personal pronoun I
more, engage in more comparisons, speak with more affect, especially expressing more negative emotion,
anxiety and sadness, with a greater emphasis on the present and future. Small to no differences are found
between depressed and control users with respect to positive emotion expression (although depressed
users may use more), anger, social language, family language, and focus on the past.

Between the depressed users in the all-included condition and the depressed users in the withheld
condition, we find that depressed users appear more “analytic” and less “authentic” in the withheld case,
with a decreased use of the I pronoun, decreased expression of sadness, and a decreased focus on the
present. All of these changes make depressed users in the depression withheld condition more similar to
control users; however, overall they are still more similar to the depressed users with all data included
than to either control group.

4.2 Classification

The results from our two classification tasks in many ways reflect the differences found by the LIWC
analysis. Of the four model variants–LIWC scores only, character ngrams only, word ngrams only, and
the LIWC features plus both sets of ngram features–every variant achieved better performance in Task
1, which includes all the data collected, than its counterpart in Task 2. Between the four variants, the
LIWC+ngram model achieved the best performance (81.8% accuracy in Task 1 and 78.7% accuracy in
Task 2).

In the all topic case, as previously noted, we find that the LIWC+ngram model performs best. Its
accuracy, AUC and F1-score are all better than the second best model, based on word-ngram features,
that in turn is better than the third best model based on character-ngram features. The LIWC-based
model performs well, achieving 78.7% accuracy.

5We use a modified version of: Christopher Potts’ HappierFunTokenizing.
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Task 1: All topics Task 2: Depression withheld
Control Depression Control Depression

Analytic 45.67-48.22 32.79-36.16 45.75-48.30 36.60-40.10
Clout 52.07-54.15 43.55-47.04 52.05-54.14 44.64-48.10
Authentic 43.12-46.13 54.76-59.15 43.03-46.04 49.65-54.15
I 4.74-5.05 6.31-6.82 4.74-5.04 5.79-6.29
Comparisons 2.46-2.55 2.63-2.75 2.46-2.54 2.58-2.71
Affect 6.20-6.50 6.93-7.27 6.20-6.50 6.69-7.05
Pos. Emotions 3.80-4.06 4.05-4.32 3.80-4.06 4.01-4.31
Neg. Emotions 2.30-2.44 2.74-2.94 2.29-2.43 2.54-2.74
Anxiety 0.25-0.28 0.36-0.42 0.25-0.27 0.32-0.37
Anger 0.93-1.03 0.91-1.03 0.93-1.03 0.92-1.05
Sadness 0.37-0.40 0.60-0.68 0.37-0.40 0.47-0.53
Social 9.37-9.73 9.42-9.94 9.36-9.72 9.19-9.75
Family 0.34-0.39 0.30-0.36 0.34-0.39 0.29-0.36
Focus:Past 3.60-3.80 3.43-3.67 3.60-3.80 3.50-3.76
Focus:Pres. 11.50-11.82 12.96-13.43 11.49-11.81 12.31-12.76
Focus:Fut. 1.17-1.23 1.33-1.43 1.17-1.23 1.25-1.35
Bold text indicates a difference between treatment conditions for depressed users

Table 4: 95% T 2 interval about select LIWC results for groups across treatments

In the depression-topics withheld case, the results are similar. The composite model is the best, with
word-ngrams alone beating character-ngrams alone and LIWC features performing the worst of all. For
this second task, we also tested the best-performing model (the combined-features model) trained on the
data from first task. With respect to accuracy, this model out performed all models except its counterpart
combined-features model trained on the data from the second task; however, looking more holistically
at the measures of performance, underwhelming AUC (73.2%) and an underwhelming F1-score (64.8%)
suggest it not be quite as well calibrated as the word-ngram feature model.

5 Discussion

We were motivated to do this study by the concern that social media-based approaches to depression
detection may be overlooking certain populations of interest, especially those who have high self-stigma.
Our analysis reveals that concern to be warranted. Even within the constraints of our study design, which
only approximates users who are hiding their depression symptoms, we find that there are significant
differences between depressed users when they are talking about depression and depressed users when
they are not.

This difference is evident looking at the F-scores presented in Table 2 and the confidence intervals
in Table 4. Table 2 indicates large gaps between control and depressed users in both cases: all data
permitted and depression-data witheld. Table 4 indicates the specific areas where depressed users modify
their language when not discussing their depression. Overall, when not discussing depression, depressed
Redditor’s become more analytic and less willing to express their personal feelings, especially sadness
and their present state.

We find that the depressed Redditor’s language use fits within the paradigm one would expect. Beck’s
depress inventory (Beck et al., 1996) posits a trichotomy of depression: depressed attitude (1) towards
the self, (2) towards the world, and (3) towards the future. As reflected by their LIWC scores, it is
clear that depressed users more heavily emphasize themselves–seen in I usage–and the future–seen in
the “Future:Focus” variable–than users who were part of our control group.

Further, these results are also consistent with a mindfulness-linked view of depression (Kabat-Zinn,
2003; Hofmann et al., 2010). Depressed users show an increase in anxious language–especially prevalent
when users are talking about depression–decreased analytic language and, as previously mentioned, a
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Model Acc AUC F1
Task 1: All topics
Baseline
LIWC .787 .751 .680
Char ngrams .810 .771 .707
Word ngrams .813 .777 .717
LIWC+ngram .818 .786 .729

Task 2: Depression topic withheld
Baseline
Task 1 Best .780 .732 .648
LIWC .751 .706 .613
Char ngrams .774 .729 .646
Word ngrams .778 .738 .660
LIWC+ngram .787 .752 .681

Table 5: Task 1 and Task 2 Results

strong emphasis on the self. This suggests, as the mindfulness research has (Williams, 2008; Michalak
et al., 2008), that the wrong ‘mode of mind’, i.e., ruminating on negative thoughts, may exacerbate
depressive mood.

We can further color our understanding of what depressed users are talking about by examining the
words with the highest TF-IDF scores. A selection of words from the top-100 highest TF-IDF scores
for depressed users is shown in Table 5. We have categorized these words into 5 groups: therapy and
medication, people words, dialogic terms, Reddit and games, and porn and masturbation addiction.

Therapy and medication terms Unsurprisingly, the most common class of depression-indicator
words are therapy- and medication-related terms. What is interesting, however, is the wide range of treat-
ments about which depressed Redditors talk. They talk about talk-therapy related treatments (e.g., psy-
chitrist, counselor, therapist), standard medications for depression (e.g., Citalporam, Xanax,Prozac, and
the general: antidepressants), as well as alternative- or self-medications (e.g., CBD—THC oil, Kratom—
a relatively new psychoactive). This suggests redditors are looking at a wide-range of solutions for their
depression, further implying that they have been unsuccessful with previous attempts. It also suggests
that Reddit may be a fruitful place to monitor the prevalence un-prescribed treatments.

People words Consistent with our LIWC analysis, in the depressed user all topic results we find
personal pronouns like I’m and I’ve, which show users talking about themselves. This is also consistent
with a notion of depressed individuals emphasizing themselves (Beck et al., 1996).

Dialogic terms Terms that are often used in conversations such as (you, you’re, yea, yeh, ur, thankyou)
show up with regularity in the top-100. This suggests that depressed users are addressing other reddi-
tors with you (and youre) more than a typical reddit user. This could be because depressed redditors
engage more heavily in advice seeking and giving than standard redditors. These narration and response
situations would provide ripe opportunity to address others.

Reddit, manga, games Across all user types and conditions we find Reddit-specific terms related to
subreddits and gaming, such as meirl6, a meme-sharing sub, IGN, a popular gaming website, and various
game and manga characters Nyx, warlock, Goku and Vegeta.

Masturbation and pornography addiction Interestingly, a Reddit community dedicated to male
sexual restraint–nofap–and one of its core concepts, “porn, masturbation and orgasm avoidance”–pmo–
appear prominently in the depressed user tf-idf rankings. The stated purpose of the “NoFap” community7

is to help users “reboot from porn addicition”, by abstaining from orgasm for a month or more. This sug-
gests that depressed Redditors, or at least a subset of them, are inclined to side with the research that
has linked internet addiction, masturbation and pornography consumption with increases in depression

6www.reddit.com/r/meirl
7www.reddit.com/r/NoFap
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Therapy and medication People words Dialogic terms Reddit, games Porn addiction
Psychiatrist mg Counseling I’m Thank you Nyx PMO
Xanax Prozac NMOM I’ve yea IGN nofap
Adderall Therapist BDP ur yeah MeIRL
Anhedonia Counselor ug you
Lucid Zoloft DET you’re
Psychologist Citalporam Kratom ppl
Meds Antidepressants anhedonia
ECT CBD

Table 6: Assorted words from top-100 most “depressed” words by TF-IDF score

(Chang et al., 2015) and depressive symptoms like loneliness (Yoder et al., 2005), as well as decreases
overall health (Brody, 2010). The community appears to be mostly male users, which is perhaps not
surprising; however, it is worth noting that depression has also been linked with increased rates of mas-
turbation for women (Cyranowski et al., 2004).

Turning away from the lexical analysis to the predictive modeling, we find that the depression detection
tasks mirror the LIWC findings insofar as the first task, which includes all the data, does prove to be more
challenging (i.e., the models perform worse in it) than the the second task limited to depression-unrelated
data. Across all the models we see a reduction in about 3% points from the all-data condition to the data-
withheld condition. The one model trained on the all-data condition and tested on the data-withheld
condition suffered more—about 4% points.

Relative to other depression-detection tasks, the models for the first task appear to be above average
at depression detection (see Guntuku et al. (2017) for comparisons), and the performance of the LIWC-
feature exclusive models suggests that the data here may be noisier than others depression-detection
datasets (cf. Preoutic-Pietro et al., 2015 ). Given that, the 3.4% point reduction in AUC and 3.1% point
reduction in accuracy should be taken seriously as a cautionary sign that depression-detection models
may be overfitting for situations where social media users are open about their depression.

On a positive note, as Guntuku et al. (2017) note, these AUC scores are still better than the perfor-
mance of primary-care physicians, which range from 62% to 74% (Mitchell et al., 2011). This suggests
that even though social-media trained models may be overtrained, they may still be useful. Further,
given that there exists a high-rate of depression-related stigma among primary care goers (Roeloffs et al.,
2003), social-media based approaches may be an even more effective diagnostic tool because one can
easily imagine patients with depression stigma actively acting to hide their depression from a primary
care physician.

6 Conclusion

At the outset of this study, we believed that there was a chance natural language processing depression
detection models were at risk of missing depressed individuals who were reluctant to talk about their
depressive symptoms publicly, but nevertheless suffer substantially from depression. The results of our
analysis, T 2 intervals about LIWC index scores and two classification tasks, are consistent with this
belief. There appear to be substantial differences in depressed users language when they are explicitly
discussing depression and when depression-related data is withheld.

With respect to the LIWC indexes, we found that depressed users showed differences with our control
users as expected by psychological theory: increased anxiety, self-reference, negativity, sadness and
affect, paired with decreased analytic language. With respect to the classification tasks, we found that,
as expected, the depression data withheld task was more difficult than all topic task. Additionally, we
found that the best performing model combined word- and character-ngrams with LIWC features.

That said, these findings should be considered within the context of this study’s limitations. First,
the data shows a Reddit-specific bias (exemplified by the presence of porn/masturbation avoidance and
a large number of computer, manga and video games terms in the TF-IDF rankings). These findings
may not generalize to other social media platforms. Second, while depression diagnosis is temporally
bounded, we make no effort to limit our data with respect to time. We may be including data for our
depressed users from a time when they were not depressed, adding noise and reducing our accuracy. And
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third, while we intend to approximate the behavior of users who are both depressed and have high self-
stigma, our attempt to do relies on users who presumably are seeking help. Users who have truly high
self-stigma may behave differently. These findings and shortcomings naturally lead to future research
opportunities. Future research should examine how variations in depression stigma may impact internet
language use, how depressed-user language varies across social media platforms, and how language may
be used to predict perceptions of public stigma. Lastly, the “NoFap” community appears like it would
warrant further study on its own from a sociological perspective.

7 Ethical Considerations

This study aims to add consideration for the needs of high self-stigmatized individuals suffering from
depression or depression-like symptoms. With that in mind, there are many valid reasons that people
would be reluctant to disclose a mood-disorder or mental-health issue publicly. There is a difference
between using computational linguistic technologies to direct targeted help towards these individuals and
the use of these same technologies to expose these individuals. As long as the media continues to portray
people suffering from mental illness as violent and dangerous (Friedman, 2006) and the public continues
to believe that people suffering from mental illness endanger them (Barry et al., 2013), where natural
language processing overlaps with health, all applications should strive to meet the classic bioethics
principle of non-maleficence: first, do no harm.

Inappropriate uses of depression detection technology—especially on those with high-levels of depres-
sion stigma—may alter the way individuals relate to the disease. Individuals who feel targeted by this
approach may become less likely to seek support and more likely to perceive the public as judging them
for their illness. In those ways, misusing depression detection technology could exacerbate the stigma
effects on a stigmatized population that is already at greater risk. Given that the goal of depression-
detection for the stigmatized population is to help those individuals above all else, extra care should be
paid to how the modeling is perceived by those who are suffering from depression.
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Abstract 

The Arabic Language creates a dichotomy in its pluralization system; therefore, 
Arabic plurals are either sound or broken. The broken plurals create an interesting 
morphological phenomenon as they are inflected from their singulars following 
certain templates. Although broken plurals have triggered the interest of several 
scholars, this paper uses Neural Networks in the form of OpenNMT to detect and 
investigate the behavior of broken plurals. The findings show that the model is able 
to predict the Arabic templates with some limitations regarding the prediction of 
consonants. The model seems to get the basic shape of the plural, but it misses the 
lexical identity.  

1 Introduction 

The Arabic pluralization system creates an interesting phenomenon. The Arabic Language pluralizes 
its nouns and adjectives throughout morphologically linear as well as non-linear processes. While linear 
processes involve suffixation, the non-linear means involve infixation, that is, a change in the pattern 
of consonants and vowels inside the singular form. This phenomenon is distinguished by grammarians 
as broken plurals, and it is known for several Semitic languages including Arabic, Hebrew, and other 
Afroasiatic languages. Although several studies have examined Arabic broken plurals, this paper 
examines Arabic broken plurals using neural networks. The present paper attempts to build an 
OpenNMT neural network for training, testing and predicting broken plurals. It uses a large corpus of 
2561 Arabic tokens. This attempt is twofold. It can help us approach this linguistic phenomenon using 
other methods, and it can explain or interpret the behavior of Arabic broken plurals templates. The 
importance of the present paper lies in detecting the behavior of not only broken plurals but also the 
behavior of sequences of consonant and vowels that make up these plurals. For instance, if the neural 
network can learn the singular pattern mafʕal and the plural one mafaaʕil, but it predicts the words 
mænðạr (view) and manaaðịr (views) correctly while it fails to predict markaz (center) and maraakiz 
(center), which both have the same patterns, then other factors are to be examined to better understand 
the behavior of broken plurals. Additionally, this paper addresses the L2 acquisition benefits from the 
technology of neural networks in predicting the behaviors of L2 learners in their acquisition of Arabic 
broken plurals.  

The paper is organized as follows. The introduction (section 1) introduces the research questions, 
describes the motivation behind the paper and establishes the argument. Section 2 lays out the concrete 
and necessary facts about the broken plurals and their patterns. Section 3 introduces the corpus of the 
study. Section 4 describes the methods used such as the OpenNMT as a general-purpose and attention- 
based seq2seq system. Section 5 reports the general performance of the experiment. Section 6 discusses 
and analyses the general performance of the experiment, presents the results, and discusses the impacts 
of new technologies – i.e. the OpenNMT – on second language acquisition. Finally, section 7, or the 
conclusion briefly summarizes the results.  

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 
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2 Arabic Broken Plurals 

Two types of noun and adjective plural forms are present in the morphological system of Semitic 
languages. They are the sound (regular) plurals and the broken (irregular) plurals. Sound plurals, on the 
one hand, are formed by a linear process that involves adding the suffixes -uun/-iin in case of masculine 
nouns/adjectives, or -aat in case of feminine nouns/adjectives.  

(1) Arabic Pluralization System  

Sing.   Pl.     Gloss 
(a) muhandis muhandisuun (nom.)/-iin (acc./gen.) (engineer)   

ṭaliba   ṭalibaat     (female student) 
(b) qalb   quluub     (heart) 

mænðạr  manaaðịr    (view) 

In (1.a), the masculine singular noun muhandis (engineer) is pluralized as muhandisuun (engineers) in 
the nominative case or as muhandisiin (engineers) as in the accusative/genitive cases. The feminine 
singular noun ṭaliba (female student) is pluralized as ṭalibaat (female students). On the other hand, 
broken plurals are formed non-linearly by means of infixation or morphological transformations that 
involve internal consonant and vowel changes. In (1.b), the singular noun qalb (heart) is pluralized as 
quluub (hearts), a plural that involves a change in the pattern of the singular from faʕl (CVCC) to fuʕuul 
(CVCVVC). Similarly, the singular mænðạr (view) is pluralized as manaaðịr, and therefore, mapped 
on the pattern mafaaʕil. Ratcliffe (1990) concludes that there are 27 broken plurals patterns applicable 
to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).  

Therefore, Arabic broken plurals have stimulated the interest of several scholars. The non-linear 
treatment of template morphology of Semitic languages dates to McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1982 ...) and 
much more subsequent work. Hammond’s (1988) contributes to the description of root-and-template 
morphology through the study of Arabic broken plurals. Moreover, in their in-depth paper, McCarthy 
and Prince (1990) have developed their theory of Prosodic Domain Circumscription where “rules 
sensitive to the morphological domain may be restricted to a prosodically characterized (sub-) domain 
in a word or stem.” In the same vein, Ratcliffe’s (1990) article aims at providing a framework for the 
analysis of Arabic morphology that involves the relationship between concatenative and non-
concatenative morphology.  

As far as the computation of broken plurals is concerned, Plunkett and Nakisa (1997) provide a 
connectionist model to the pluralization system of Arabic. They provide an analysis of the phonological 
similarity structure of the Arabic Plural system. In other words, they “examine whether the distribution 
of Arabic nouns is suited to supporting a distributional default in a neural network, by calculating a 
variety of similarity metrics that identify: (1) the clustering of different classes of Arabic plurals in 
phonological space; (2) the relative coherence of individual plural classes; and (3) the extent to which 
membership in a plural class can be predicted by the nearest neighbor in phonological space” (Plunkett 
and Nakisa, 1997). Their analyses show that the phonological form of the singular determines its sound 
plural. In their model, the distribution of Arabic singulars does not support a distributional default; 
however, their network performed well in (1) predicting plural class using the phonological form of the 
singular, (2) infecting singular to plural forms, (3) and generalizing the plural class prediction task to 
unseen words. 

3 Corpus 

The data consists of 2562 tokens extracted from a large contemporary corpus, provided with 
morphological patterns for both the singular forms and the plural forms. The data is organized into five 
columns as follows: lemma ID, singular form, singular pattern, broken plural form and broken plural 
patterns (Attia et al., 2011). The two columns of the singular form and the broken plural form are 
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extracted from the data, and then, they were prepared for the experiment using the R statistical language. 
The experiment is run for several times employing three different number of epochs; 10, 20 and 30 
epochs.  

4 Methods 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has become a new evolving technology in the past few years. One 
of these NMTs is the OpenNMT (Open-Source Neural Machine Translation) which is a methodology 
for machine translation that has been “developed using pure sequence-to-sequence models” (Klein et 
al., 2017). This technology has become an effective approach in other NLP fields such as dialogue, 
parsing, and summarization. Also, Klein et al., (2017) maintain that OpenNMT was designed with three 
aims: (a) prioritize first training and test efficiency, (b) maintain model modularity and readability, (c) 
support significant research extensibility. In OpenNMT, four areas improve the effectiveness of the 
model. These four areas are gated RNNs such as LSTMs, large stacked RNNs, input feeding and test-
time decoding (Klein et al., 2017). Although OpenNMT is built to handle sequence-to-sequence 
instances where it requires corpora of bilingual data to work, it can be used in other linguistic domains 
such as phonology and morphology. 

As long as OpenNMT-py runs a neural machine translation that uses sequence-to-sequence long short-
term memory (LSTM) to render a sequence of words into another sequence of words, this model uses 
OpenNMT as a tool that takes a sequence of broken plural letters and predicts them from a sequence of 
singular letters. The model deals with the non-linear morphological phenomenon of broken plurals as a 
machine translation problem where the input is the singular form, and the output is the plural form. The 
R code is used to vectorize singulars (as the input) and plurals (as the output); divide the data into one-
third for validation, two-thirds for training, and 100 items for testing; and create log files for the three 
processes of OpenNMT; training, validation, and testing. 

5 Results 

Due to the small set of data, the model is run employing two stages. The first stage involves running 
the model for 10, 20 and 30 epochs without randomizing the data while the second stage covers the 
same number of epochs involving data randomization. The rationale behind this is training and testing 
the model for optimal results.  

 

Without Randomization With Randomization 
10 epochs 20 epochs 30 epochs 10 epochs 20 epochs 30 epochs 

Prediction Average 
Score -0.9190 -1.0311 -1.0610 -0.9733 -1.036 -1.0598 

Validation 
Accuracy 55.9242 50.6183 51.4165 62.3264   62.3264 58.3398 

Table (1) shows that the best results that characterize the performance of the model are at epochs 10 
and 20 with a randomized data as well as 10 epochs without data randomization in case of the best 
prediction average score. The decline in the validation accuracy and the training accuracy can be due 
to: (1) the small amount of data in the corpus, (2) the small number of templates that the model learns. 
In addition, one assumption that validation accuracy is lower than training accuracy is the overfitting, 
meaning that the model learned particulars that help a better performance in the training data that cannot 
be applied in a large data. This, in fact, results in poor performance. Therefore, the model is run using 
a different number of epochs with randomization and without randomization to try to overcome the 
problem of overfitting.  
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6 Discussion and Future Work 

Based on these results, several points will be addressed. First, the examination of the training data shows 
that the data consist of 1641 observations which are divided into three categories. These involve the 
broken template ʔafʕaal with a frequency of 384 tokens, the template Mafaaʕil with a frequency of 466 
tokens and 791 tokens for the rest of other templates. The frequency of the measures in the training data 
is shown in figure (1) below. It shows that the two patterns (ʔafʕaal and Mafaaʕil) constitute more than 
the half of the training data; therefore, the data predicted by the model will be greatly affected by these 
two patterns.  

Figure 1. The Frequency of Patterns in the Training Data 

 

Second, the examination of the database shows that the 2562 tokens are distributed among 124 singular 
templates and 77 plural templates. Figure (2) below shows the most occurring patterns among the 
plurals ones which repeat more than 100 times. Therefore, seven templates constitute 68.73% of the 
database, and subsequently, they have a great effect on both processes of training and prediction. 
Amongst these templates are the above mentioned two templates which are found to be dominant in the 
training data.  

Figure 2. The Frequency of Arabic Broken Plurals in the Corpus of the Study 

 

These seven frequent measures include >afoEAl (ʔafʕaal) which occurs 351 times, faEAil (Faʕaail) 
which occurs 140 times, faEAlil (Faʕaalil) which has 359 tokens, faEAliyl (Faʕaaliil) which occurs 259 
times, fawAEil (Fawaaʕil) which has 299 tokens, fuEuwl (Fuʕuwl) with 231 frequent tokens, and 

ʔafʕaal Mafaaʕil Rest of the Patterns Whole Training Data
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mafAEiyl (Mafaaʕiil) which occurs 299 times. The predicted data demonstrate 100 predicted plurals 
which consist of 13 different templates. The frequency of these predicted templates is shown in figure 
(3) below. The most salient templates are ʔafʕaal and ʔafaaʕl which start with the voiceless glottal stop 
/ʔ/ and mafaaʕl and mafaaʕiil which begin with the prefix /ma-/.  

Figure 3. The Frequency of the Plural Templates in the Predicted Data 

 

Considering this information in addition to the information introduced earlier about the frequency of 
ʔafʕaal and Mafaaʕil in the training data, it can be inferred that the predicted data is highly influenced 
by the two prefixes ʔa- and ma-. Accordingly, the data show that all the predicted plurals by the model 
involve templates that start with either the glottal stop /ʔ/ or the prefix ma-. The prediction of the data 
demonstrates an interesting phenomenon. Although the number of the template Mafaaʕil outnumbers 
the ʔafʕaal in the training data as illustrated in figure (1) above, the model predicts the templates with 
the prefix ʔa- more than the prefix ma-. This is, in fact, due to the frequency of patterns starting with 
the ʔa- prefix as illustrated in figure (3) above. Also, there are many templates, which do not belong to 
either ʔa- or ma- tokens, are assigned patterns starting with these two prefixes. Another interesting 
phenomenon is that the model can predict the structure of the pattern correctly in more than of the 60% 
of the predicted data. However, the model always changes one or two consonants and keeps the vowels 
in their slots within the template. In other words, the overall mapping of consonants and vowels to the 
patterns is successfully predicted as will be shown in the following discussion. 

Figure 4. The Model Predictions with the Only ʔa- and ma- Prefixes. 
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The model succeeds in predicting most of the templates meaning that it manages to predict and map the 
vowels on the skeleton of the template while it fails to predict the consonants. The model’s prediction 
of consonants ranges from predicting most of them, putting restrictions on the prediction of certain 
consonants such as gutturals and emphatics, and assigning divergent templates. The following 
discussion follows by examining the most salient patterns created by the model. The pattern ʔafʕaal is 
one of the most frequent plurals in the training as well as the predicted data.  

(2) The Template ʔafʕaal  

Sing.     Pl.  Predicted Pl.  Gloss 
(c) Dawor /dawr/   >adowAr /ʔadwaar/ >arowAr /ʔarwaar/ (role) 

nawo' /nawʕ/   >anowAE /ʔanwaaʕ/ >anowAn /ʔanwaan/ (type) 
ku$ok /kušk/   >ako$Ak /ʔakšaak/ >awowAn /ʔawwaan/  (kiosk) 
 

(d) Sawot /ṣawt/   >aSowAt /ʔaṣwaat/ >awowAn /ʔawwaan/ (voice) 
DiEof /ḍiʕf/   >aDoEAf /ʔaḍʕaaf/  >arowAn /ʔarwaan/ (double) 
HawoD /ḥawḍ/  >aHowAD /ʔaḥwaaḍ/  >awowAn /ʔawwaan/ (basin)  

According to the data shown in (2) above, the model is successful in predicting the plural pattern 
CVC.CVVC. However, it fails to keep the same consonants while it maintains the vowels. For instance, 
the first broken plural in (2.c) ʔadwaar (roles) is predicted as ʔarwaar where the voiced apical trill roll 
/r/ replaces the voiced apico-dental stop /d/. As for the second plural in (2.c), the model alternates the 
final guttural fricative /ʕ/ with the voiced alveolar nasal /n/. This can be attributed to the behavior of 
guttural in final position as there are other examples in the data that show the unpredictability of guttural 
sounds in final position. In (2.d), the model is successful in predicting the pattern; albeit with more 
changes in the consonants. It fails to predict the emphatics /ṣ/ and /ḍ/ whether in initial or final position. 
This may have two interpretations; the emphatics are either non-frequent in the distribution of Arabic 
consonants across the Arabic roots or their behavior restricts their predictability.  

(3) The Template mafaaʕil  

     Sing.   Pl.   Predicted Pl.  Gloss 
(e) maSonaE /maṣnaʕ/  maSAniE /maṣaaniʕ/  manA}iy /manaaʔii/ (factory) 

mafoSil /mafṣil/  mafASil /mafaaṣil/ manA}iy /manaaʔii/ (hinge) 
manoHaY /manḥii/  manAHiy /manaaḥii/ manA}iy /manaaʔii/ (prohibited) 

Although the model is successful in predicting the template structure CV.CVV.CVC and the 
distribution of vowels within the template, it fails to predict the consonants. In (3.e), the model predicts 
the prefix ma- and the vowels where it could not predict the gutturals and the emphatics. Also, the 
model assigns the same predicted plural to three plurals. Also, the model inserts the /}/, the hamza /ʔ/ 
that has a seat in the middle of the word, into this template because it resembles another template which 
is faʕaaʔil as shown below.  

(4) The Template faʕaaʔil  

     Sing.   Pl.   Predicted Pl.  Gloss 
(f) Ea$iyrap /ʕašiiraa/  Ea$A}ir /ʕašaaʔir/ marA}iy /maraaʔii/ (tribe) 

 ZaEiynap /ðạ ʕiinaa/ ZaEA}in /ðạ ʕaaʔin/ >awA}iy /ʔawaaʔii/ (wife) 
 wadiyEap /wadiiʕaa/  wadA}iE /wadaaʔiʕ/  >awA}iy /ʔawaaʔii/ (deposit)  
 

In (4.f), the model predicts the template as CV.CVV.CVC which fits two patterns; mafaaʕil and 
faʕaaʔil. It also predicts the seated hamza. According to the cases in (3 and 4) above, it seems that the 
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model learns the template, but it does not learn the distribution of the appropriate consonants on the 
template except for few consonants.  

These observations can be attributed to examining the behavior of consonants. The frequency of certain 
consonants in the training data affects the model to predict specific consonants and rejects predicting 
the others. Therefore, there can be another experiment that examines consonants only. In other words, 
the experiment can involve only the consonantal tier of the broken plural. Since the Arabic morphology 
is interpreted in in terms of the CV-template, the study of the behavior, the frequency and the 
distribution of the consonants in the Arabic template can contribute to the prediction of the plural. 
According to the data used in this paper, it can be attested that certain consonants can occur more than 
other consonants in the template, i.e. the voiceless glottal stop /ʔ/. In the same manner, this proposes 
several questions about the distribution of some specific sounds, such as gutturals or emphatics, across 
the Arabic templates and the ability of neural networks, and hence, the human mind of predicting these 
sounds. If the predicted tokens are to be compared to plurals produced by children or L2 learners, the 
assumption of the difficulty of learning and predicting gutturals and emphatics will be attested. I assume 
that neural network is telling us about the difficulty of learning these sounds as human learners do. 

(5) The Template fuʕal  

     Sing.   Pl.     Predicted Pl.   Gloss 
(g) rasuwl /rasuul/  rusul /rusul/       >arowAr /ʔarwaar/  (prophet) 

               tuhomap /tuḥmaa/  tuham /tuḥam/      >awAmim /ʔawaamim/  (accusation) 
 

These are examples of how the model fails in predicting the template. Instead, it provides the template 
for the pattern ʔafʕaal. There are two assumptions for this prediction. First, the big frequency of the 
pattern ʔafʕaal contributes to this prediction. Second, the model maps the broken plural that has the 
pattern fuʕal to the singular pattern of the pattern ʔafʕaal, and therefore, it predicts the plural as ʔafʕaal 
as shown in the three examples in (5.g). For example, the broken plural rusul (prophets) in (5.g) can be 
analogized to the singular dawr (role) – this is the singular of the pattern ʔafʕaal – in (2.c) above. Hence, 
the model provides the predicted pattern ʔafʕaal (CVC.CVVC) to the broken plural with the pattern 
fuʕal (CV.CVC). All the predicted plurals for the plural with the template fuʕal have the template 
ʔafʕaal in the data predicted by the model. Therefore, the future work requires examining the broken 
plural in a larger corpus that also includes the Arabic sound plurals.  

7 L2 Acquisition and Neural Networks 

The conventional methods of teaching these broken plurals to L2 learners hold that there is a template 
for the plural to which the learner maps the stem of the singular into different syllable patterns by 
shifting the consonants of the singular form. Moreover, learners are told to use their “phonographic 
memory” to help them learn these patterns (Brustad et al., 2011, p. 30). For instance, given the singular 
form dars (lesson) and the plural template fuʕuul, they are asked to provide the plural form as follows:  

(6) Mapping singular form to plural template:  

fuʕuul (template) 
duruus (lessons)  

They ignore the vowels and map the consonants to the root (f-ʕ-l) in the template; then they copy the 
vowels according to the melody that the template produces. The OpenNMT model is successful to some 
extent in capturing the melody of the template through assigning the vowels in their correct slots. 
However, the cases in which the model fails to capture the melody and assign the vowel, it predicts 
divergent plurals. Additionally, the model was successful in mapping the consonants and the vowels to 
the skeleton of the template as L2 learners can do and produce a correct template in approximately half 
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of the data. The failure of the model to predict gutturals and emphatics can be attributed to two factors. 
First, gutturals and emphatics might have less frequency than other sounds. Second, the model is 
behaving like an L2 learner who is learning according to the principle of the order of acquisition; 
namely, learning the easiest first, then the hardest. Probably, the model is addressing one of the 
arguments proposed by several studies that these sounds are the hardest to learn in the Arabic language. 
Therefore, more work should be done to address the benefits of neural networks technology in helping 
the acquisition of languages by foreign learners.  

8 Conclusion 

This paper attempts to look at Arabic broken plurals from the perspective of neural networks by 
implementing an OpenNMT experiment to predict the Arabic broken plurals. Broken plurals show an 
interesting phenomenon in Arabic morphology as they are formed by shifting the consonants of the 
syllables into different syllables patterns, which in turn, changes the pattern of the word. Therefore, 
they produce a melody besides changing the consonants. The paper seeks to describe these plurals using 
another method, i.e. OpenNMT, and detecting the way these patterns behave.  

The findings show that several factors contributed to the predicted plurals. These include the 
frequencies of some templates as well as the distribution of consonants in the training data. Accordingly, 
the model predicts the templates most of the time with some alternations in the consonantal tier of the 
template, and it sometimes gets a different plural as a prediction of another plural. However, it succeeds 
to learn and predict the melodic tier of the template, i.e., it predicts the distribution of the vowels within 
the template. This prediction of vowels is similar to the way L2 learners learn to produce the broken 
plural given the singular form and the plural template. Therefore, another experiment can be 
implemented using the consonantal tier of the template for more inspection of these plurals. 
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Abstract

Ever increasing ransomware attacks and thefts of intellectual property demand cybersecurity
solutions to protect critical documents. One emerging solution is to place fake text documents in
the repository of critical documents for deceiving and catching cyber attackers. We can generate
fake text documents by obscuring the salient information in legit text documents. However,
the obscuring process can result in linguistic inconsistencies, such as broken co-references and
illogical flow of ideas across the sentences, which can give away the fake document and render
it unbelievable.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to generate believable fake text documents by automat-
ically improving the linguistic consistency of computer-generated fake text. Our method focuses
on enhancing syntactic cohesion and semantic coherence across discourse segments. We conduct
experiments with human subjects to evaluate the effect of believability improvements in distin-
guishing legit texts from fake texts. Results show that the probability to distinguish legit texts
from believable fake texts is consistently lower than from fake texts that have not been improved
in believability. This indicates the effectiveness of our method in generating believable fake text.

1 Introduction

The rise in the number of cyberattacks, such as the WannaCry ransomware attack1, has put pressure on
governments and corporations to protect their intellectual property and critical documents. Traditional
cybersecurity solutions such as access-control, firewalls, malware scanners, intrusion detection and pre-
vention technologies are limited in keeping an attacker from stealing information once he penetrates a
computer network. Therefore, recent research has focused on content-based cybersecurity solutions for
deceiving an attacker (Rowe and Rrushi, 2016; Jajodia et al., 2016; Heckman et al., 2015) who may
succeed in gaining access to the network. These solutions generate and deploy documents with fake
content (called ‘honeyfiles’ or ‘decoy files’) in the data repositories of legit documents for misleading
attackers with false information. Fake documents can be either low interaction honeyfiles such as empty
documents with similar names as legit documents, or high interaction honeyfiles with believable but
non-informative content that can mislead the attackers (Whitham, 2017; Bowen et al., 2009). However,
generating fake content that can deceive a human reader and is indistinguishable from legit content is
a challenging task. This research investigates a novel linguistics approach to generate high interaction
honeyfiles with believable fake text that are capable of eliciting trust.

The state of the art methods for fake text document generation (Rauti and Leppanen, 2017; Whitham,
2017) are broadly categorized based on the nature of content generated as follows: (1) random character
generation, (2) generation based on random word and sentence extraction from a given public document
corpus, (3) rule-based and preset template-based text generation, (4) generation based on translation from
one language to another containing partial content from an existing document, and lastly, (5) generation
based on language models built from a collection of similar documents (Whitham, 2017; Voris et al.,
2012). However, several of the resulting automatically generated text suffers from lack of believability,

1https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-data-protection/cyber-security/10-significant-ransomware-attacks-
2017/
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i.e. linguistic inconsistencies and disfluencies give it away as fake text. Believability is essential to the
success of cyber deception (Voris et al., 2013). Our goal is to automatically generate believable fake
documents that can deceive attackers.

The believability of a given fake text for a human reader is difficult to assess (Bowen et al., 2009;
McNamara and Kintsch, 1996; Otero and Kintsch, 1992). Believability has two major factors: first, the
prior knowledge of a reader (attacker) and second, the characteristics of the text. While prior knowledge
can affect the believability of text, such knowledge can vary from attacker to attacker, resulting in differ-
ent degrees of believability for different attackers. Textual characteristics, on the other hand, can affect
believability even for attackers with no prior knowledge. We hypothesize that cohesion and coherence
of text are two major factors in this respect.

We define a fake text in this research as a modified version of a legit human-written text created
automatically by removing some sentences that contain salient information. We define a believable fake
text as the modified version of a fake text with higher cohesion and coherence than the fake text. Prior
research provides metrics for measuring cohesion and coherence based on linguistic characteristics of
text (McNamara et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2011; Lapata and Barzilay, 2005). Also, the literature on text
simplification and summarization provides techniques to improve cohesion and coherence of a given text
(Narayan, 2014; Siddharthan et al., 2011; Mani et al., 1999). However, the question of how to effectively
manipulate a given text to improve its cohesion and coherence so as to render it believable still requires
more investigation.

Our specific research questions are the following: a) how can we adapt existing NLP techniques to
automatically modify a given fake text to increase its cohesion and coherence? and b) what is the relation
between cohesion, coherence, and believability of a given text for a reader? We study syntactic cohesion
at the local sentence level and semantic coherence at the paragraph level. We evaluate our method
in two ways. First, we test for a statistically significant increase in the cohesion and coherence of a
believable fake text over its corresponding (unbelievable) fake text. Second, we conduct a ‘believability
test’ (Bowen et al., 2009) with human subjects for identifying the legit text from a given pair of legit and
believable fake texts. Our results show that the probability to distinguish a legit text against a believable
fake text is less than 50%, while that against a (unbelievable) fake text is greater than 50%. These results
indicate the effectiveness of our method in generating believable fake texts. Our specific contributions
are the following:

1. A novel computational method to increase the cohesion and semantic coherence of a fake text to
enhance believability.

2. An analysis of effects of this method on the human perception of text’s believability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work on cohesion and
coherence. Section 3 defines the required notations for our approach, which is described in Section 4.
Section 5 describes our experimental setup, followed by result analysis in Section 6.

2 Related Work

We describe three most relevant areas in the literature to guide our methodology for improving the
believability of a fake text.

2.1 Measuring Cohesion and Coherence of Text
McNamara et al. (2014) defines cohesion as “a characteristic of the text that can be computationally
measured”, whereas coherence is viewed as “the cognitive correlate of cohesion”. Though cohesion and
coherence measures have been used for evaluating student’s essays (Burstein et al., 2010; Miltsakaki
and Kukich, 2000), they are heavily used for evaluating automatically generated text summaries and
the output of machine translation (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005). These measures describe the overlap of
ideas in adjacent sentences or paragraphs. The publicly available systems of Coh-Metrix (McNamara et
al., 2014) and the Tool for Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO) (Crossley et al., 2016) provide
quantitative measures for cohesion, which are suitable to adapt in our research.
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Lapata and Barzilay (2005) have proposed a quantitative measure of coherence based on the degree
of connectivity across sentences using semantic similarity metrics. We adapt and extend their method to
calculate coherence across paragraphs by computing semantic similarity between adjacent paragraphs.

2.2 Methods to Summarize and Simplify Text

Text summarization methods select salient sentences to form a short summary of the given text (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2012; Erkan and Radev, 2004). Generated summaries are then smoothed to create a
coherent whole out of these salient sentences (Siddharthan et al., 2011; Mani et al., 1999).

Our goal is different from text summarization, as we find salient sentences to remove them in order to
reduce the knowledge that an attacker can comprehend from the document. Our approach then needs to
create a coherent whole out of the remainder of the document when salient sentences are deleted. While
both tasks (i.e., text summarization and believable fake document generation) find salient sentences, they
focus on cohesion and coherence of different types of text units.

Another relevant research is to simplify text at the sentence and lexical levels for smoothing the gener-
ated text. Sentence level methods simplify the grammatical constructions with fewer number of modifiers
(Narayan, 2014). Lexical level methods minimize the number of unique words occurring in the text (Mc-
Namara et al., 2014; Siddharthan, 2006). However, these methods are not designed to directly address
the problem of linguistic inconsistency across the sentences.

2.3 Measuring Believability of Computer-generated Fake Text

An approach to measure believability of a fake text depends on the type of fake text. Fake texts can be
categorized into three broad classes (Almeshekah and Spafford, 2016): manufacturing reality (curating
false information from multiple documents), altering reality (modifying information in an existing docu-
ment), and hiding reality (obscuring information in an existing document). A believable fake text lies at
the intersection of altering reality and hiding reality. Prior literature has investigated different methods to
compute the believability of such fake texts. Whitham et al. (2015) computed the difference between the
k-dimensional linguistic features (e.g., word count, sentence length) of a fake text and legit text in a data
repository. However this method does not evaluate the measure of believability for a human. Shabtai et
al. (2016) and Bowen et al. (2009) conducted a realistic test where human readers were asked to identify
the legit text from a pair of fake and legit texts. Similar to their work, we employ a believability test
(more details in Section 6) to evaluate the automatically generated believable fake text.

3 Notations and Definitions

A legit text document d is used to generate a fake text document d′, which is then used to generate
a believable fake text document d′′. Each of the documents d, d′, and d′′ consists of a sequence of
sentences S that are grouped into K paragraphs (denoted by ke). We define si ∈ S as a salient sentence
in d. The context of si is denoted by c(si), where c(si) consists of adjacent paragraphs containing 2x
number of sentences with x number of sentences before and after si respectively. We define sj to be a
sentence in c(si) that adjacently follows si. Document d is parsed to list the part of speech (POS) tags for
each of the words in d and the list of POS tags is represented by POS tag list. Pronouns are recognized
as p, noun phrases are recognized as n and a set of noun phrases are denoted by N . A noun phrase n
follows a regular expression pattern of Adjective ∗Noun+.

Our technical approach aims to increase the cohesion and semantic coherence of a given fake text. To
compute these two concepts, we use the measures of referential cohesion and semantic similarity based
coherence.

Referential cohesion measures the overlap of ideas by measuring the linguistic overlap in the content
words across adjacent paragraphs. We use the “adjacent overlap all para” metric provided by TAACO
(Crossley et al., 2016). This specific measure is defined as the number of overlapping lemma types that
occur in both ke and ke+1. We compute the referential cohesion of a document d as follows:
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Referential cohesion(d) =

count(K)−1∑
e=1

Referential cohesion(ke, ke+1)

count(K)− 1
(1)

where ke and ke+1 are adjacent paragraphs and count(K) is the number of paragraphs in d.
Semantic coherence measures the overlap of ideas by assessing semantic similarity between the adja-

cent sentences or paragraphs. We adapt the measure proposed by Lapata and Barzilay (2005) to compute
the coherence as follows:

Semantic coherence(d) =

count(K)−1∑
e=1

sim(ke, ke+1)

count(K)− 1
(2)

where sim(ke, ke+1) is a measure of semantic similarity between adjacent paragraphs ke and ke+1.
We compute semantic similarity between two adjacent sentences or paragraphs using the semantic

textual similarity system provided by UMBC-EBIQUITY-CORE (Han et al., 2013). This measure is
based on the assumption that if two text sequences are semantically equivalent, we should be able to
align their words or expressions. The alignment quality that serves as the similarity measure is computed
by aligning similar words and penalizing poorly aligned words. Words or expressions are aligned using
a word similarity model based on a combination of Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990)
and semantic distance in the WordNet knowledge graph (Mihalcea et al., 2006).

4 Problem Statement and Solution Methodology

Problem Statement - Given an original legit text document d, generate a fake text document d′ and a
believable fake text document d′′, where:

1. d′ is fake by not containing a salient sentence si that is present in d,

2. d′′ is believably fake by not containing a salient sentence si, and by following
the constraints: (Referential cohesion(d′′) − Referential cohesion(d′)) > 0, and
(Semantic coherence(d′′)− Semantic coherence(d′)) > 0.

Our proposed solution for believable fake text generation consists of two modules: A fake genera-
tion module and a believability module. The fake generation module consists of two operations: salient
sentence identification and salient sentence deletion. The believability module consists of three opera-
tions: coreference correction, singleton entity removal, and referential cohesion improvement. We next
describe each of these modules and link them to the specific functions provided in algorithm 1.

4.1 Fake generation module

Input: Legit text document d.
Output: Fake text document d′ and deleted sentence si.
Objective: Generate fake text by deleting a salient sentence.
Salient sentence identification: This operation identifies the most salient sentence si in d using the
LexRank algorithm (Erkan and Radev, 2004). LexRank computes sentence salience based on eigenvector
centrality on the sentence similarity matrix, where sentence similarity is computed using idf-modified
cosine similarity function.
Salient sentence deletion: This operation generates a fake text document d′ by deleting si from the
original document d.
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Algorithm 1: Believability module

Input: d′, si, POS tag list, θ
Output: d′′

1: procedure BELIEVABLE GENERATOR(d′, si, POS tag list, θ)
2: temp d′′ = COREFERENCE CORRECTION(d′, sj , POS tag list)
3: c(si) = SINGLETON ENTITY REMOVAL(si, c(si), θ) . c(si) is extracted from temp d′′

4: c(si) = REFERENTIAL COHESION IMPROVEMENT(si, c(si), θ)
5: d′′ = replace c(si) in d′ with the generated c(si)
6: return d′′

7: end procedure
8: function COREFERENCE CORRECTION(d′, sj , POS tag list)
9: if sj contains p then . p in POS tag list

10: compute coreference chains CC on d′

11: if (p resolved to n in CC) & (sj does not contain n) then . n in POS tag list
12: replace p with n
13: end if
14: end if
15: return d′

16: end function
17: function SINGLETON ENTITY REMOVAL(si, c(si), θ)
18: Parse Ns from si and Nc(si) from c(si)
19: for each n1 in Ns do
20: if (n1 not in c(si)) or (n1 occurs more than once in c(si)) then
21: Remove n1 from Ns

22: end if
23: end for
24: for each n1 in Ns do
25: n2 = FIND SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR(n1, Nc(si), θ) . n2 in Nc(si)

26: if REPLACEABLE(n1, n2) == TRUE then
27: Replace n1 with n2 in c(si)
28: end if
29: end for
30: return c(si)
31: end function
32: function REFERENTIAL COHESION IMPROVEMENT(si, c(si), θ)
33: Parse Nbefore from S ∈ c(si) preceding si and Parse Nafter from S ∈ c(si) succeeding si
34: for each n1 in Nbefore do
35: n2 = FIND SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR(n1, Nafter, θ) . n2 in Nafter

36: if REPLACEABLE(n1, n2) == TRUE then
37: Replace n1 with n2 in c(si)
38: end if
39: end for
40: return c(si)
41: end function

4.2 Believability module

Input: Fake text document d′, deleted sentence si, list of POS tags POS tag list and semantic
similarity threshold between noun phrases θ.
Output: Believable fake text document d′′.
Objective: Generate believable fake text by improving cohesion and coherence of text.
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Next, we describe the three key sequential operations in the believability module. These operations
are performed at the word level. The parts of speech of every word in d is recognized using Stanford’s
CoreNLP toolkit (accuracy on noun phrase tagging = 89.30%) and saved as a list - POS tag list.

Coreference correction (COREFERENCE CORRECTION(d′, sj , POS tag list)): The purpose of
this operation is to improve the ease of reading and to relate the noun phrases in c(si). It identifies the
coreference chains in the fake text using the Stanford’s CoreNLP toolkit. If a pronoun p in sj is resolved
to a noun n2, and n2 does not occur in sj then replace p with n2.

Singleton entity removal (SINGLETON ENTITY REMOVAL(si, c(si), θ): The purpose of this op-
eration is to hide the traces of si in c(si). Specifically, if there exists a noun phrase n1 in si that occurs
only once in c(si) after si has been deleted; then, n1 is replaced with a semantically similar noun phrase
n2 present in c(si) (FIND SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR(n1, Nc(si), θ)).

Referential cohesion improvement (REFERENTIAL COHESION IMPROVEMENT(si, c(si)), θ):
The purpose of this operation is to increase the cohesive relationships between the before and after parts
of si in c(si). First, we extract two lists of noun phrases Nbefore and Nafter from c(si). Nbefore is the
list of noun phrases that occur in c(si) before si, whereas the Nafter is the list of noun phrases that occur
in c(si) after si. Second, noun phrases in Nbefore and Nafter are compared to pair the noun phrase n1 in
Nbefore with a semantically similar noun phrase n2 in Nafter (FIND SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR(n1,
Nafter, θ)). Finally, n1 is replaced with n2 in c(si). An example of n1 and n2 are “methods” and
“techniques” respectively.

Both singleton entity removal and referential cohesion improvement operations replace the noun
phrase n1 with another noun phrase n2 provided n2 is semantically similar to n1. n1 and n2 are consid-
ered semantically similar if their similarity is above a threshold θ (θ=0.80 for high similarity). However,
the two operations choose the noun phrases for replacement based on different criteria. Also, both these
operations will replace n1 with n2 (REPLACEABLE(n1, n2)) based on the following constraints: (i) n2
does not occur in the sentence containing n1, (ii) n1 and n2 have the same plurality, (iii) n1 and n2 have
the same number of noun terms. After n1 is replaced by n2, a corrective operation is performed - if n1 is
preceded by ‘a’ or ‘an’, then it is changed to suit n2.

Next, we describe the experimental setup and the analysis of results.

5 Experimental Setup

This section presents the experimental design for testing the effectiveness of our approach. Our validation
experiments are as follows:

1. Statistical analysis - validates the statistical significance of the improvements in cohesion and
coherence of automatically generated believable fake text over the fake text.

2. Believability test - validates the following via human subjects: Does applying the believability
module generate believable fake texts that have lower probability of being discerned than fake text?

Data: We randomly selected 25 technical articles from Communications of the ACM - a leading technical
magazine. Based on the selected articles, we generated 3 sets of text documents. Each set contains 25
text documents as follows:

• Legit text set - First, we randomly extracted two to three consecutive paragraphs from each of the
25 original articles and created legit texts belonging to this set. The purpose of extraction is to limit
the size of the documents in this set to keep it comparable to the size of context modified by the
believability module.

• Fake text set - Next, using our fake generation module we identified the most salient sentence si in
the original article. We also identified the context c(si) (length of the context (2x) = 10) surrounding
the salient sentence. Subsequently, we generated fake documents by extracting paragraphs contain-
ing c(si) but without the salient sentence si.
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Fake text Believable fake text
p-value

Mean SD Mean SD
Cohesion 0.24 0.09 0.26 0.06 0.026
Coherence 0.37 0.10 0.40 0.09 0.013

Table 1: Comparing the change in cohesion and coherence of the fake and the believable fake texts.

Figure 1: Aggregated analysis of 625 responses per test case of selecting the text perceived as legit - (a)
given a pair of legit and fake texts (left), and (b) given a pair of legit and believable fake texts (right).

• Believable fake text set - Finally, we generated this set by improving the cohesion and coherence of
the texts in the fake text set using our believability module.

The aforementioned method to generate sets of documents is suitable as it helps keep the legit text,
fake text, and believable fake texts comparable. These texts are all extractions and modifications of
consecutive paragraphs from the same original article, having the same topicality, reading level, and
sharing the writing style of the same author(s).

6 Experiments and Results

This section details the experiments performed and their results.
Statistical analysis - For validating the statistical significance of the change in cohesion and coherence

measures, we used the two-tailed paired t-test. We compared the 25 pairs of fake and their corresponding
believable fake texts based on their cohesion and coherence measures. The results are as shown in Table
1. Looking at the p-values in the table, we can observe a statistically significant improvement in the
cohesion and coherence of the text due to the operations in the believability module.

Believability test - This is a well-defined test in the domain of cyber deception that is used to test and
measure the believability of a fake object. A perfectly believable fake text is one that is indistinguishable
in comparison to a legit text (Bowen et al., 2009). Bowen et al. (2009) have described the procedure to
conduct a believability test as follows: i) Choose two texts such that one is the believable fake text for
which we wish to measure its believability and the second is chosen at random from a set of legit texts.
ii) Select a human subject at random to participate in a user study. iii) Show the human subject the texts
chosen in step one and ask them to decide which of the two texts is the legit text. A perfectly believable
fake text is chosen with a probability greater than or equal to 50% (an outcome that would be achieved
if the human subject decided completely at random).

In order to observe the change in believability due to the operations in the believability module, we
conducted two types of believability tests. For the first type, we compared 25 pairs of believable fake and
its corresponding legit texts derived from the same original article. We then conducted the second type
of believability test where we compared 25 pairs of fake and its corresponding legit texts derived from
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Figure 2: Distribution per test pair for 25 human subjects, where the orange bar (left) for each pair
indicates the probability of identifying the legit text and blue bar (right) indicates the probability of
selecting the believable fake text as the legit text.

the same original article. We did not inform the subjects about the difference in the pairs apriori. We
showed each of the 50 pairs to 25 human subjects and asked them to identify the legit text. The human
subjects were recruited through classes in our university and through a crowdsourcing platform (the
highest trusted ‘level 3’ contributor set on Figure-Eight platform2). In total, we received 1250 responses
for selecting the legit text in each of the 50 pairs.

We evaluated the 1250 responses using the believability test’s performance metric - the probability of
selecting a fake or believable fake text as the legit text. Figure 1 shows the aggregated analysis of all
the 625 responses per type of believability test. Figure 1(a) shows the probability of a subject selecting
the fake text as a legit text to be only 44% (p-value: 0.037, two-tailed t-test), indicating that the subjects
were able to discern the legit text correctly for a statistically significant number of times. This probability
indicates the likelihood of a distinguishing factor in the text that helped the subjects to identify the fake
text. On the other hand, figure 1(b) shows a probability of 57% (p-value: 0.006, two-tailed t-test) for
selecting a believable fake text as a legit text. This result implies that the believable fake text is truly
believable for the subjects, and there may not exist a distinguishing factor that helped the subjects to
recognize the believable fake text as fake.

We further performed a fine-grained analysis to validate our hypothesis that an increase in the cohesion
and coherence of text would improve the believability of the text. For this analysis, we compared the
individual probability of selecting a believable fake text in a believable fake-legit text pair for each of
the 25 pairs. The results are as shown in figure 2. We found that 76% of the tests resulted in greater
than 50% probability for a subject to identify the believable fake text as legit. These results indicate the
positive effect of applying our believability module on the believability perception of fake text.

6.1 Limitations and Error Analysis
Our believability module is dependent on a semantic similarity model to provide us the similarity of
noun phrases. Measuring text similarity and alignment for comparing the meaning are challenging tasks
and open research questions. We chose UMBC-EBIQUITY-CORE because its similarity computation
is based on leveraging both distributed semantics (Latent Semantic Analysis) and semantic networks
(WordNet) for generalization. However, errors in the chosen model influences the performance of the
believability module to have fewer choices when substituting similar noun phrases. Also, our approach
is dependent on the POS tagger to identify noun phrases. If the tagger fails to annotate a noun or its
plural form accurately, then the identified candidates for substitution would not be the complete set of
nouns occurring in the document. These limitations can reduce the number of possible substitutions and
therefore, limiting the possible improvements in the cohesion and coherence of the fake text.

We also conducted an error analysis on the results of the believability test to understand the character-
istics of text that was not perceived as legit. In figure 2, out of the 25 pairs of believable fake-legit texts,
six pairs were such that the legit text was discerned. This could be a result of pre-existing complexity
in comprehending the text that was randomly chosen for generating the believable fake text. The char-
acteristics of hard to comprehend text includes a greater presence of infrequently used words and longer

2https://www.figure-eight.com/
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sentences. For instance, among the six pairs, we found sentences containing nearly 40 words in the cho-
sen text. These observations motivate our future work to improve the believability by also incorporating
other features of text comprehension that are beyond cohesion and coherence alone.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We designed a novel computational linguistics method to enhance the believability of fake texts, which
are used in cybersecurity solutions to deceive cyber attackers. Our methods rely on improving the lin-
guistic consistency by increasing cohesion 1) at the sentence level via coreference correction between
sentences, and 2) at the paragraph level via semantic relatedness among entities. We evaluated the out-
come of our method using statistical techniques to measure the significance of improvements in the
cohesion, coherence, and believability of the generated text. We found that the increase in the values of
cohesion and coherence metrics for the believable fake text was statistically significant when compared
with the fake text. Further, the believability test showed that the probability to distinguish a legit text
from a believable fake text is lower than the probability to distinguish a legit text from a fake text. These
results prove our hypothesis that the computer-generated fake text with higher cohesion and coherence
leads to improvement in the believability of the text. These results further indicate the effectiveness of
our method in generating believable fake text for misleading potential cyber attackers and increasing the
cost of intellectual property thefts.

For the purpose of reproducibility, our dataset will be available upon request, for research purposes.
Our future work will explore an extension of the newly developed methods to analyze and address the
challenge of obscuring salient information at multiple locations in a given text. We will also experiment
with varied types of documents by domain including non-technical documents. The application of our
methods will help to create benchmark data repositories of both legit and fake text documents for cyber
deception research.
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Abstract

The Winograd Schema Challenge targets pronominal anaphora resolution problems which re-
quire the application of cognitive inference in combination with world knowledge. These prob-
lems are easy to solve for humans but most difficult to solve for machines. Computational models
that previously addressed this task rely on syntactic preprocessing and incorporation of external
knowledge by manually crafted features. We address the Winograd Schema Challenge from
a new perspective as a sequence ranking task, and design a Siamese neural sequence ranking
model which performs significantly better than a random baseline, even when solely trained on
sequences of words. We evaluate against a baseline and a state-of-the-art system on two data sets
and show that anonymization of noun phrase candidates strongly helps our model to generalize.

1 Introduction

The Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) targets difficult pronoun resolution problems which are easy to
resolve for humans, but represent a great challenge for AI systems because they require the application
of cognitive inferencing in combination with world knowledge (Levesque et al., 2012; Levesque, 2014).
It has been argued that a computer that is able to solve WS problems with human-like accuracy must be
able to perform “human-like” reasoning and that the WSC can be seen as an alternative to the Turing
test. Consider the following Winograd Schema (WS):

Example 1.1 The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they feared violence.

Both city councilmen and demonstrators agree in number and gender and even in semantic type, as
both mentions refer to groups of humans (with political interests). While we could imagine a city with
councilmen who approve violence and hence forbid a demonstration by peaceful protesters, this reading
may appear nonsensical to most readers. Most humans will straightforwardly resolve the pronoun they
to corefer with the city councilmen. Now consider the outcome of replacing a single word – the predicate
feared – with the semantically related predicate advocated, yielding its twin sentence:

Example 1.2 The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they advocated vio-
lence.

With this change, the resolution is reversed: now they refers to the demonstrators. Humans may
reason that city council men are naturally concerned with the well-being of their city and thus they are
not in favor of a demonstration by protesters who advocate violence. Winograd problems as displayed
in Examples 1.1 and 1.2 occur very rarely in natural language texts and cannot be properly resolved
by traditional coreference resolution (CR) systems. The primary reason is that standard CR systems
heavily rely on features such as gender or number agreement or mention-distance information. However,
such features do not give away any knowledge that would be useful for resolving WS problems. Given
a random baseline of 0.5 accuracy, the Stanford resolver (Lee et al., ), winner of the CoNLL 2011
Shared Task (Pradhan et al., 2011), achieves a sobering accuracy of 0.53 when facing Winograd Schema
problems (Rahman and Ng, 2012). Lee et al. (2017) describe a state-of-the-art neural system for general
neural coreference resolution and observe that, while trained on much more data than is available in
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the WSC, their system shows little advance in the uphill battle of resolving hard pronoun coreference
problems that require world knowledge.

As our main contribution we are proposing a novel and very general take on the WSC task that we
formulate as a sequence ranking task in a neural Siamese sequence ranking model. Moreover, we design
features derived from manually designed knowledge bases and show how they can be integrated in this
model. We investigate anonymization of noun phrase candidates that significantly enhances the general-
ization capacity of the model. We evaluate against baselines and a state-of-the-art (SOTA) system with
special focus on the impact of different features and propose connotation frames as a novel feature for
the WSC task. All Siamese model variants, even those trained on word sequences only, show signifi-
cant improvements over the baseline on our main testing set. Our best performing model achieves 0.63
accuracy.

2 WSC Datasets and Related Work

Strict Data is Scarce: WSCL. Starting with the work by Levesque et al. (2012), a collection of (cur-
rently) 282 strict WS problems is maintained online1, which will henceforth be referred to as WSCL.
We make a distinction between strict and relaxed Winograd Schemata. Relaxed Winograd Schemata are
problems which can be solved by computing simple corpus statistics. E.g., The chimpanzee couldn’t use
Linux because it is an animal is of the relaxed type because a simple google query returns significantly
more results for chimpanzee is an animal than Linux is an animal (19,700 vs. 3 hits). Such relaxed, easy-
to-solve examples are not contained in the WSCL data set, but do occur in the WSCR data set, described
below. The problems in WSCL have an average length of 18 tokens. Some problems may consist of more
than one sentence and require understanding across sentence boundaries.2

Relaxed Data: WSCR. The main dataset used in this work3, which we refer to as WSCR, was pub-
lished by Rahman and Ng (2012). The data was created by 30 undergraduate students. It comprises 943
twin sentences and comes already divided into training (70%) and test set (30%). As opposed to the
WSCL data, WSCR comprises both strict and relaxed Winograd schemata. We found that it also contains
sentences with no straightforward resolution, as in Ex. 2.1 and 2.2 (with gold antecedents underlined):

Example 2.1 Bob likes to play with Jimbo because he loves playing.

Example 2.2 The bus driver yelled at the kid after she drove her vehicle.

When we presented these problems to a class of students, close to half of them voted for the other
reading in Example 2.1 (more than half in Example 2.2). This is reasonable, since the alternative reading
(Jimbo loves playing) can be inferred from the fact that generally people like to play with someone who
likes to play – rather than with someone who does not like to play. The alternative reading of Example
2.2 could be even more likely, since it makes perfect sense that when a kid tries to drive the bus driver’s
vehicle, the bus driver will get angry and might yell at the kid. When inspecting the data, we found that
while notably having lower quality than WSCL, most sentences have a clearly preferred reading, which
coheres with the gold annotation. The problems in WSCR seem less diverse as all consist of exactly one
sentence and in every sentence we find at least one discourse connector or a comma connecting a main
clause with the antecedent candidates to a sub-clause that contains the pronoun.

Feature- and Example-based Ranking. Together with the WSCR data set, Rahman and Ng (2012)
also publicized the description of a linear ranking system that achieves 73% accuracy on the published
data. The system relies on 8 features, which it uses to fit a SVM ranking model. Contrary to our work, all
features depend on syntactic dependency annotation. While incorporating complex external knowledge
resources such as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) or narrative chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008), the
most helpful feature turned out to be simple Google-queries, it significantly outperformed the random
baseline with a considerable margin of 6% to the next best single feature. Kruengkrai et al. (2014)
attempted to replicate parts of the system, selecting five features. Some of them were implemented

1https://cs.nyu.edu/faculty/davise/papers/WinogradSchemas/WSCollection.xml
2E.g. It was a summer afternoon, and the dog was sitting in the middle of the lawn. After a while, it got up and moved to a

spot under the tree, because it was hot.
3url: http://www.hlt.utdallas.edu/˜vince/papers/emnlp12.html
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differently, e.g. instead of querying Google directly, the Google n-gram dataset (Brants and Franz, 2006)
was used. The authors present a system that extracts representative examples from the web. Both systems
were tested on a subset of the WSCR test set (for the problems where web examples were found). The
reimplemented system yielded 0.56 accuracy while their own approach yielded 0.69 accuracy.

Integer Linear Program (ILP). Peng et al. (2015b) use an ILP (Schrijver, 1986) inference approach
with a novel way of knowledge representation. Their system yields 0.76 accuracy on WSCR, which is
the current state-of-the-art result on this data. In their approach “Predicate Schemas” are instantiated and
scored using knowledge acquired from external knowledge bases compiled into constraints for a decision.
Consider ‘The bee landed on the flower because it {was hungry, had pollen}’, where the gold resolution
is that (i) the bee was hungry and (ii) the flower had pollen. A simple predicate schema for this problem is
instantiated as hungry(bee) vs. hungry(flower) and has pollen(flower) vs. has pollen(bee). Scores
for the instantiated predicates are then gathered from external knowledge sources such as Google4.

Other Work on Difficult Coreference Resolution. Sharma et al. (2015) build a semantic parser
and Schüller (2014) use syntactic dependency annotation and knowledge base linking in order to solve
WSC problems. Both works use the Answer Set Programming language (ASP, cf. (Baral, 2003; Gelfond
and Lifschitz, 1988)) on the generated abstract representations for reasoning about the correct antecedent.
Sharma et al. (2015) for evaluation considers only causal attributive and direct causal events and Schüller
(2014) performs experiments with only 4 twin problems for demonstration purposes.

We conclude that (i) all examined prior work focuses on either a specific subset of Winograd problems
or/and is tested on only one specific data set, WSCL or WSCR but never both. Also (ii) we are the first to
present an end-to-end WSC system which, contrary to all prior methods, does not rely on sophisticated
preprocessing or linguistic annotation. (iii) We avoid heavy reliance on Google searches, which we argue
the approaches of both Rahman and Ng (2012) and Peng et al. (2015b) suffer from. This is mainly due
to two reasons: 1., Google has restricted automatic access to their search engine, making it difficult to
solve more than a handful of pronoun resolution problems in short time without payment and, even more
importantly 2., reproduction of results is impossible due to the nature of Google’s search-algorithm as
a black box – one cannot ensure to retrieve the exact same or even similar query results as previous
authors. Our work, by contrast, does not rely on non-reproducible features and will be the first to present
an end-to-end neural approach for addressing the WSC.

3 Framing the WSC as a Sequence Ranking Task

We propose a new view on Winograd problems by translating the problem to a sequence ranking or
classification task that discriminates a preferred or plausible sentence reading from a very similar but
dispreferred or implausible reading. The preferred reading emerges when we replace the pronoun with
its coreferent gold antecedent noun phrase and the dispreferred reading emerges when we instead use the
wrong antecedent as the replacement. For example, given the WS problem Joe paid the detective after
he received the final report on the case., we can derive the preferred reading:
Example 3.1 Joe paid the detective after Joe received the final report on the case.
and the clearly less preferred reading
Example 3.2 Joe paid the detective after the detective received the final report on the case.

Most humans easily come to understand that Example 3.1 is in line with common sense (preferred),
while the second Example 3.2 seems somewhat bogus and less in line with common sense (dispreferred).
Inserting the correct (incorrect) antecedent noun phrase in place of the pronoun converts a Winograd
problem with alternative but clear pronoun resolutions into preferred and dispreferred readings.

Formal Description. Let a Winograd problem be defined as a tuple (s, p, c+, c−) ∈ W , where s is a
sequence of tokens, p is the given anaphoric pronominal token and c+ represents the correct and c− the
incorrect noun phrase antecedent. We design a function f :W →W ′, returning a tuple (r+, r−) ∈W ′,
containing two sequences of tokens, where r+ is the preferred reading of s and r− is the dispreferred
reading of s which are the result of replacing the anaphoric pronoun p in s with c+ or c−.5

4Note that plants and bees are both very likely to have pollen, the predicate schema may be prone to errors in this case.
5When the pronouns are possessive (his, her, their), we replace p in s with the genitive form of c+ or c−.
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Discussion. We derive sentences without pronouns from sentences with pronouns by inserting the
aforementioned corresponding noun. A motivation for this process is the assumption that pronouns ‘stand
for’, ‘replace’ or are ‘substitutes’ for previously mentioned or understood noun phrases. Framing the
problem as a sequence preference ranking task has two major advantages. First, by replacing the anaphor
with one of the possible antecedents, we contextualize each of these candidates to the local context of
the anaphor. This contextualization can be exploited in a neural end-to-end system that constructs a full
sentence representation, including the (resolved) pronoun. Second, with the two alternative readings
being constructed, we can define a model that determines which of the two readings is preferred, or can
be considered more plausible. That is, we frame the task as a preference ranking task, as opposed to a
categorical binary classification task. In sum, we argue that framing/formulating the task of Winograd
sentence/problem resolution as a task of comparing the plausibility of alternative readings provides an
appealing alternative to prior task formulations: It permits the application of hypothetically any type of
sentence representation model to be applied out-of-the-box.

Note however that by no means we want to postulate that humans understand and resolve Winograd
problems by internally comparing a pair of complete sentence representations with alternatively resolved
pronouns. But what perhaps is also clear is that humans do not dependency parse the full sentence and
then access knowledge bases weighting manually crafted mention features as commonly done in the
WSC task (Rahman and Ng, 2012; Sharma et al., 2015).

4 Neural Sequence Models for the WSC

Having converted each WS problem into two highly similar yet different readings allows us to define a
neural end-to-end model in at least two different ways. In a naı̈ve formulation (Naı̈ve Model), we can
simply force a model to predict whether a specific reading is plausible or implausible (binary classifi-
cation). Alternatively, we can also exploit the fact that the two readings – produced by replacing the
anaphor with a candidate antecedent (see above) – are highly similarand frame the task as a sequence
ranking problem and design a relational model that constructs two internal representations that are com-
pared and ranked. We call this the Siamese Model.

Naı̈ve Model. We encode a sequence of tokens with an embedding layer and a two-layered Bi-LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and use a logistic regression layer on top to predict whether the
sentence – representing one or the other of the two possible readings – is accepted or not. For training,
from each pair of readings indexed by i = 1, ..., N we extract two training examples, where the preferred
reading r+i is assigned class 1, and the dispreferred reading r−i is assigned class 0. This model can be
optimized by minimizing a standard binary cross-entropy loss. A disadvantage of this model is that the
classifier is not explicitly optimized towards the goal of discriminating competing readings since during
training accepted and inaccepted readings are isolated from each other.

Siamese Model. Similar to the Naı̈ve Model, we encode a sequence of tokens with an embedding
layer followed by two-layered Bi-LSTM and use a single SELU (Klambauer et al., 2017) unit on top
that predicts a plausibility score hθ(r) for a reading r, where θ are the parameters of the model. The
model is mirrored and uses shared weights to process two different representations at the same time, one
for each reading (Fig. 1). We compute two plausibility scores over a pair of readings for every training
example, where the aim is to maximize the difference between the scores for the plausible sequences
and the implausible ones. At inference, the resolution with highest plausibility score is chosen. We
avoid decomposing a pair of readings into two independent training and testing examples as done in the
naı̈ve model and by feeding the model both sequences at the same time we directly optimize the model
to assign the preferred reading a higher plausibility score compared to the dispreferred reading. This is
reflected in the (totally differentiable) margin ranking loss, which we define as

1

N

N∑

i=1

[
1− σ

(
hθ(r

+
i )− hθ(r−i )

)]
, (1)

where σ is the logistic function. The general architecture is outlined in Fig. 1 and lends itself naturally
to the incorporation of at least two different types of additional input features.
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Keith fired Blaine because Blaine showed up late. 

 Keith fired Blaine because Keith showed up late. 
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Figure 1: General Siamese architecture for comparing WSC readings. Embed layer is a function converting a sequence of
tokens to a sequence of real valued vectors (we use a lookup table containing pretrained GloVe embeddings). 2d-2d encoder
means any function that converts a sequence of vectors into another sequence of vectors (we use a Bi-LSTM returning state
vectors). 2d-1d means any encoder converting a sequence of vectors into a single vector (we use a Bi-LSTM and concatenate
the end states of each sequential read). ‘a’ can represent any activation neuron (we use a SELU unit).

Siamese Multi-Input Model. Our general architecture is displayed in Figure 1. The architecture nat-
urally lends itself for the incorporation of many additional features, which have the potential to provide
pointed world knowledge for the model that it cannot derive from the scarce training data. In the basic
model (Figure 1), we can inject two additional types of features: real valued vectors and real valued
matrices. Consider that the word embedding sequence for a Winograd example is of length l which is
again projected by a Bi-LSTM (2d-2d encoder in Figure 1) onto a state matrix of dimension l × n and
consider the case of one additional matrix type feature: after the matrix has been shaped to the same
dimensionality l × n we can use concatenation, element-wise addition and element-wise multiplication
to merge the additional feature representation with the sentence representation into a representation of
dimension l × 4n before it is fed into the next layer. As additional matrix-type features we experiment
with dependency edge sequences and information about the connotation of the arguments induced by
their predicate as stated in the resource Connotation Frames (Rashkin et al., 2015; Rashkin et al., 2016).
The features and motivation for usage are more extensively discussed in the next paragraphs.

We can also incorporate features which come as real valued vectors: we use an averaged semantic
embedding of the tokens of the candidate noun phrase (described more closely in the next paragraph) to
provide useful information for cases where the candidate noun phrase is not a generic person name but
carries meaning. The vector can be injected into the model between the 2d-1d encoder and the output
activation computation. A FF-layer is used to shape the vector so that it matches the output dimension
h of the 2d-1d encoder enabling us to perform element-wise addition, element-wise multiplication and
concatenation resulting in a high level sentence representation of dimension 4h.

Anonymization of Candidate NPs. The fact that training data is really small motivates us to propose
anonymization of noun phrase candidates as a simple means for discouraging the model to memorize the
noun phrase candidates, forcing it to focus on the complex but general interactions between arguments
and predicates. Consider the following pair (correct antecedents underlined):

Example 4.1 Mary thanked Susan for all the help she had received.

Example 4.2 Mary thanked Susan for all the help she had given.

Memorizing the candidates would be fatal for any model, since the resolution is not determined by the
candidate noun phrases alone (both are generic names of the same gender), but rather from the interaction
between predicates and arguments. We want the model to focus on deeper information from the meaning
of the sentences that is general and relevant to support the correct resolution of the pronoun.

Candidate NP-level Feature. While many WS problems can be easily solved by humans in
anonymized form, there are cases for which information about the candidate noun phrases is necessary,
or even mandatory, especially for the relaxed Winograd problems in the WSCR-data. Consider

Example 4.3 He hates Cuba and likes Japan because it is a communist country.

This example is not strict because it is rather easy to resolve for machines by simply computing simi-
larity measures between the candidate noun phrases and the predicate communist country.6 ConceptNet
(Speer and Havasi, 2012) and the available semantic embeddings trained on this resource (Speer and
Lowry-Duda, 2017) i.a. contain information from WordNet (Miller, 1995) and may give the model the

6More precisely, the predicate communist country restricts the arguments unambiguously to the correct phrase.
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S: (n) Cuba, Republic of Cuba (a communist state in the Caribbean on the island of
Cuba)

S: (n) Cuba (the largest island in the West Indies)

Figure 2: WordNet gloss for the noun Cuba. It contains information about the political stance of the government.

The ball hit the window and Bill fixed the it.
p(wx) -0.33 -0.20 0.33 -0.03
p(rx) 0.06 -0.73 0.13 0.40
e(x) -0.20 0.33 0.60 0.73

Figure 3: An example of how we apply Connotation Frames for hit and fix. The numerical value ∈ [−1, 1] ranges from positive
(+1) to negative (-1). p(wx) and p(rx) represent the perspective of the writer (w) or reader (r) towards the object or subject of
the verb x. e(x) stands for the effect on the subject or object. The frames contain 4 more perspectives which are omitted in the
Figure.

information that Cuba is a communist country (see Figure 2). The information from the gloss that Cuba
is the largest island in the West Indies is not necessary, but one could easily make up a WS problem for
which it is necessary as in He likes Cuba and hates Japan because it is located in the Caribbean Sea..
This is the only feature acting on a candidate noun phrase level and it is computed by averaging the
semantic embeddings of the corresponding tokenized candidate noun phrases.

Dependency Edges. For the resolution of many WS problems, feeding explicit syntactic information
may be useful and help the model in learning useful information about predicates and their interactions.
Consider Examples 4.1 and 4.2, where the predicate of the pronoun is gives(x,help) and the predicate in
which both possible antecedents participate in is thanks(Mary,Susan). It is very useful to know that Mary
is the subject of thanks and Susan the object. When provided with such information the model may learn
the abstract pattern that the subject argument of gives is more likely to be the object of thank(x,y) than
its subject, while the subject argument of receive is more likely to be the subject argument of thank(x,y).

Connotation Frames. Connotation Frames is a resource7 that contains frames of verbs that indicate
how the arguments of the verb are affected by the predicate meaning (Rashkin et al., 2015; Rashkin
et al., 2016). The frames represent this information by presenting numerical values for seven types of
connotations concerning different components of the frame. For example, the value of the object of
the frame resolve(s,o) is negatively connotated. This reflects that what needs be to resolved is usually
considered a problem, and a problem is most likely an issue which is perceived negatively. Consider

Example 4.4 The ball hit the window and Bill fixed it.

For application we retrieve the frames for hit and fix and apply them to the arguments of the respective
verbs in a sentence, resulting in a matrix with columns of dimension seven. The result is displayed in
Figure 3 (where only 3 dimensions are displayed). For words or arguments of predicates not covered by
the resource, we use a zero-vector.

5 Experiments

Data. Unlike most other research on WSC, we test our models on both data sets discussed above –
WSCL, the smaller data set of higher quality (282 examples) with strict and mostly unambiguous WSC
cases, which we exclusively use for testing and WSCR, which comes in a predefined split of 1322 training
and 564 testing problems, but which is of slightly reduced quality for the reasons discussed in Section 3.
Note that, as in previous work, we do not exploit the fact that each Winograd problem has a twin.

Baselines. Given that the WS problems in WSCL and WSCR come in pairs with alternative resolutions
to first vs. second antecedent candidate, we apply a random process as the baseline with 0.5 probability
of achieving the correct guess. Since the problem can be seen as a binary classification task, we calculate
binomial tests to assess the probability of the zero-hypothesis that a random process achieves the same

7Available at https://homes.cs.washington.edu/˜hrashkin/connframe.html.
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amount or more correct predictions than the evaluated system. We also downloaded the state of the art
system of Peng et al. (2015a), which the authors made publicly available8. However, it is important to
note that the publicized system had been retrained on both training and testing data of WSCR9, making
it difficult to re-evaluate it under the original experimental conditions. When evaluating the system with
anonymized candidates, we only select cases where the integrated mention detection was able to detect
both (and only both) candidates and linked the pronoun to one of those. All other cases we have to
treat as unresolved. The downloaded system yields an accuracy of 0.99 (397 correct, 3 incorrect, 164
unresolved) on WSCR. In our evaluation Table we present the result from their paper (Table 1: SOTA)
As an additional baseline we use as a representation of the input sentences the representations predicted
by a trained sentence embedding model, here InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017). InferSent has been been
trained on large-scale natural language inference tasks (Bowman et al., 2015) and therefore may have
internalized valuable information about whether sentence readings are coherent or rather nonsensical.
We infer 4096-dimensional sentence vectors with the trained model provided by the authors10 and fit a
linear ranker SVM, using randomly sampled development data to find a suitable regularization parameter.

Experimental Setup and Evaluation. We evaluate our models in two testing scenarios: (i)
Train:WSCR+Test:WSCL: In this setup we train the model on the full WSCR data and test on the unseen
WSCL data, to test the generalization capability of our models across data sets. (ii) Train+Test:WSCR In
the second scenario we use the predefined split of the WSCR data for training and evaluation. Since both
scenarios do not involve a development set, we randomly split off 100 twin pair problems (200 exam-
ples) from the training data for development purposes. Since there is much stochasticity in the models
(stochastic gradient descent, parameter sampling, training-development split, etc.), we do five random
initializations with different seeds. We choose the model parameterizations from the epochs where they
performed best on the development set. These models predict the test set and we compute mean and
standard deviation of accuracy. We also introduce two ensembles, the naı̈ve ensemble (Naı̈veE) and the
Siamese ensemble (SiamE), which are majority voters informed by the predictions of the five different
random seed models.

Parameter Search. We examine the Naı̈ve model and the Siamese model, using all discussed features
and pretrained, fixed 300 dimensional GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). Dependency
edge embeddings with 10 dimensions are initialized randomly from N10(0, 1). The two embeddings for
the anonymized mentions are drawn from N300(0, 1). The Bi-LSTMs have 32 hidden units each, the
weight matrix used for the linear transformation of the inputs is initialized according to Glorot and Ben-
gio (2010), who proposed this initialization scheme to bring substantially faster convergence. The weight
matrix used for the linear transformation of the recurrent state is initialized as a random orthonormal ma-
trix (Saxe et al., 2013; Mishkin and Matas, 2015) and the biases are initialized with zeros. Parameters
are searched with RMSProp (learning rate 0.001) and mini-batches of size 128 over 1,000 epochs.

Results. Table 1 displays our main results in the two experiment settings, with WSCL and WSCR as
testing data. Surprisingly, when we test the SOTA system of Peng et al. (2015a) on the strict WSCL data,
the model fails to generalize. Again considering only the examples where the mention detection detected
both and only both candidates and the pronoun was linked to one of them, it makes 24 correct and 22 false
predictions and does not significantly outperform the random baseline (p=0.44). Our model experiences
the same problem when trained on WSCR and tested on WSCL – a random process produces more or the
same amount of correct predictions with p=0.14. The InferSent model, being pre-trained on large-scale
NLI tasks proved to be a strong baseline and outperformed the baseline on both datasets by a notable
margin, achieving the best result on WSCL (0.56 accuracy, significant on level p<0.05, non-significant
for p<0.005). When trained on the WSCR training data and tested on the WSCR testing data, however
our neural model significantly outperforms the random baseline by an observable margin of 9 percentage
points (pp.) for Siam and 13 pp. for SiamE. A traditional coreference system and winner of the Conll
2011 Shared Task (Pradhan et al., 2011) is significantly outperformed by our neural model by 10 pp.

8http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/software/_view/Winocoref
9Personal communication.

10https://github.com/facebookresearch/InferSent
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Siam SiamE Naı̈ve Naı̈veE random InferSent SOTA

Test acc p acc p acc p acc p acc p acc p acc p

WSCR 0.59±0.02 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.53±0.02 0.07 0.54 0.04 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.00 0.76? 0.00
WSCL 0.51±0.01 0.30 0.54 0.13 0.49±0.01 0.50 0.51 0.38 0.50 0.50 0.56 0.02 0.52? 0.44

Table 1: Test results for different systems on two WSC data sets. ? means that the score is taken from Peng et al. (2015a)
(for WSCR) or was approximated by applying the published tool as described in the text (for WSCL). Underlined p-values are
smaller than 0.005. Averages and standard deviations are computed over five different random initializations of Siam (and
Naı̈ve), where we averaged over those five parameterizations that performed best on the development data. p-values for Siam
and Naı̈ve are computed using the predictions of the median accuracy model determined on the development set from the the
five different random initializations. All neural models use data where noun phrase candidates are anonymized.

active feature accuracy Siam accuracy SiamE

word sequence only 0.57±0.02 0.59

+ edges 0.58±0.01 0.61




sequence
level

+ connotation frames 0.58±0.02 0.60
- connotation frames 0.59±0.02 0.60
- edges 0.59±0.01 0.61
+ ConceptNet embedding 0.59±0.01 0.61

}
NP
level- ConceptNet embedding 0.58±0.01 0.59

all active 0.59±0.01 0.63

Figure 4: Feature ablation experiments, where we are separately adding one of the different features to the word sequence
input (+) or remove one feature from the model(-).

in accuracy when considering the ensemble model, and 6 pp. when considering the average of all five
initializations with best scores on the development set (accuracy for the shared task winner was taken
from (Rahman and Ng, 2012)). The naı̈ve models fail to significantly outperform the random process
strongly indicating that the Siamese ranking model is more suitable for the WSC task as it is optimized
by directly learning the differences in interpretation among two highly similar proposed resolutions, one
correct and one incorrect or implausible.

Anonymization. When we train and test our system on data which was not anonymized, the score
of the Siamese ensemble model without features drops to 0.53 (p=0.059). The training loss decreased
rapidly and the model exhibited little generalization capacity on unseen data. This indicates that – while
neural models appear to have the potential to learn very abstract information needed for solving WSC
from few data examples (561 twin pair training examples) – (i) they are very prone to overfitting when
training data is scarce and not anonymized (it instantly remembers the surface noun phrases) and con-
sequently (ii) anonymizing NPs can be very valuable for solving WSC problems, especially in a neural
network setting. This is confirmed by our experiments with the neural InferSent, where the testing
scores for anonymized data vs. non-anonymized data also differ observably (WSCR, non-anonymized:
0.52, anonymized: 0.58; WSCL, non-anonymized: 0.51, anonymized: 0.56).

Feature Ablations. To show the impact of individual features used in our feature-rich models Siam
and SiamE, we perform experiments where we either (i) remove one specific feature from the model (‘-’
in Table 4) or (ii) add a single feature on top of the encoded sentence representation (‘+’ in Table 4). The
results provide no clear picture but suggest that the complex features brought only small performance
gains when applied individually, however, when applied jointly, they increase the model’s performance
observably from 0.59 to 0.63 accuracy. The ConceptNet NP phrase candidate level feature yields a
performance increase of 2 pp. accuracy over the basic model and caused the largest drop of -4 pp.
accuracy when removed from the model. On the positive side, our results suggest that non-linear neural
models can learn abstract patterns based on word sequences alone, in contrast to successful methods from
prior literature which all rely on linguistic annotation (e.g. dependency parsing) and carefully designed
features and rules for accessing external knowledge bases. The Siamese model, trained solely on word
sequences outperforms the random process significantly (p< 0.005).
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Bill punched Bob in the face because he was being rude to Mary.
Bill punched Bob in the face because he wanted to protect Mary.
John introduced Bill because he knew everyone.
John introduced Bill because he was new.
John visited Luke in the hospital because he was sick.
John visited Luke in the hospital because he lived close by.

The boss fired the worker when he stopped performing well.
The boss fired the worker when he called him into the office.
The U.S.S Enterprise tried to assist a sister ship, but they arrived too late to save them.
The U.S.S Enterprise tried to assist a sister ship, but they did not receive help quick enough to prevent their demise.
Adam failed to kill Alexander, so he hired a bodygaurd in case of a second attempt.
Adam failed to kill Alexander, so he hired an assassin for the second attempt.

Figure 5: First box: Fully correctly resolved twin pair problems by all randomly initialized models. Second box: Fully falsely
resolved twin pair problems by all randomly initialized models.
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Figure 6: Coefficients for correct Siamese model guesses, sentence complexity features (left), discourse relations and that-
conjunction (right). Bottom: Normalized distributions over sentence lengths: total (blue), problems with because-structure,
amount of errors minus correct predictions. All statistics are computed from WSCR.

Deeper Analysis. In order to obtain deeper insight into the strengths and weaknesses of our model, we
examine what properties discriminate the examples that our model solves successfully from the ones that
it predicts erroneously. According to Levesque et al. (2012), it is critical to find a pair of twins that differ
in one critical word in order to construct a full fledged WS, so it is natural that one may be interested
in the model’s performance over the twin pairs, i.e. the performance with respect to complete Winograd
Schemata. Thereby we may also gain a better intuition of how vulnerable the model is with regard
to changing the critical word. Figure 5 displays twin sentences from WSCR, where all five randomly
initialized models came to the made the same prediction over the whole pair. Complete twin pairs were
resolved correctly in 10 cases and incorrectly in 7 cases. The first case can be seen as ‘most easy’ for the
model while we can conclude that the second case appeared to be the ‘most difficult’ or ‘confusing’ cases
for the model. The examples suggest that the models perform better on sentences with unambiguous
causal discourse markers (because) and less linguistic complexity (less verbs, shorter in length). To
investigate more closely to what extent a successful resolution is informed by linguistic complexity, we
designed 6 linguistic sentence-level features (length, number of verbs, passive construction, negation,
sequence probability estimated with a language model and ratio of tokens to be found in the training data)
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and 10 binary features for different discourse connectors (because, when, while, etc.) and the sentence
embedding conjunction that. From all five Siamese model initializations we collect the predictions,
normalize the features onto a range between 0 and 1 and fit a regularized logistic regression model to
predict a correct or incorrect prediction based on the aforementioned features. The coefficients of the
features are displayed in Figure 6. The sequence length is strongly negatively correlated with a successful
model prediction. On the other hand, the higher the estimated sentence probability and overlap with the
training data, the more likely the Siamese model is to make a correct prediction. Perhaps more interesting
are the coefficients for the discourse relation features. As the examples in (Figure 5) already suggested,
the Siamese model performs better with the unambiguous causal discourse connector because as opposed
to the ambiguous connector when or the sentence embedding conjunction that. However, this can also
be explained by the fact that because is the most common discourse marker in the training data (698
occurrences in 1322 problems). Also, we found that problems involving because are generally shorter
than other sentences in the data (see Figure 6, bottom).

6 Conclusion

Our assumption is that for interpreting Winograd sentences, humans process and build up a representation
for full sentences, and that based on their understanding of the sentence with one or the other way
of resolving the pronominal reference, they are able to decide which reading is correct. How exactly
this is performed in terms of cognitive processes we cannot answer. However, the approach we are
proposing offers two important ingredients of such a potential/hypothesized interpretation process: we
formalized the WSC as a general sequence ranking problem and designed a Siamese neural network
model that (i) computes full-fledged sentence interpretations as they would emerge from from resolving
the pronominal anaphor to one or the other antecedent , and (ii) a ranking function that decides which
of these interpretations can be assigned a higher confidence. Our Siamese model is able to solve a
considerable amount of WSC challenge questions, after training it on pairs of sentence representations
with correctly vs. incorrectly resolved anaphoric pronouns, where it learns information (features) that
distinguishes these pairs. When applying the learned model to unseen pairs, it significantly outperforms
not only a random process but also a naı̈ve baseline neural model. While the model still lags behind state-
of-the-art linear systems that rely on syntactic preprocessing and complex external knowledge sources
accessed by manually designed features, our results are most promising: the Siamese sequence ranking
model is able to learn how to resolve WS by only considering word sequences as input, and does so
significantly better than the random baseline.

Cross-dataset experiments however showed that the WSC is far from being solved – while a state-
of-the-art method and our system successfully answer many problems in one testing set (where the
training data stems from the same source, created by a class of undergraduate students), both fail to
generalize when presented a different, smaller WSC data set (where the examples perhaps are more
carefully designed and seem notably more natural). On the smaller data both systems do not significantly
outperform a random process. Because of this drastic drop in all of the model’s performances and the
small amounts of data we suggest that future work on the WSC should carefully test the methods on as
much data as is available.

Our task formulation provides an easily accessible way for other researchers working on textual un-
derstanding to quickly test their sentence models on a very important AI and text understanding task.
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Abstract

Sentences with presuppositions are often treated as uninterpretable or unvalued (neither true nor
false) if their presuppositions are not satisfied. However, there is an open question as to how
this satisfaction is calculated. In some cases, determining whether a presupposition is satisfied
is not a trivial task (or even a decidable one), yet native speakers are able to quickly and confi-
dently identify instances of presupposition failure. I propose that this can be accounted for with
a form of possible world semantics that encapsulates some reasoning abilities, but is limited in
its computational power, thus circumventing the need to solve computationally difficult prob-
lems. This can be modeled using a variant of the framework of finite state semantics proposed
by Rooth (2017). A few modifications to this system are necessary, including its extension into
a three-valued logic to account for presupposition. Within this framework, the logic necessary
to calculate presupposition satisfaction is readily available, but there is no risk of needing ex-
ceptional computational power. This correctly predicts that certain presuppositions will not be
calculated intuitively, while others can be easily evaluated.

1 Introduction

Accounts of presupposition are typically concerned with describing the contexts in which a presupposi-
tion is satisfied, and with the syntactic and compositional factors which relate to the projection properties
of presuppositions. However, there are a number of issues that can arise using the highly general methods
for calculating presupposition satisfaction preferred by these accounts. Though many previous accounts
roughly outline the sets in which a presupposition may be satisfied, they are not restrictive enough to
allow for an actual computational implementation or to explain the cognitive reality of presupposition
satisfaction.

Early work characterized presuppositions as relations between sentences and logical forms where a
sentence A and a logical form L would be related iff A could only be uttered in contexts where L
was entailed (Karttunen, 1973). Karttunen suggested a notion of presupposition satisfaction based on
entailment, claiming that a context would satisfy the presuppositions of a sentence just in case the context
entailed all of the basic presuppositions of the sentence. However, Karttunen does not explicitly define
how the logical forms entailed by a context are calculated. Instead, he simply defines the context as “a set
of logical forms that describe the set of background assumptions, that is, whatever the speaker chooses to
regard as being shared by him and his intended audience.” How a speaker determines this set of logical
forms notwithstanding, it is not trivial to calculate the set of logical forms entailed by another.

Advances since Karttunen (1973) have focused on capturing the appropriate empircal details of pre-
supposition projection. However, the basic notion of presupposition as a relation between sentences and
logical forms depending on context remains unchanged. Other ideas still in common circulation today
are even older, dating back to Frege (1892). One important such idea is the notion that sentences with
presuppositions can carry any one of three possible true values: T(rue), F(alse), or (N)either, though

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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this precise naming convention follows Belnap (1979). Such notions remain important through accounts
such as the partial account proposed by Beaver and Krahmer (2001).

Beaver and Krahmer’s account diverges somewhat from Karttunen’s in that it is, in some sense, less
pragmatic in that it accounts for presuppositions in the truth conditions of each sentence. For the interface
between semantics and pragmatics, Beaver & Krahmer rely only on a valuation function V : P→ T, F ,
which maps atomic propositions to truth values. Notably, this function’s range does not include N, as
atomic propositions never carry their own presuppositions. Instead, the determination of presupposition
failure falls to the logical form of the sentence and the logical operators on these truth values. As an
example, the sentence in (1) could be represented with the logical form in (2), where p represents the
proposition “Mary is sad” and q represents the proposition that Bill regrets that Mary is sad (without its
presupposition).

(1) Bill regrets that Mary is sad.

(2) (∂p ∧ q) ∨ ¬∂p
For valuations where V (p) = F , this formula will evaluate toN , while in valuations where V (p) = T

it will evaluate to T or F , depending on the value of V (q). However, once again, this is more complicated
in practice than it seems. Actually representing V explicitly in complex situations could require solving
some very difficult computational problems. Defining V for all possible propositions is not feasible in
a computational environment (including the human brain) unless many values can be predicted from
others. However, this amounts to the same problem that I mentioned for Karttunen’s model: calculating
the set of propositions entailed by another set.

In this paper, I consider this problem more formally, and tackle it by means of a somewhat more
restrictive semantics that is incapable of representing complex computational problems, but nonetheless
is able to capture the “core” semantics of most concepts. The kinds of reasoning that are necessary
for natural language phenomena – in this case, presupposition satisfaction – are within the realm of
possibility for this formalism, but more difficult problems never arise. In §2, I further specify the problem
of difficult entailment calculations for presupposition. In §3, I re-introduce the formalism of finite state
semantics, following work by Rooth (2017). I expand upon this work in §4, introducing finite state
semantics for presupposition. Lastly, I discuss the formalism’s strengths and weaknesses, consider other
possible explanations, and conclude in §5.

A sample implementation of the concepts presented in this paper is available at https://github.
com/thorsonlinguistics/finite-state-presupposition.

2 Difficult Entailment Problems

Before I consider the general problem of explicit presupposition satisfaction, it may be helpful to consider
a few examples where calculating presupposition satisfaction is difficult.

In some contexts, calculating presupposition satisfaction is not possible at all. A simple example
occurs with nonce forms and factive verbs, as in (3).

(3) Sam knows that Taylor is a garchank.

Without knowing what a garchank is, an interlocutor cannot determine whether Taylor is one, and
thus cannot calculate whether the presupposition is true. However, the interlocutors clearly still have
intuitions about the presuppositions of this sentence and it is even possible to construct contexts where
the presupposition is clearly satisfied, or where it is clearly not satisfied, as in (4) and (5), respectively.

(4) Taylor is a garchank and Sam knows that Taylor is a garchank.

(5) Taylor is not a garchank, but Sam knows that Taylor is a garchank.

Without additional accommodation, (5) is intuitively infelicitous in all contexts, as the factive presup-
position that Taylor is a garchank is explicitly contradicted. However, what about (6)? Without knowing
what both garchank and quiblet mean, it is again impossible to determine whether the presupposition is
satisfied.
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(6) Taylor is a quiblet and Sam knows that Taylor is a garchank.

Crucially, presupposition satisfaction is not always syntactic (in the logical sense). That is, the fact
that Taylor is not a garchank (¬g) contradicts Taylor is a garchank (g) can be easily determined by the
syntactic formulation of the corresponding logical formulas – it is syntactically derivable that any pair of
formulas of the form p and ¬p will be contradictory. However, it is not syntactically derivable that q and
g are contradictory, where q means “Taylor is a quiblet” and g means “Taylor is a garchank.” Without
further axiomatization to specify that q → ¬g, the presupposition satisfaction cannot be derived, though
speakers still have some intuitions about what it might take for the sentence to be felicitous. When this
axiom is introduced, however, it becomes possible to determine that (6) is, in fact, infelicitous.

Consider a more concrete example. Since most native speakers of English know that birds are not
mammals, it is fairly intuitive to determine that (8) is an infelicitous utterance in most contexts. However,
as described above, this requires knowledge of certain axioms implied by the lexical entries or by the
speaker’s world knowledge.

(7) Taylor is a cat and Sam knows that Taylor is an mammal.

(8) Taylor is a bird and Sam knows that Taylor is a mammal.

In most cases, this is not actually a problem: the interlocutors are aware of these axioms and can
calculate whether they are true in context, whether they are entailed by the linguistic environment, or
whether they just aren’t known yet (as is the case in (6) without additional information about the meaning
of garchank and quiblet).

However, in other cases, it will, in fact never be possible to accurately determine whether the presup-
position is satisfied. (9), for example, makes reference to the halting problem, which specifies that it is
undecidable whether an arbitrary program will halt for all possible inputs.

(9) Sam knows that every program on the computer halts.

Can an interlocutor determine whether the presupposition in (9) is satisfied in context? In some con-
texts, yes. Some programs, of course, do halt, and it may be that all of the programs on the computer do.
However, in other contexts, the interlocutors will not be able to determine this fact. Again, the interlocu-
tors still know the conditions under which the sentence is felicitous, but they cannot evaluate this with
respect to all possible contexts.

If additional information is added to the scenario, interlocutors may be able to perform additional
reasoning. For example, the interlocutors may know that all of the programs on the computer contain
‘while’ loops that never exit, effectively meaning that none of the programs halt and thus that the pre-
supposition is not satisfied. However, for an arbitrary set of programs, even if that set is fully specified,
they cannot determine the felicity of (9).

This poses an important problem. If speakers of natural language perform entailment reasoning in
some presuppositional contexts, such as (8), but not in others, such as (9), then there is an open question
of exactly which sentences fall under which category. Furthermore, since presupposition satisfaction
seems to be, in cases like (8), a fairly intuitive, linguistic process, it seems probable that presupposition
satisfaction in these cases needs to be calculated fairly quickly. This poses additional problems for cases
where presupposition satisfaction can be calculated, but requires significant computation.

As an example of a presupposition that is possible, but difficult, to calculate, consider a scenario
where the speaker is discussing a checkers game between Sam and Taylor. The speaker may utter the
sentence in (10). Actually calculating whether Taylor did make the optimal move in any given situation
is possible, but could be quite difficult (Fraenkel et al., 1978). Adding additional discourse information
could indicate that Taylor did not make the correct move, but the intuition remains that the presupposition
might be satisfied – interlocutors do not necessarily know intuitively whether (11) is felicitous.

(10) Taylor knows that she made the optimal move.

(11) Taylor did not queen her piece when she could have, but she knows that she made the optimal
move.
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In other words, humans only calculate presupposition satisfaction when it is easy. This computation
may become easy under various different circumstances, such as when the presupposition is directly
stated or once a hard calculation is completed (and accepted by all interlocutors and thus added to the
common ground). However, some calculations are always easy, such as the contradictory case in (8).
Such calculations can be factored into the semantics to account for the intuitive nature of these calcula-
tions. I hypothesize that these “easy” calculations are exactly those calculations which can be represented
using finite state semantics. Finite state semantics will represent a set of possible worlds for each sen-
tence and will capture the reasoning necessary to capture presupposition satisfaction in some cases, but
not in others. In cases where presupposition satisfaction cannot be directly calculated by finite state
semantics, the conditions can still be represented and satisfaction can still be characterized.

3 Finite State Semantics

Finite state semantics of the sort that I will utilize here was proposed by Rooth (2017) and itself makes
use of the finite state calculus developed by Morhi and Sproat (1996) and Kempe and Karttunen (1996).
An implementation of the finite state calculus that could be used for representing finite state semantics is
FOMA (Hulden, 2006), which allows for the creation of finite state machines and finite state transducers
based on extended regular expressions.

Finite state semantics represents each sentence as a formula of finite state calculus, which can be
compiled into a finite state machine (or, in some cases, a finite state transducer). This represents either
the set of worlds in which the sentence is true or a relation between worlds (as in the case of questions,
following Groenendijk and Stokhof (2002)). I will focus on the case of declarative sentences.

Finite state semantics relies heavily on the notion of centering (Bittner, 2003). As finite state machines
are generally capable only of representing sets of strings or binary relations on strings, centering is
necessary to distinguish individuals to allow for reference. As an example, the lexical entry for a word
such as “cat” would describe the set of worlds in which the center (the most distinguished individual)
was a cat. This is done by representing the world as a sequence of individuals, where each individual is
defined by a number of properties, including whether the agent has observed it, whether it is the center
(or the secondary center, also called the pericenter), and any other characteristics it may have (such as
being a cat).

The following definitions show how individuals might be constructed in a model of finite state seman-
tics. There are four kinds of distinguished individuals, represented by the set IDX. These are traces,
centers, pericenters, and null, represented by I0, I1, I2, and I∅, respectively. Centers and pericenters are
distinguished individuals, with pericenters being secondary (the existence of a pericenter always implies
the existence of a center). Null centers are not distinguished and are the default for individuals. Traces
are not used in this paper, but are important for the representation of relative clauses. The machine repre-
sented by ID is the set of the possible identifiers for elements, which in this case are simple descriptions
of the kind of individual being referenced, such as a cat or a dog. In more complex models, these may
be much richer representations.

Definition 1 INDIVIDUAL := KNO ID IDX

Definition 2 KNO := K+ ∪K−

Definition 3 ID := CAT ∪ DOG . . .

Definition 4 IDX := I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I∅
Instances of individuals can be strung together geometrically to create grid-like worlds. For simplicity,

I will use only a one-dimensional world, which consists primarily of a string of individuals. The set of
all possible worlds is referred to as W . Each proposition is a subset of W indicating the worlds where
the proposition is true.

As an example, a simple sentence such as (12) can be translated into finite state semantics using the
formula (13). This formula is comparable to the predicate logic formula (14), except that functions
such as HASID and INDEF can be reduced to formulas operating directly on finite state machines. The
primitive finite state machines in this example include the set of all possible worlds W , as well as worlds
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in which the center has the symbol CAT, worlds where the center has the symbol DOG, and worlds where
the center is adjacent to the pericenter.

(12) A cat is adjacent to a dog.

(13) INDEF(HASID(CAT), INDEF(HASID(DOG),ADJ))

(14) ∃x[CAT(x) ∧ ∃y[DOG(y) ∧ ADJ(x, y)]]

Each expression on (13) evaluates to a particular proposition, most of which are intersected together
to produce the final proposition, though some additional operations are necessary. For example, the
expression HASID(DOG) indicates the set of worlds in W where the center has the identifier DOG. The
expression ADJ represents the set of worlds where the center is adjacent to the pericenter. When ADJ

and DOG are intersected, they represent the set of worlds where the center is a dog and is adjacent to
the pericenter. The expression INDEF(HASID(DOG,ADJ)) further operates on this set to produce the set
of worlds where the center is adjacent to a dog (by promoting the pericenter to the center and removing
the center). Ultimately, the formula in (13) represents the set of worlds where an individual with the
identifier CAT is adjacent to an individual with the identifier DOG.

Of course, it is possible to define much more complex expressions in order to represent other sentences
of natural language. In particular, Rooth (2017) defines mechanics for representing intensional seman-
tics and questions using finite state transducers. Rooth also describes how formulas might be produced
compositionally from lexical entries using categorial grammars. Crucially, however, finite state seman-
tics provides a compositional means of explicitly representing the set of worlds in which a proposition is
true. Reasoning can be introduced by restricting the set using axioms, and some reasoning can even be
earned “for free” from the structure of the set of worlds (for example, in this one-dimensional model, it
is only possible for an individual to be adjacent to two other individuals).

There is some reasoning, however, that finite state semantics cannot do. For example, attempting to
represent sentences such as (15) is difficult. Because the set of worlds where the number of cats and dogs
are equal is not a regular set, it cannot be represented using a finite state machine. However, it is still
possible to represent, generally speaking, the conditions on the set of worlds. Though Rooth does not
discuss this, additional propositions can be easily affixed to the description of each world.

(15) There are the same number of cats as dogs.

Note that no matter the level of computation used, this sort of technique will be necessary for some
sentences, such as (9), above. The precise set of worlds where every program halts cannot be fully
described by the semantics, so it is necessary to simply state the condition, without fully restricting the
set. Note that this will always produce a set of worlds that is larger than the “actual” set. As such,
this isn’t necessarily a problem, it simply indicates a clear boundary between computations that can be
carried out in the semantics, and computations that cannot. If finite state semantics is an accurate model
of human reasoning, than only finite state computations are performed in the semantics, while other
computations are left to higher-level reasoning systems.

However, Rooth’s finite state semantics does not provide any mechanism for dealing with presupposi-
tions.

4 Finite State Semantics for Presuppositions

In order to account for presuppositions, I mostly follow Beaver and Krahmer (2001) and use a three-
valued logic with Strong Kleene operations. Beaver and Krahmer account for presupposition using a
unary presupposition operator ∂ and a binary operator called transplication. The unary presupposition
operator has the following truth table.

The transplication operator used by Beaver and Krahmer can be defined using the Strong Kleene
connectives ∧, ∨, and ¬ as well as the partial operator above, such that ϕ〈π〉 (the proposition ϕ with the
presupposition π) is equivalent to (∂π ∧ ϕ) ∨ ¬∂π.

As such, there are only a few tasks that need to be undertaken in order to convert Rooth’s finite state
semantics into finite state semantics with presupposition. First, the basic model needs to be refined in
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x ∂ x
T T
F N
N N

Table 1: Unary presupposition

order to account for three-valued logic. Second, the Strong Kleene connectives and the partial operator
need to be defined. Finally, these components need to be put together to produce the transplication
operator.

The previous model of finite state semantics was incapable of representing three-valued logic because
every world in the set was “true”, while the set’s complement was “false”. I account for three-valued
logic simply by specifying that every defined world appears in the set and is annotated as either true or
false. This produces a set of valued worlds WV instead of a simple set of worlds.1

The set of valued worlds can be defined quite trivially from the set W , as shown in Definition 5. Each
world in W is simply preceded by a symbol indicating whether it is true or false.

Definition 5 WV := (TRUE ∪ FALSE) W

Defining the Strong Kleene connectives is somewhat less trivial, but can still be done. Strong Kleene
“and” is true if both of its arguments are true, and false if either of its arguments are false. Similarly,
Strong Kleene “or” is false if both of its arguments are false and true if either one is true. Otherwise, it is
neither true nor false. With this in mind, the definitions below can be constructed, where Wt is the set of
worlds annotated as “true” and Wf is the set of worlds annotated “false”.

Definition 6 KAND(X,Y ) := WV ∩ ((Wt ∩ X ∩ Y ) ∪ (Wf ∩ X) ∪ (Wf ∩ Y ))

Definition 7 KOR(X,Y ) := WV ∩ ((Wf ∩ X ∩ Y ) ∪ (Wt ∩ X) ∪ (Wt ∩ Y ))

Strong Kleene negation can be constructed simply by transducing true worlds to false worlds and vice
versa. In this definition, CO(X) indicates the co-domain of a binary relation, while Σ indicates the set
of all possible symbols in finite state semantics.

Definition 8 KNOT(X) := WV ∩ CO(X ◦ ((TRUE × FALSE) ∪ (FALSE × TRUE) Σ∗))

Lastly, the partial operator can be defined as the set of valued worlds in WV where false worlds are
removed from the argument – only true worlds are valid.

Definition 9 PRESUPPOSITION(X) := WV ∩ (X −WF )

Translating the transplication operator at this point is trivial, as all of the operators necessary have
already been defined: Strong Kleene connectives and unary presupposition.

Definition 10 TRANSPLICATE(X,Y ) := KOR(KAND(PRESUPPOSITION(Y ), X),
KNOT(PRESUPPOSITION(Y )))

With this tool, it becomes possible to define many presuppositions using finite state semantics, includ-
ing an extension of Rooth’s (2017) intensional semantics for “know” to include a factive presupposition
and definite descriptions with uniqueness or maximality presuppositions.

4.1 Factive Presuppositions
Factive presuppositions are introduced by verbs such as know in sentences such as (16). The presuppo-
sition is satisfied in contexts where the complement of the verb is true.

(16) The agent knows that a cat is adjacent to a dog.
1In principle, this actually accounts for a four-valued logic, as there is nothing that prevents a world from being annotated

both as a true world and as a false world. Getting rid of this generalization would make the definition of WV slightly more
complicated, and as such I have ignored this possibility. Four-valued logics have also been presented as in some ways “more
natural” by, e.g., Herzberger (1973), Karttunen and Peters (1979), and Cooper (1983), which Beaver and Krahmer (2001) note
as well.
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Assuming that there exists some formula K(X) which indicates that the agent has observed X to be
true, it is straightforward to apply the transplication operator to create a factive presupposition, as in
(17). For the purposes of this paper, I will only discuss single-agent systems; extendingK to a two-place
predicate and extending the model to account for multiple agents is left as a future exercise.

(17) TRANSPLICATE(K(X), X)

Rooth (2017) does provide an implementation forK(X), though it requires some modification to work
with presuppositions. In particular, the model needs to ensure that any presuppositions thatX introduces
on its own are projected into the matrix sentence. For example, consider example (18), which contains
an embedded presupposition. This sentence is felicitous only where “the cat” can be uniquely identified
and the cat is adjacent to a dog.

(18) The agent knows that the cat is adjacent to a dog.

Constructing this appropriate definition for K(X) does require a fairly complex definition, but the
intuition behind these definitions is simply that the undefined worlds of X are removed. Otherwise,
the definition is mostly a straightforward translation of Kripke semantics. R was similarly defined in
Rooth (2017); the basic notion behind this relation is that elements which have observed do not vary
in the accessible worlds, while other elements are free to vary. This creates an epistemic accessibility
relation. Kbase is the true component ofK(X) and is separated fromK(X) only in the interest of clarity.
UNDEFINEDWORLDS, FALSEWORLDS, and TRUEWORLDS are functions which extract the undefined,
false-valued, and true-valued component of a set of valued worlds.

Definition 11 R := ID → ID | K−

Definition 12 Kbase(X) := TRUE (W − DO(R ◦ FALSEWORLDS(X)))

Definition 13 K(X) := WV ∩ (Kbase(X) ∪ (FALSE (W − DEFINEDWORLDS(Kbase(X))))) −
UNDEFINEDWORLDS(X)

These definitions produce the appropriate predictions about presuppositions and presupposition pro-
jection. The formula in (19) does not contain any worlds, either in its true or false component, that
contain more than one cat or where the cat is not adjacent to the dog.

(19) K(DEF(HASID(CAT), INDEF(DOG,ADJ)))

4.2 Maximality
As a second example, I consider the case of definite descriptions. The basic notion is, of course, the same:
definite descriptions will introduce a formula of the form TRANSPLICATE(X,Y ), where X is the main
proposition introduced by the lexical entry and Y is its presupposition. In this case, the presupposition
is some form of maximality, indicating that there is a unique collection of individuals that satisfy the
restrictor. The other argument of transplication in this case will be a normal application of INDEF.
Definites introduce very similar relations when compared to indefinites; they simply have an additional
presupposition. The general definition of definites is given below.

Definition 14 DEF(X,Y ) := TRANSPLICATE(INDEF(X,Y ), UNIQUE(X))

There are, of course, a number of theories describing precisely how the presupposition for definites
should be constructed (Elbourne, 2013). Many of these theories introduce a simple uniqueness con-
straint (Kadmon, 1990; Elbourne, 2008; Roberts, 2003). For illustrative purposes in this paper, I will
consider only this simple constraint, which only works for singular definites. The implementation of
plural definites is given in the supplementary code.

In this case, the intuition behind UNIQUE(X) is that there can only be one center that satisfies the
property X . In worlds where the center currently satisfies X , but a different center in the same basic
world could also satisfy X , UNIQUE(X) is not true. A similar intuition can be applied for maximality.

Describing uniqueness requires allowing worlds to (at least temporarily) contain multiple centers
and/or multiple pericenters. Of course, this is necessary for describing plurals as well, and so it is not
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an unexpected complication. In addition, uniqueness requires the ability to arbitrarily re-assign centers.
This is done with the DOREBIND predicate.

Definition 15 REBIND := (IDX → IDX) ∩ (W ×W )

Definition 16 DOREBIND(X) := CO(X ◦ REBIND)

Using DOREBIND, it is again fairly straightforward to define the uniqueness presupposition. The
VALUE predicate takes a set of worlds and produces the corresponding set of valued worlds. Again, the
undefined worlds of X are removed in order to ensure that presuppositions project properly.

Definition 17 UNIQUE(X) := VALUE(DOREBIND(TRUEWORLDS(X) −
DOREBIND(TRUEWORLDS(X) ∩ (Σ∗ I1 Σ∗ I1 Σ∗)))), X)− UNDEFINEDWORLDS(X)

This definition of UNIQUE is used in Definition 14 to construct the lexical entry for the singular definite
article. Any reasoning that can be handled by the finite state machine will be automatically calculated in
determining the set of valued worlds.

5 Conclusion

By extending Rooth’s (2017) finite state semantics to include presupposition, I have also shown how
presupposition satisfaction might be calculated in an intelligent system. Crucially, the finite state se-
mantics described here calculates presupposition satisfaction efficiently, without risk of coming across
undecidable or computationally expensive problems. There remains some question as to whether finite
state semantics is an accurate model of human reasoning with respect to presupposition satisfaction and
the semantics-pragmatics interface, but it is a possible solution.

With this in mind, it is useful to consider the precise predictions that finite state semantics makes for
future, empirical work on the psycholinguistics of presupposition satisfaction. Finite state semantics is
capable of reasoning about any entailment patterns that are the result of relations between regular sets.
Consider the simple, one-dimensional model used in the semantic formulas above. In this model, it is
only possible for an element to be adjacent to two other elements. If sentences (20) and (21) are both true
(and both refer to the same cat), then the cat cannot also be adjacent to a penguin, and the presupposition
in (22) should fail according to finite state semantics.

(20) The cat is adjacent to a dog.

(21) The cat is adjacent to a rabbit.

(22) The agent knows that the cat is adjacent to a penguin.

Intuitively, this seems to be true! In a more realistic environment, consider a movie theater, where
patrons sit next to each other in a row. A patron can only be sitting next to, at most, two other people, as
the people behind and in front of the patron are not usually considered “next to” the guest. Sentence (23)
does not seem to be felicitous.

(23) # Sam is sitting next to Taylor and Riley, but Dylan knows that Sam is sitting next to Logan.

On the other hand, there are some contexts that finite state semantics cannot capture. The examples in
(9) and (10) are two such cases, for which humans clearly do not calculate the exact set of worlds where
the presupposition is satisfied.

Still, there are some cases that are less clear. Finite state semantics is not capable of representing
sets that are not regular, including anything higher in the Chomsky hierarchy: context-free languages,
context-sensitive languages, or recursively enumerable languages. Constructing natural examples for
these sets is difficult, especially as, for more restrictive models, finite state semantics is capable of rep-
resenting sets that would not be regular in larger models. For example, the set of worlds where (24) is
true is not regular. However, if the size of the world is bounded (i.e., no worlds above a particular size
are represented in the model), then it can still be represented by finite state semantics.

(24) There are an equal number of cats and dogs.
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However, there is additional evidence against a context-free or recursively enumerable semantics,
namely that context-free languages are not closed under intersection and recursively enumerable lan-
guages are not closed under complement, both of which are used extensively in semantics and reasoning
about presuppositions. As such, having a context-free or recursively enumerable semantics as opposed
to a regular one would not guarantee cohesion; in some cases, the system would need to rely on more
computationally powerful system to represent the desired set at all. Finite state semantics is always ca-
pable of producing a set, even if that set is occasionally larger than necessary. Recursively enumerable
semantics is especially problematic, as it would require super-Turing computation, thus violating the
Church-Turing thesis.

As such, finite state semantics seems to be a reasonable candidate for natural language reasoning for
presuppositions, and for many other semantic and pragmatic phenomena besides. Though other solu-
tions to this problem may be possible, especially within the scope of context-sensitive semantics, which
would have all of the necessary closure properties, it is generally desirable to make use of the weakest
level of computational complexity required, as higher levels of computation are often less efficient. In
particular, finite state semantics is capable of representing large sets of possible worlds and performing
its calculations in reasonable amounts of time and space, while still representing enough of the semantics
to reason about presupposition and provide an interface to higher-level reasoning.
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Abstract

We explore the use of natural language processing and machine learning for detecting evidence
of Parkinson’s disease from transcribed speech of subjects who are describing everyday tasks.
Experiments reveal the difficulty of treating this as a binary classification task, and a multi-class
approach yields superior results. We also show that these models can be used to predict cognitive
abilities across all subjects.

1 Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disease worldwide, affecting
more than one percent of individuals above the age of 60 (deRijk et al., 2000; von Campenhausen et
al., 2005). PD is associated with the gradual degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra pars compacta in the basal ganglia (Bottcher, 1975; Samii et al., 2004). Dopamine depletion
originating in the basal ganglia leads to an under-activation of the frontal lobes, where motor functions
and executive processing are predominantly housed. Fronto-striate pathway disturbances lead to motor
impairments such as resting tremors, muscular rigidity, bradykinesia and postural disturbances (Samii et
al., 2004; von Campenhausen et al., 2005). Motor-related speech deficits are also observed. One of the
most common speech problems is a marked decrease in the volume of the PD sufferer’s voice, known as
aphonia (Nutt et al., 1992). PD can also impair the individual’s use of vocal parameters, preventing them
from appropriately stressing and emphasizing particular words (Dubois, 1991). Short bursts of speech
coupled with long pauses (Darley et al., 1975), accelerated speech (tachiphemia), compulsive repetition
of words or phrases (palilalia) (Boller et al., 1975), and stuttering (Lebrun, 1996) are also observed
in some individuals with PD. All of the aforementioned speech and language impairments stem from
PD-related motor decline.

A gradual decline in dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia and a subsequent disturbance of the
fronto-striate loop also leads to language impairments related to an executive processing dysfunction.
The research shows that PD results in deficits in word-finding/verbal fluency (Gurd and Oliveira, 1996;
Henry and Crawford, 2004; Matison et al., 1982; Randolph et al., 1993; Zec et al., 1999), syntactical
processing (Arnott et al., 2005; Illes, 1989; Grossman et al., 1992; Grossman et al., 1996; Grossman et
al., 2000; Hochstadt et al., 2006; Kemmerer, 1999; Kemmerer, 1999; Lieberman et al., 1992; Natsopou-
los et al., 1991; Ullman et al., 1997), and speech error monitoring (McNamara et al., 1992). There is also
evidence that PD individuals score lower on measures of pragmatic communication abilities such as con-
versational appropriateness, speech acts, stylistics, gestures and prosodics (McNamara and Durso, 2003).

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Many of the language deficits reported have been attributed to impaired working memory, namely ex-
ecutive function of working memory (Grossman et al., 1992; Grossman et al., 2000; Kemmerer, 1999).
It is worth noting that one of the most well-documented problems in the PD and cognition literature
is of course working memory decline (Dirnberger and Jahanshahi, 2013; Gabrieli et al., 1996; Lee et
al., 2010). Other cognitive deficits associated with PD are set-shifting deficits (Gauntlett-Gilbert et al.,
1999), poor Theory of Mind (Bora et al., 2015), and visual working memory impairments (Zhao et al.,
2018).

Given that PD results in changes in the comprehension and production of language and also the aware-
ness of one’s own communicative ability, it would seem reasonable to assume that language could be used
as a diagnostic tool and a means of monitoring the progression of PD. The aim of this work is thus to au-
tomatically detect evidence of PD by extracting linguistic features from textual transcripts generated by
participants with PD. Although there is some research that has looked at the acoustic features of speech
to detect PD, an examination of linguistic features from textual transcripts is a more neglected area. We
first show that it is difficult to approach this as a binary classification task (i.e., with or without PD),
particularly because of linguistic similarities between healthy older adults and older adults with PD. We
subsequently show that better prediction performance can be had by treating automated detection as a
multi-class classification problem. Specifically, we classify participants into one of three groups: healthy
younger adults (HYA), healthy older adults (HOA), and older adults with PD (PD). Finally, we show that
the same set of linguistic features can be used to predict cognitive performance scores across all subjects.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work on using machine
learning and speech and language processing to detect age-related conditions, as well as research on
linguistic abilities and cognitive functions. In Section 3 we describe how the data in this study were
collected, including the participant cohorts, the description tasks given to them, and the cognitive scores
that were measured. In Section 4, we describe the linguistic features, machine learning models, and
evaluation metrics used. Section 5 presents a series of experiments and key results. We conclude and
discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In the past few years, there has been an increase in research on the detection of aging pathologies using
speech and language processing techniques. For example, using spoken language samples elicited in the
clinical setting, Roark and colleagues (2011) were able to discriminate older adults with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) from those who showed no evidence of MCI. Masrani et al. (2017b) used domain
adaptation techniques that exploit existing data resources from the source domain of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) to improve detection in the target domain of MCI. Fraser, Meltzer and Rudzicz (2015) were able to
distinguish individuals with probable AD from individuals without AD using only short samples of their
verbal responses on a picture description task. The four features that emerged from the verbal responses
were semantic impairment, acoustic abnormality, syntactic impairment, and information impairment.
Masrani et al. (2017a) also recently explored the task of automatically detecting evidence of dementia
within blog data.

However, the detection of PD using computational linguistics remains a relatively neglected area,
particularly when compared to research on the detection of MCI and AD. The automatic detection of
PD has tended to look at acoustic features extracted from speech signals (Bocklet et al., 2013; Orozco-
Arroyave et al., 2016; Pompili et al., 2017). However, Garcia et al. (2016) note the necessity of extracting
linguistic features from text to detect PD. The authors explain that computational linguistics can address
many of the limitations currently present in the literature on the PD-associated linguistic impairments.
For instance, research on language ability is often conducted in controlled and artificial settings, whereby
participants must process arbitrary strings of letters or words (Lieberman et al., 1992; Hochstadt et al.,
2006). Moreover, the use of linguistic features is often manually coded by researchers. In manual coding,
researchers use their subjective interpretations to rate language use. As an example, Murray (2000)
asked PD and Huntingdon’s disease individuals to describe a picture. Judges then rated the responses for
“informativeness.” Garcia and colleagues (2016) explain that computational linguistics can be used to
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assess naturally produced speech, avoiding the confound of biased human interpretation. Using support
vector machines with a leave-one-out cross-validation approach, the authors found that semantic fields
and grammatical features detected PD with significant rates in accuracy. Garcia and colleagues (2016)
also found that although word repetitions were unable to accurately detect PD diagnoses, repetitions
could accurately predict performance on neuropsychological batteries.

Interestingly, findings from the Nun Study reveal that language ability in early adulthood is a reliable
predictor of cognitive function in later life. Indeed, Kemper and colleagues (2001) showed that language
skills in younger adulthood, as measured by grammatical complexity and idea density in written autobi-
ographies, can predict the likelihood of dementia in older adulthood. Riley et al. (2005) found that low
idea density in early life is a significant predictor of later aging pathologies. Specifically, low idea density
in young adulthood correlated significantly with older adult cognitive impairment. Post-mortem exami-
nations also revealed an association between early life low idea density and AD-related neuropathology.
It thus seems reasonable to assume that linguistic features can also be used to predict general cogni-
tive performance in healthy older adults and older adults with PD. Additionally, it is possible that some
typically ageing older adults may have age-related cognitive deficits. We use linguistic features of task
descriptions to detect evidence of PD and also to predict general cognitive performance across all three
groups of HYA, HOA, and PD.

3 Corpus Description

In this section we describe the two tasks that were used to generate data, as well as the cognitive tests
that were measured.

3.1 Script Generation Task

A total of 10 everyday tasks were used in this experiment. An independent panel of five people generated
a list of everyday tasks that would not be biased in terms of gender, age and culture. Out of the everyday
tasks generated, the 10 tasks most frequently cited were used. Each participant’s responses were tran-
scribed using a recording booklet, each of which displayed the individual task at the top of each page.
All of the PD participants were recruited at PD support branches where the researchers gave talks on PD,
language and cognition. At the end of the talks, the researchers asked for volunteers for their research. If
individuals wished to participate in the research, they later contacted the researcher by phone or email.

All of the PD participants were diagnosed by neurologists from the Tayside and Fife medical trusts
as having idiopathic PD. The mean number of years since diagnosis of PD was 9.4 (SD = 3.2). The
Hoehn and Yahr’s (1967) scale of motor impairment revealed three individuals were in stage II (bilateral
involvement) and nine were in stage III (mild to moderate disability with impairment to balance). The
HOA participants were drawn from an older adult research participant database and the HYA participants
were recruited via convenience sampling.

All of the participants were told the title of each of the tasks (e.g. to write and post a letter). The
participants were asked to provide sufficient detail to enable someone who was unfamiliar with the task
to complete it successfully using the scripts they provided. None of the participants were given any form
of constraint or boundary such as not to provide personal information or to only include principal, high-
level actions. All of the participants were provided with an example of a script: drying the dishes (pick
up the tea-towel, pick up the wet dish from the draining board, rub the tea-towel all over the dish until
it is dry and place the dish in the cupboard in its usual place). When the experimenter was satisfied the
participant fully understood the instructions, the experiment began.

None of the participants were corrected or aided by the experimenter once the experiment had started,
unless the participant forgot the target item. The experiment took between 30 and 60 minutes to complete
and all participants were offered a break after each task. All of the participants were debriefed on
completion of the experiment.
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3.2 Directions Task

In this experiment, the participants were shown a list of 36 destinations. 18 had been rated as being very
familiar or familiar to most people and the remaining 18 had been rated as being relatively familiar or
unfamiliar to most people. From the list of 36 destinations, the participants were asked to pick five places
that they knew exactly how to get to and five places that they knew of but were only relatively familiar
with how to get there. The list of destinations was presented to the participants in a random order and
not according to their level of familiarity.

The participants were asked to mark the items with an F if they were familiar with them and a U if
they were less familiar with them. Once they had marked five of each, the experimenter confirmed their
level of familiarity verbally, e.g. “so you are familiar with directions to a vet?” or “so you are not as
familiar with the directions to a zoo?”

The participants were then asked to provide directions for each of their choices, with the choices
ordered randomly. They were asked to provide as clear and precise directions as possible. All participants
were asked to give directions from a point they were most comfortable with, e.g. from their house to the
zoo.

Note: Participant recruitment for the directions task was the same as used in the script generation task.

3.3 Demographic Information

Here we briefly describe basic demographic information about the participants across the two tasks. In
the PD group, the average age was 64.1 and the group was evenly split between males and females. The
HOA group had an average age of 69.1 and featured two males and 15 females. The HYA group had an
average age of 27.17 and contained four males and five females. All participants were Caucasian and
were British nationals.

3.4 Cognitive and Depression Scores

Here we briefly describe three scores that we analyze in this study: two cognitive scores, and one depres-
sion score.

Phonological Abilities Test (PAT) The PAT is made up of a series of phonological abilities tasks. The
PAT was thus designed to identify reading difficulties early on in young children (Muter et al., 1997). The
six tests within the PAT are 1. rhyme detection, 2. rhyme production, 3, word completion, 4, phoneme
deletion, 5. speech rate and 6. letter knowledge. The first four tests measure phonological awareness.
The fifth test measures speech rate (repeating the word buttercup 10 times as quickly as possible) and the
sixth measures knowledge of letters (supplying the name or the sound of each of the twenty-six letters of
the alphabet). Only the first four phonological awareness tasks were used in the research.

Alternate Uses Test (AUT) The AUT is a measurement of mental inflexibility. The AUT asks partici-
pants to produce as many uses for common objects (e.g. brick, or paper) as they can think of. Providing
obvious and conventional uses for objects is thought to reflect convergent thinking. An example is sug-
gesting you can use a brick to build a house or use paper to write a letter. Divergent thinking is, however,
reflected in responses such as using a brick to make a sculpture or using paper to make a mask for a ball.
The diminished capacity to provide uncommon uses of an object is believed to be symptomatic of the
inability to switch from one mental set to another and thus the AUT is often employed as a measure of
executive function (Lezak, 2004). In this work, we focus on the AUT uncommon uses score (AUTU).

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) The BDI-short consists of 13 items. It is used within a clinical
and research setting to measure levels of depression. The BDI is frequently used because it is easy to
administer and score. It has the capacity to determine the presence and the level of depression but is
unable to measure the frequency and duration of depressive illness (Lezak, 2004). It measures levels of
depression by asking the individual to make self-reports about how they are feeling.
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4 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the features, machine learning models, and evaluation metrics used in these
experiments.

4.1 Features

We use a wide variety of linguistic features derived from the subjects’ transcripts. The features are
entirely derived from the transcripts, as the original speech recordings were not preserved. The features
fall into the following categories, and for key features we provide a short handle that can be referred to
in the results section.

Psycholinguistic We use several psycholinguistic features. Words are scored for their concreteness
(CNC), imageability (IMG), typical age of acquisition (AOA), and familiarity (FAM). We also derive
SUBTL scores for words, which indicate how frequently they are used in everyday life (subtl1 and
subtl2). Masrani et al. (2017b) found similar features useful for detecting MCI.

Dependency Parse Features All sentences are parsed using spaCy’s dependency parser1. We extract
several features, including the branching factor of the root of the dependency tree (maxroot sc), the
maximum branching factor of any node in the dependency tree (maxchild sc), sparse bag-of-relations
features, and the type-token ratio for dependency relations (tt dep).

Sentiment We use the SO-Cal sentiment lexicon (Taboada et al., 2011), which associates positive
and negative scores with sentiment-bearing words, indicating how positive or negative their sentiment
typically is. These are summed over sentences, and then averaged over each document.

GloVe Word Vectors Words are represented using GloVe vectors2, and the vectors are summed over
sentences. We then create a document vector that is the average of the sentence vectors. The first five
dimensions of the document vectors are used as features (denoted as vdim1 · · · vdim5 in later discussion).

Lexical Cohesion We measure cohesion using the average cosine similarity of adjacent sentences in a
document, using the GloVe vectors.

Sentence and Document Length We include the average number of words per sentence (avelen), and
average number of sentences per document (num sens).

Part-of-Speech Tags We use spaCy’s part-of-speech tagger, and use a sparse bag-of-tags representa-
tion for the most frequent tags, as well as the type-token ratio for tags (tt pos).

Other Lexical Features Finally, we use a bag-of-words representation for the most common 200 non-
stopwords in the dataset, and also calculate the type-token ratio for words (type/token).

4.2 Models and Evaluation

In these experiments we primarily use Random Forest regression and classification models, though in
the final set of experiments we compare several machine learning methods, including an ensemble of
models. We employ a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure.

In the following section, we report results at two levels. At the document level, each data instance is an
individual description generated by a subject, and the features are derived from each single description.
At the participant level, each data instance is a participant (subject) and the features are aggregated over
all of that participant’s descriptions. When doing prediction at the document level, we ensure that a
participant cannot have instances in both the training and testing folds.

For evaluation, we report accuracy scores and compare model accuracy with the baseline accuracy that
is achieved when always predicting the majority class. We also report the area under the curve (AUC),
where 0.5 indicates random classification performance and 1 is perfect classification performance.

1https://spacy.io/
2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Model AUC Acc.
Random Forest 0.913 0.927
Baseline 0.5 0.78

Table 1: Predicting Younger vs. Older

5 Experimental Results

In this section we describe the sequence of experiments we carried out, with both positive and negative
results.

5.1 Binary Classification of Parkinson’s Disease

Our first experiment demonstrates the difficulty of treating the automatic detection of PD as a binary
classification task. We treat the healthy older adults (HOA) and healthy younger adults (HYA) as a
single class (the non-PD class) and subjects with PD as the other class (PD). The goal is to use the
extracted linguistic features to detect evidence of PD, at both the document level and participant level.

However, at both the document level and participant level, the classification results are essentially
random, with AUC scores of 0.49 and 0.51, respectively. Similarly, accuracy levels are below the baseline
performance of a system that simply predicts the majority class. We analyze this result in the next set of
experiments.

5.2 Binary Classification of Older vs. Younger Cohorts

One interpretation of the negative results from the previous section is that the task is difficult because
of linguistic similarities between healthy older adults and older adults with PD, and that the cohort of
healthy younger adults is linguistically distinct from both older groups.

To test this, we trained a new binary classification model to predict younger vs. older subjects. One
class contains the HYA cohort and the other class contains HOA + PD subjects.

The results support our hypothesis, with extremely high accuracy in discriminating between younger
and older subjects. Table 1 shows the participant-level prediction scores, with an AUC score of 0.913
using the random forest regression model. The two older groups are highly similar to one another in
many respects, with the younger cohort being distinct.

Figures 1 and 2 show some of the similarities between the two older groups and that the younger group
is distinct; specifically, the healthy younger adults show higher sentiment and higher SUBTL scores, and
the two older groups are similar to each other in terms of those features. This pattern is reflected in many
of the other features as well, e.g. younger adults have higher syntactic complexity and lower type-token
ratios than the older group.

Given the positive results on this task, we next move away from treating the healthy older adults and
healthy younger adults as a single group, and move towards employing a machine learning model that
can separate age-related language differences from language differences relating to PD.

5.3 Multi-Class Prediction: Healthy Younger, Healthy Older, and Subjects with Parkinson’s

Based on the results of the previous two sets of experiments, we reformulated the problem as a multi-
class prediction, with three distinct classes HYA, HOA, and PD. We again use the same set of linguistic
features described earlier, and random forest classification models. We report accuracy but not AUC
scores since this is no longer a binary classification task.

Table 2 summarizes the accuracy scores for document-level and participant-level prediction.
Document-level prediction is only at baseline levels, which is not surprising given that many of the
documents are very short (some are 1-2 sentences). However, prediction at the participant-level is sub-
stantially better than baseline performance, with an overall accuracy of 0.63.

Summarizing the results so far, the first experiment illustrates the difficulty of treating PD detection
as a binary classification task. The second experiment explains why, showing that healthy older adults
and subjects with PD have linguistic similarities, while healthy younger adults are distinct. This third
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Figure 1: Sentiment by Group Figure 2: SUBTL2 Scores by Group

Model Document-Level Participant-Level
Random Forest 0.52 0.63
Baseline 0.54 0.41

Table 2: Accuracy for Multi-Class Prediction

experiment shows that performance is substantially better than baseline performance when approaching
the task as a multi-class problem.

5.4 Prediction of Cognitive and Depression Scores
Our final set of experiments moves beyond the prediction of discrete classes, and we instead try to predict
the cognitive abilities of all subjects in all cohorts. This is motivated partly by the above experimental
results, and by the hypothesis that some healthy older adults might have mild age-related cognitive
impairment, even though they have not been diagnosed with PD or any form of dementia.

As described in Section 3, we recorded a variety of cognitive and depression measures for each sub-
ject. In this final experiment, we test whether we can use the same linguistic features as the previous
experiments for predicting cognitive and depression scores across all participants.

Table 3 summarizes the results for automatic prediction of three of the test scores, BDI, AUTU, and
PAT. For both BDI and PAT, the best machine learning models are able to outperform a baseline that
predicts the mean value of the training observations. The ensemble of models yields the lowest MSE
on predicting BDI scores, while the Lasso and Random Forest regression methods give the lowest MSE
on predicting PAT scores. On predicting AUTU scores, no machine learning model fares better than the
baseline. This is owing to the fact that there is relatively little variation in scores amongst subjects. For
BDI, the ensemble approach gives results that are significantly better than kNN and Random Forests,

Model BDI AUTU PAT
Least Squares 7.46 226.26 166.81
Lasso 7.37 112.51 75.92
kNN 8.69 100.37 95.32
Random Forest 8.89 83.53 82.21
Ensemble 6.69 98.35 76.60
Baseline 8.25 82.54 94.21

Table 3: MSE for Predicting Cognitive and Depression Scores
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Variable SS df MSE F P
BDI 113.74 2,38 56.87 10.38** .00
PA 1591.10 2,38 795.55 15.44** .00
AUTU 1112.08 2,38 556.04 11.91** .00
Note. N=41. *p<.05, **p<.01

Table 4: A One-Way Analysis of Variance of Neuropsychology Test Scores by Group

HYA vs. HOA HYA vs. PD PD vs. HOA
Variable Mean Diff. SE p Mean Diff. SE p Mean Diff. SE p
avelen 1.27 1.31 .60 4.34** 1.36 .01 -3.07* 1.19 .04
sentiment 3.26** .74 .00 2.59** .77 .01 .67 .67 .58
vdim1 -3.85* 1.49 .04 -.22 1.55 .99 -3.63* 1.35 .03
vdim4 -1.23 .61 .12 .36 .63 .84 -1.58* .55 .02
Note. *p<.05, **p<.01

Table 5: Tukey HSD Post Hoc Comparisons of Group for Average Length of Script, Sentiment, Vdim1
& Vdim4

according to paired t-tests. For AUT, the only statistically significant differences are that least squares
regression is significantly worse than the Random Forests, Lasso, ensemble, and baseline approaches.
For PAT, the ensemble and Lasso approaches are again significantly better than least squares regression.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show feature importance scores for some of the features that were most useful in
predicting AUTU, BDI, and PAT, respectively. An individual feature’s importance score is determined
by how useful that feature was in reducing MSE, on average, when it was used as a split in the decisions
trees used within the Random Forests model. For example, length and sentiment features are very useful
for all three prediction tasks.

We also perform statistical analyses to further explore linguistic ability and cognitive functioning.
First, a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine an effect of group (3 levels: HYA,
HOA & PD) on the cognitive tests, as illustrated in Table 4. Analyses revealed main effects of group on
BDI scores (F (2, 38) = 10.38, p < .01), PAT scores, (F (2, 38) = 15.44, p < .01), and AUTU scores
(F (2, 38) = 11.91, p < .01). The results indicate that group has a significant effect on all three of the
cognitive tests.

A one-way ANOVA was also used to examine an effect of group on the linguistic features. Analyses
revealed main effects of group on average length of script (F (2, 38) = 5.81, p = .01, η2 = .23), sentiment
(F (2, 38) = 10.15, p < .01, η2 = .35), vdim1 (F (2, 38) = 4.92, p = .01, η2 = .21), and vdim4 (F (2, 38) =
4.53, p = .02, η2 = .19). Post hoc comparisons were performed using the Tukey HSD test, as illustrated in
Table 5. Tukey HSD comparisons revealed significant differences between the groups for the following
measures (p < .05): average length of scripts was significantly lower in the PD group (M = 13.60, SD =
2.69) compared to the HOA group (M = 16.67, SD = 3.74) and the HYA group (M = 17.93, SD = 3.20).
The number of sentiment items was also significantly higher in the HYA group (M = 5.40, SD= 2.51)
than the HOA group (M = 2.51, SD = 1.02) and the PD group (M = 2.82, SD = 2.09). The HOA group
had greater mean vdim1 values (M = 6.91, SD = 4.64) than the HYA group (M = 3.06, SD = 1.20) and the
PD group (M = 3.28, SD = 3.69). Finally, mean vdim4 values were significantly lower in the PD group
(M = -.34, SD = .81) than the HOA group (M = 1.25, SD = 1.58).

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were performed to measure correlations between the linguis-
tic features observed in the scripts and the cognitive assessment scores. Correlations were performed
within each group. While there were no significant correlations within the HYA and HOA group, signif-
icant correlations did emerge in the PD group. The AUTU score formed positive correlations with the
features vdim4 (rs = .79, p < .01) and vdim1 (rs = .74, p < .01). Moreover, scores on the BDI were
negatively correlated with the feature vdim1 (rs = -.76, p < .01).
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Figure 3: Feature Importance: AUTU Figure 4: Feature Importance: BDI

Figure 5: Feature Importance: PAT

6 Conclusion

In this set of experiments, we have used natural language processing and machine learning to automati-
cally detect evidence of PD in task transcripts generated by subjects. We first showed that it is difficult
to approach this as a binary classification task, particularly because of linguistic similarities between
healthy older adults and older adults with PD. We subsequently showed that a multi-class classification
approach yields better results. Finally, we used the same set of linguistic features to predict scores of
cognitive ability across all subjects.

The vast majority of previous work on automatically detecting Parkinson’s disease from speech has
focused on using acoustic features. Like Garcia et al. (2016), we demonstrated that linguistic features
can be very useful for this task. In future work where we have both speech recordings and transcripts,
we will investigate the use of multi-modal features.

Future work will also include further experiments on automatically predicting cognitive ability scores,
as we have collected numerous other cognitive measures for the subjects who participated in these tasks.
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Abstract 

This paper explores the correlations between key syntactic dependencies and the occurrence of 

simple spoken language disfluencies such as filled pauses and incomplete words. The working 

hypothesis here is that interruptions caused by these phenomena are more likely to happen 

between weakly connected words from a syntactic point of view than between strongly 

connected ones. The obtained results show significant patterns with the regard to key syntactic 

phenomena, like confirming the positive correlation between the frequency of disfluencies and 

multiples measures of syntactic complexity. In addition, they show that there is a stronger 

relationship between the verb and its subject than with its object, which confirms the idea of a 

hierarchical incrementality. Also, this work uncovered an interesting role played by a verb 

particle as a syntactic delimiter of some verb complements. Finally, the interruptions by 

disfluencies patterns show that verbs have a more privileged relationship with their preposition 

compared to the object Noun Phrase (NP). 

1 Introduction 

This paper explores the way speech stream is interrupted by simple spoken language disfluencies (from 

now disfluencies) such as filled pauses and incomplete words (Kurdi, 2016). It aims to shed light on 

language planning during the language generation process through the window of disfluencies. One of 

the key questions this work tries to answer is how tightly related are some syntactic components within 

an utterance. The underlying hypothesis here is that tightly related components are planned together 

and consequently less likely interrupted by a disfluency.  

Another contribution of this work is to provide a numeric value to describe the strength of the linguistic 

connection between two words, as this study is conducted at the scale of an entire corpus. Please note 

that the linguistic and cognitive validity of the existing statistical models to describe the strength of a 

dependency, based on the co-occurrence of words and structures, is highly disputed by many linguists 

like Chomsky. A basic argument against such models is that a rare structure can be as grammatical as 

a frequently used one. Hence, the potential applications of this work within the area of NLP can range 

from syntactic disambiguation to the reranking of speech recognition N best hypotheses.  

In previous research, disfluencies were explored from multiple points of views. For example, (Carbonell 

and Hayes, 1984), (Heeman, 1999), (Core, 1999), and (Kurdi, 2002) investigated this relation within 

the context of spoken language parsing. In the psycholinguistics literature, several models stressed the 

role of syntax in the process of language production and planning. For instance, serial processing models 

of language production such as Fromkin’s five stage model (Fromkin, 1973), Garrett’s model (Garrett, 

1980), (Garrett, 1988), and Bock and Levelt’s model (Bock and Levelt, 1994) assume the existence of 

an explicit module for syntactic processing to which they attribute different names and functional roles. 

In connectionists models, such as Dells’ model (Dell et al, 1999), all knowledge levels interact with 

each other, with the lexicon playing a central role in this process. When a word is selected all the 

phonological, morphological and syntactic features related to its constituents are also activated and 

propagated to the context, contributing to activate new words. This suggests that syntactic dependencies 

between words play a key role in the process of spoken language production.  

Besides, several previous works stipulate that self-monitoring plays a key role in language production. 

In particular, Levelt’s Perceptual Loop Theory (PLT) suggests that there exist two modes of monitoring 
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(Levelt, 1983). The first one consists of monitoring internal unproduced speech which consists of 

checking one’s planned formulation silently. Similar to the process of listening to other’s speech, the 

external monitoring, on the other hand, consists of monitoring one’s speech by ears. Both processes, 

involve treatment by the speech comprehension system, which covers both the semantic and syntactic 

aspects of language. Some more recent works such as the ones of (Nozari, Dell, & Schwartz, 2011) and 

(Hartsuiker and Herman, 2001) argue for internal monitoring based on competition between 

representations within the language production system without the intervention of the comprehension 

system. It is hard to see how these new studies can contradict the idea of the intervention of syntax 

within the monitoring system for the following reasons.  First, these studies focused on low-level 

linguistic phenomena such as word production and do not take into consideration the syntactic structure. 

In addition, self-repair can be motivated to correct syntactic errors. Likewise, many works have 

indicated that discourse, syntax, and prosody play an important role within language planning (see 

(Wagner, 2016) for a review of these works).  

Furthermore, multiple works have shown that there is a correlation between language complexity in 

general and production of disfluency (McLaughlin and Cullinan, 1989), (Haynes, Hood, 1978). More 

specifically, syntactic complexity is linked to frequency of production of disfluencies (Gordon and 

Luper, 1989), (Logan and Lasalle, 1999) disfluency initiation times (Ferreira, 1991). Besides, (Boomer, 

1965) reported that filled pauses tend to appear between the first and the second word of a clause, 

suggesting that this may be related to the syntactic planning of the utterance. Some other works focused 

on syntactic planning and disfluency within the context of foreign language (Rose, 2017). 

A question one could ask about the generation, the planning or the monitoring processes is the 

following. Which syntactic unit is used by these processes? Some studies suggested that clause (or 

simple sentence) plays a key role in this process (Ford and Holmes, 1978), (Rose, 2017), while others 

stipulated that structures like LTAG trees are used (Ferreira, 2000). In addition, Levelt, in his extension 

of Dell’s three level model, assumes that the grammar encoding is done within the lemma-stratum 

module where processing is based on syntactic features of individual words such as tense for the verbs 

(Levelt et al, 1999).  

2 Methodology 

2.1 Hypotheses 

The working assumption in this paper is that the locations of the interruptions of speech flow by 

disfluencies are related to the syntactic dependencies within the utterance. For example, if the 

interruption happens rarely within a given context (e.g. between two morphological categories, like a 

determiner and a noun DT NN) we assume that the components involved in this context are strongly 

connected and vice versa.  

This fundamental assumption leads to the following four hypotheses: 

i. Disfluencies are the reflection of a heavy cognitive processing (Lindström, 2008). Hence, it is 

more likely that disfluencies occur in a more syntactically complex utterance.  

ii. Given their shared features, verbs are more tightly connected to their subject than to their object. 

This means that it is less likely to observe an interruption between a verb and its subject than 

between a verb and its object. 

iii. The relation between particles and verbs is so tight morphologically. From a semantic point of 

view, a particle may change the meaning of some verbs. In addition, it is hypothesized here that 

verb particles play a key syntactic role in planning and delimiting some of the verb arguments. 

iv. Given the privileged relationship between the verb and its preposition, it is hypothesized that 

interruptions between the verb and the preposition are less likely than between the preposition and 

the subsequent Noun Phrase (NP).  

2.2 Corpus 

The Trains Corpus (Heeman and Allen, 1995) was used because of the quality of transcription and 

reasonable size: 98 dialogues with 34 different speakers and 5,900 speaker turns. Unlike other spoken 

language corpora, the task is complex which creates more opportunities for producing disfluencies. 

After a comparative study with a portion of the switchboard corpus (Meteer, 1995), it was possible to 
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observe that the disfluencies available in the Trains Corpus are similar to the ones in the Switchboard 

Corpus.   

2.3 Data annotation 

The disfluencies are annotated using the scheme adopted in (Kurdi, 2003). Given that the focus of this 

work is about syntax, are adopted the following criteria for defining an interruption of the utterance 

flow. First, filled pauses and incomplete words such as hum and prob- are the obvious indicators. Some 

prosodic events such as silence (unfilled pauses) were not considered. The problem with silence is that 

it is hard to mark with high accuracy given the individual differences between speakers’ pace. Also, 

speakers may take a short pause for the sake of breathing, a rather physiological event. Finally, silence 

markers are likely to be accompanied by one or more of the adopted interruption indicators. Are also 

excluded contextual and physiological events such as breadth and laugher as they are not necessarily 

related to language planning.  

2.4 Interruption rate 

To provide a probability-like measure of the connectivity rate, Interruption Rate (IR) is adopted. It is 

calculated using equation 1 where c(x) means the count of x:  

interruption_rate(n-grami) = 
c(interrupted n−gram𝑖)

c(all occurences of  n−gram𝑖)
 (1) 

To observe the interruption patterns, two programs are implemented. A statistical part-of-speech (POS) 

tagger based on a cascade of n-grams trained on the Penn tree bank. To correct the errors with this 

tagger, is also implemented a post-processing module. It corrects two types of errors: generic and corpus 

specific errors. For example, is used a rule that would retag all the auxiliary verbs as MD when they are 

used before a verb. An example of a corpus specific error is the word Corning which is only used in the 

corpus as a proper noun (a city in the state of New York) but the statistical tagger sometimes tags it as 

a verb. The tag set adopted is inspired by the Penn treebank1.  

The implemented program provides a raw interruption rate. Given that n-grams provide only a 

sequencing of POS tags, which does not necessarily reflect a relation of dependency, all the sequences 

are checked manually. Are considered as syntactic interruptions only those that occur between 

syntactically related words. For example, in the sequence (DT NN VB) such as the one in okay so just 

a second uh let me see -what time (…). The interruption here, by the filled pause uh, is not between 

syntactically dependent words as the sequence a second belongs to a different utterance and is not a 

subject or an object of the verb see.  Therefore, it is not counted as a syntactic interruption. However, 

in the sequence (DT NN VB) in we do not have two trains uh trying to cross (..) there is a syntactic 

interruption as two trains is the subject of the verb trying.  

The IR of a specific bigram is compared to the IR of the general bigram (XX), which is .026. The bigram 

(XX) is made with average IR of all observed sequences of two POS tags in the corpus. Similarly, the 

IR of a specific trigram is compared to the interruption of the IR of the general trigram pattern (XXX), 

which is .049. 

3 Results 

3.1 Disfluencies and utterance syntactic complexity 

Several works in the literature have reported that the chance of disfluency production increases with the 

increase of conceptual or linguistic difficulty of the utterance. In this study, five different measures of 

syntactic complexity were considered and their correlation with the number of disfluencies within the 

utterance was calculated (see (Kurdi, 2017) for more information about these measures). The measures 

involving phrases and the depth of the parsing tree were calculated with the Sandford parser2.  

As seen in Table 1, the syntactic complexity indices and the number of disfluencies have a statistically 

significant positive correlation, meaning increases in syntactic complexity of an utterance were 

correlated with increases in the number of disfluencies. The smallest correlation is with the number of 

                                                      
1 https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html 
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml 
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VB while the largest is with the length of the utterance. This difference between the two correlations 

remains limited, as it is about 14% of the total value. 

 

Complexity measure Pearson’s correlation with the 

number of disfluencies 

Number of phrases in the utterance .286 

Depth of parsing tree of the utterance .249 

Mean length of the phrases .276 

Number of verbal phrases .247 

Length of the utterance .289 

Table 1 Correlations between the number of disfluencies per utterance and five indices of syntactic 
complexity, for all the correlations [N=5020, p<.0001] 

3.2 Connectivity between the verb and its subject and object 

In English, where the canonical order is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), the verb is the heart of the 

sentence. The relation between the verb and its subject is privileged because of their shared syntactic 

features, as they agree in number. The question now is the following. What is the effect of this privileged 

relationship on the strength of the dependency between the verb and its subject? To answer this question, 

a two-fold process was carried out. First, the left and right connectivity of the verb is calculated through 

the patterns (X VB) and (VB X). The first pattern measures the connectivity of any POS tag followed 

by the verb and the second measures the connectivity of the verb and any POS tag that comes after it. 

The results show that the verb is slightly more connected to the left than to the right, as the IR of the 

two patterns is respectively .013, .020 [χ2= 15.052, p =<.0001, d=.060, 99% CI [.975, .983]]. 

Given that not all words preceding a verb are the subject nor a part of it and that not all the ones 

following it are the object nor a part of it, we need a closer investigation. Hence, was carried out an 

analysis of the IR of the verb and the different syntactic structures that can play the role of subject as 

well as the same structures in the role of object. 

As a global observation, the IR of the individual structures do not give a clear picture of the differences 

given their small values.  For example, with personal pronouns, one of the simplest forms that a verb 

subject can take (1.a), the IR of the bigram (PPS VB) is equal to .002. The same IR is observed with 

personal pronouns used as object (2.a). 

(1) a. so I guess all the boxcars will have … 

b. the oranges are at Corning ... 

c. the shortest route is via Dansville … 

As for the multiword NP, like the pattern (DT NN VB) (1.b), it has an IR that is equal to .059. 

Concerning the subject sequence (DT JJ NN VB), as in (1.c), the IR rate is equal to .043. Similarly, the 

IR between the verb and object noun (VB NN) as in (2.b) is .041.  Within a similar structure, but with 

an adjective before the noun (VB JJ NN) (2.c), the IR is equal to .023. The same goes for the sequence 

(VB DT NN) like in (2.d) where the IR is .050 and the sequence (VB DT JJ NN) (2.e) where IR is .028.  
(2) a. no you can carry them both ...  

b. .. we need to get oranges to Elmira ...  

c. … we could attach both boxcars to one engine … 

d. wait a second I thought well ... 

e. okay determine the maximum number of boxcars 

As for indirect complements, where a preposition is necessary to link the verb to its object, we have the 

trigram (VB IN NN) like in (3.a) with an IR equal to .046. While for a complement preposition phrase 

(VB IN DT NN) like in (3.c), the IR is .028. Besides, the IR of a verb followed by an indirect object 

pronoun (VB IN PPO) (3.d) is equal to 0 (we only have 12 occurrences of this pattern). Similar 

observations were made in the case of verbs requiring a particle (VB RP NN) (3.b), where the IR 

between the particle and the noun is .018 (no interruptions were observed between the verb and the 

particle). 
(3) a. … the ones that we filled with bananas… 
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b. … pick up oranges for that one …  

c. … as shown on the map ... 

d. no they are already waiting for me … 

Nevertheless, the overall interruption rate of subject structures, which is equal to .004, is about six times 

smaller than the interruption rate of object structures, which is .025. The difference here is statistically 

significant [χ2= 54.182, p =<.0001, d=.177, 99% CI = [.974, .966]]. Please note that the effect size 

(Cohen d) cannot be big with disfluencies, given their small frequency.  

3.3 Verb, particles, and prepositions 

Particles are a class of invariant words that are used to change the semantics of some verbs (Malmkjaer, 

2002). Their behavior is very close to the prepositions’. Some of their notable syntactic properties are 

worth to discuss, however. The main difference between a particle and a preposition provided in 

grammar manuals is that a preposition always comes before the NP. For example, it comes directly 

before the noun like in (4.d), before the determiner in an NP (4.e), or before a proper noun (4.f). 

(4) a. ... try and work this out … 

b. and bring it over to Corning … 

c. … if I drive the engine up from Avon to Dansville … 

d. so that is from engine E two … 

e. work at the same time right 

f. I can get to Bath by seven … 

On the other hand, a particle can be moved around a noun, a demonstrative pronoun (4.a), object 

pronoun complement (4.b), or an NP complement with a determiner and a noun (4.c). In this case, the 

particle that behaves like a separate morpheme of the verb can be dislocated some words away from it. 

The hypothesis here is that all the constituents that are embedded between the verb and its particles are 

planned together. Please note that some verbs admit both a particle and a preposition (5.b). 

During this study, eight backward patterns were identified (connections with words at the left-hand 

context) with 631 occurrences and eleven forward ones (connections with words to the right-hand 

context) with 607 occurrences. The IR of the backward patterns is 0 (out of a total of 628 cases), while 

the IR of the forward ones is .029. This shows that, in general, the particles play the role of an argument 

to a previous word rather than a predicate or argument with relation to the following word. 

The data show no interruptions between the verb and the following particle (VB RP) (5.a). The 

difference between the general pattern XX (general bigram) with the pattern VB RP is statistically 

significant [χ2= 13.389, p= <.001, d= .2328, 99% CI= [.971, .975]]. A similar pattern between the verb 

and the following particle and preposition (VB RP IN) is observed as in (5.b). When followed by a 

preposition only without a particle (VB IN), the IR is .006. Comparing this pattern to the general pattern 

XX gives also significant results but a smaller effect size than with VB RP [χ2= 34.2988, p=<.001, 

d=.1562, 99% CI = [.971, .974]]. 

(5) a. to Avon to pick up the bananas 

b. okay so it is starting out with a boxcar 

c. I guess by train 

To demonstrate the syntactic role of the RP after a verb, other patterns involving a verb followed by an 

RP have also been depicted. Interestingly, the patterns (VB RP IN) has zero interruption rate as well. 

As for the cases involving a verb, a particle and another POS in between, were identified two major 

trigrams with the categories PPO (e.g. it, them) and PRON (e.g. this, those, that). Besides, nine minor 

trigram structures involving categories such as CD (e.g. one), RB (e.g. back, only, already), and NPP 

(e.g. Bath) are also identified. These patterns have frequencies ranging from one to six cases. If we take 

the general pattern (VB X RP), where X is a category among the previously mentioned ones, we have 

a total of 135 cases with no interruptions. Compared to the general trigram pattern (XXX), this gives 

the following results [χ2= 3.688, p=.054, d=.322, 99% CI[.947, .953]]. In addition, were also observed 

structures with fourgrams involving a determiner and a noun between the verb and its particle (VB DT 

NN RP). Among the nine occurrences observed in the corpus, no interruptions were observed. A 

recapitulation of the structures involving a verb and a particle is provided in table 2. 
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Table 2 Recapitulation of the structures involving a verb and a particle 

3.4 Verb’s indirect objects 

Some verbs in English require a preposition to introduce their object complement, called the indirect 

object. In the linguistic literature, the preposition introducing the object is processed in different ways. 

On the one hand, Phrase Structure Grammar (PSG) considers this preposition as a part of a complex 

unit, called Prepositional Phrase (PP), made of the preposition and a noun phrase. As such complex 

units are not allowed within the chunking framework proposed by (Abney, 1994), here, on the other 

hand, the preposition is given a standalone status, where it is considered to form its own chunk. Given 

the strong semantic correlation between the verb and its preposition, many foreign language manuals 

and dictionaries provide the verbs with their preposition like depends on and depends to. In this third 

case, the preposition has a privileged relation with the verb rather than with the noun. The IR of the 

bigrams (VB IN) and (IN NN) are respectively .005 and .015. This difference in frequency turns out to 

be statistically significant [χ2=6.977, p=.0083, d=.101, 99% CI[.973, .995]]. Furthermore, the IR of the 

bigram (IN VB) is .018, which is larger than the IR of the bigram (VB IN). This difference is also 

statistically significant [χ2= 9.632, p=.001, d=.103, 99% CI[.972, .990]]. This suggests that the verb is 

more connected with the preposition as its argument than being the argument of a preposition. 

4 Discussion  

4.1 Disfluencies and utterance syntactic complexity 

The first question raised in this paper was whether the syntactic complexity increase yields an increase 

in the number of disfluencies. The reported results in table 1 confirmed this hypothesis. The correlations 

with the five considered measures were all positive and statistically significant. This confirms the 

general conception about disfluency as being caused by a heavy cognitive processing related to the task 

or to the linguistic complexity. For example, (Cook et al., 1974) have shown that the rate of filled pauses 

increased with the increase of a complexity measured by the length of the following clause (no 

significant results were found with the subordination index devised by Frieda Goldman-Eiseler). This 

was also confirmed by Ferreira’s work (Ferreira, 1991). A more recent work based on corpus study also 

shown that disfluencies occurrences correlate with the macro syntax and discourse (Beliao and 

Lacheret, 2013).  

4.2 Verb, particle, and the planning of the complements 

Given the strong relationship between the verb and its particle, this latter may be considered as a 

separate morpheme of the verb. Hence, an easy interpretation of the null IR between the verb and the 

particle in the bigram (VB RP) is to consider that this is happening because of a morphological reason; 

no syntax is involved here. However, similar, statistically significant, patterns were also observed with 

the trigram (VB X RP), where X may be any category among 11 possible complements of the verb. 

Although the data were not large enough to achieve significance with fourgrams, the zero IR was 

observed in this case as well. This is a clear indication that syntax is behind this phenomenon as it is 

not possible to imagine a morphological relationship between the verb and such a diverse group of 

categories. Put within a larger perspective, this confirms the idea that syntax is deeply embedded within 

the planning process of spoken language production. 

Structure IR # cases Structure IR # cases 

VB RP 0 534 Miscellaneous VB X RP 0 21 

VB RP IN 0 45 VB DT NN RP 0 9 

VB PPO RP 0 51 Total VB X RP 0 135 

VB PRON RP 0 18  
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4.3 Verb, its subject and object 

Given the linearity of human language, it is widely thought today that language production is an 

incremental process. However, there are several models of incrementality that diverge in their 

fundamental stipulations of the timing of conceptual encoding and the timing of grammatical structures’ 

creation. Some believe that this process is done in a “word-by-word” fashion and therefore it is 

completely linear (Branigan, 2008), (Kempen and Hoenkamp 1987). In other words, according to this 

model, during piecemeal formulation of utterances, verbs are planned only briefly before they are 

uttered. On the other hand, hierarchical incrementality assumes that, at the beginning of the utterance 

generation, its “linguistic blueprint” is formulated (Kuchinsky et al., 2011), (Zenzi and Bock, 2000). 

According to a lighter version of hierarchical incrementality, planning begins with the thematic 

structure of the event, where the relation between the agent and the patient is encoded (Bock et al, 

2004). Finally, Ferreira’s model of language production, which is based on Tree Adjoining Grammar, 

stipulates that the lexical selection of the verb is necessary before the speaker can plan the subject 

(Ferreira, 2000). 

The data in section 3.2 show that the verb is more connected to its subject than to its object. This 

supports a light hierarchical incremental planning. A verb-first approach, such as the one proposed by 

(Ferreira, 2000), entails that we should not see interruptions between the verb and the subject. On the 

other hand, a linear incrementality would lead to equal interruption rates between the verb and its subject 

and its object. 

4.4 Verb, particle, and preposition 

The results presented in section 3.3 confirm the common conception in the classic grammar according 

to which particles are more tightly related to verbs than to prepositions. They also suggest, nevertheless, 

that prepositions have a privileged relationship with the verbs they complement. On the other hand, 

when the preposition is located before the verb, its IR with the verb is much larger than when it is after. 

This suggests that the nature of its relationship with the verb is different in this case. A possible reason 

is that the preposition is introducing a new proposition (via the verb) making it an important articulation 

point inside the sentence. One could ask if this is simply due to the prosodic structure of the utterance 

rather than the syntactic one.  

Numerous previous studies have shown that pitch, accents, and intonation have a strong correlation 

with the sentence’s syntactic structure (Nespor and Vogel, 2007), (Inkelas and Zec, 1990). Although 

several studies have attempted to use dependency grammar as a descriptive framework for prosody-

syntax congruence (Mertens, 2009), (Gerdes, Hi-Yon, 2003), the majority of the existing linguistic and 

psycholinguistic models are based on phrase structure approaches to syntax. For example, (Cooper and 

Paccia-Cooper, 1980) proposed a model based on the idea that the likelihood of an intonational 

boundary correlates with the increase of the number of syntactic brackets at a word boundary. Hence, 

the likelihood of a boundary at the ends of syntactic constituents occurs more than at the beginning. 

Also, Ferreira (1988) proposed a model based on X-bar theory where syntax and semantics play a role 

in intonational phrasing. According to Ferreira this increases the semantic coherence as it minimizes 

the number of dependencies across units. As we saw, the patterns (VB IN) and (IN VB) have equal 

prosodic status (both are located at phrase borders) but different IR. This confirms that the difference 

is related to the nature of the syntactic relation. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper is about a corpus study of the interruption by simple disfluencies between key components 

of the utterance. The basic assumption behind this study is that interruptions depend on syntactic factors. 

The results confirmed some well-known facts about English syntax such as the tight interrelation 

between the verb and the particle. Furthermore, it also has shown a tight relation between the verb and 

its preposition compared to the relation between the preposition and the subsequent NP. Also, the tight 

relation between the verb and its subject supports the conception of light hierarchical incremental 

planning of language production. Beyond the direct facts, this work offers a quantitative description of 

the cognitive dependencies between the words with probability-like scores. 
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Different paths are worth to explore after this work. One of them is to study similar phenomena in 

language acquisition corpora. This could give us interesting insights about whether these patterns are 

innate or if they evolve throughout time. Covering more types of disfluencies can also bring insights 

about possible differences between the patterns involving each type. Finally, using a larger corpus such 

as the Switchboard Corpus could help confirm the obtained figures. 
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Abstract

ssssss Older adults tend to suffer a decline in some of their cognitive capabilities, being language
one of least affected processes. Word association norms (WAN) also known as free word asso-
ciations reflect word-word relations, the participant reads or hears a word and is asked to write
or say the first word that comes to mind. Free word associations show how the organization of
semantic memory remains almost unchanged with age. We have performed a WAN task with
very small samples of older adults with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), vascular dementia (VaD) and
mixed dementia (MxD), and also with a control group of typical aging adults, matched by age,
sex and education. All of them are native speakers of Mexican Spanish. The results show, as
expected, that Alzheimer disease has a very important impact in lexical retrieval, unlike vascular
and mixed dementia. This suggests that linguistic tests elaborated from WAN can be also used
for detecting AD at early stages.

1 Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (2015), aging is a process associated with molecular and
cellular damage, which leads to a general decline of the person and, eventually, its death. Among the
changes caused by age, some degree of cognitive decline is commonly observed in older adults, and
the proportion of elderly people who suffer this decline increases (Rog and Fink, 2013). This decline
has been measured through neuropsychological evaluations, which have shown two common profiles
in elderly people, those who present successful aging, meaning a proper execution in cognitive tasks,
as well as in daily life, and those who present cognitive impairment (Ardila and Rosselli, 2007) or
neurocognitive disorders according to the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

As mentioned before, aging causes a general decline in elderly people, which can be observed at
anatomical and physiological levels and it is intimately linked to cognitive and emotional changes (Cum-
mings and Benson, 1992). During senescence, a decrease in memory capacity and learning is represen-
tative of the cognitive profile exhibited, showing a pattern in which forgetfulness rate increases within
the fifth decade of life, while their learning ability is decreased, characteristics that will progress slowly
through time and will give us cues of pathology, especially in people with dementia, where this process
will be particularly accelerated (Ardila and Rosselli, 2007).

Elderly people show more alterations in episodic memory than semantic memory, especially when the
memories need more effort to be remembered (consciousness) than those performed automatically and
based in familiarity. In addition, it is also known that age affects the process of codification, especially
when strategic thinking is needed, and the recovery process, where the use of cues is required to recall
information. Finally, it is common that elderly people show problems in context memories, meaning
the context in which an event was developed, rather than content memory, meaning the memory of the
event, while prospective memory, meaning the ability to remember future events (e.g., remember to do
something or going somewhere), also is affected due to a lack of accessibility to internal cues and auto
initiated processes (Jurado et al., 2013).

On the contrary, the least affected cognitive process by aging is language, a process that has shown
improvement throughout life, especially in items such as vocabulary. Nonetheless, this process can be
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affected by other elements of cognition, such as memory, which can cause phonologic recovery of words,
provoking anomia commonly known as “tip of the tongue phenomenon” (Jurado et al., 2013).

The problem is very relevant for linguists, because approaching the different types of anomias caused
by illness can help to describe how words are connected in the lexicon. Moreover, there is a lack of
description of the specific language difficulties associated with different illnesses and their stages. To
do that, we propose a Word Association Norms (WAN, from here) approach, that understands lexicon
as linked data, being the change in the of the links the best way to explain the cognitive deterioration.
Having more information about this would help linguists and cognitive scientists to model a theory of
memory.

The present research aims to investigate the type of semantic relationships generated by seven patients
with dementia and their typically aging peers, matched by sex, age and years of education.

From here, our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a psychological description of the
types of dementia that we are approaching. Section 3 some basic ideas on Word Association Norms are
provided, as well as their relevance for linguistics, psychology and computer science. In 4, we explain
the experiment, whose results are presented at 5. We finish the paper with the discussion and future work
perspectives at 6.

2 Alzheimer’s Disease, Vascular Dementia and Mixed Dementia

The information obtained about the cognition and lifestyle in elderly people has shown great importance
in the establishment of criteria to diagnose neurocognitive disorders such as dementias- and their origin,
as cognition has specific variations according to the origin of each disorder. In pathological aging the
severity of an impairment, both physical and cognitive, can interfere in various ways in the family, so-
cial and occupational functioning of the subject. The most serious level of pathological aging is known
as dementia (Portellano, 2005). Dementia is a syndrome due to a brain disease, usually of chronic or
progressive nature, which can alter multiple superior cortical functions, also, all alterations in cognitive
function are accompanied by a deterioration of emotional or social control, as well as behavior or moti-
vation (Jurado et al., 2013). All types of dementia involve mental decline that (Alzheimer’s Association,
2006):

• occurred from a higher level (for example, the person didn’t always have a poor memory)

• is severe enough to interfere with usual activities and daily life

• affects more than one of the following four core mental abilities

– recent memory (the ability to learn and recall new information)
– language (the ability to write or speak, or to understand written or spoken words)
– visuospatial function (the ability to understand and use symbols, maps, etc., and the brains

ability to translate visual signals into a correct impression of where objects are in space)
– executive function (the ability to plan, reason, solve problems and focus on a task)

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and vascular dementia (VaD) are the two most common forms of dementia
(Formiga et al., 2008). AD is characterized by the formation of plaques of the amyloid beta protein
which produces neuronal death (Quiroz Baez, 2010). In VaD, various cognitive alterations are caused
by cerebrovascular diseases (Portellano, 2005). Mixed dementia (MxD), for example, is believed to be
caused by Alzheimer’s disease in combination with some cerebral vascular disease; it represents between
13 and 17% of cases worldwide (Cervantes et al., 2017).

At present, our society experiences an increase in the numbers of years that people live. Although
many benefits, this increase also implies an increase in physical illnesses and cognitive deterioration.
Dementia is one of the illnesses that increases its presence as people get older. One of the areas that
is frequently affected is language. Language problems in dementia tend to be detected when they are
notorious. By that time, there is very little that can be studied or even ameliorated. Thus, it is essential
to evaluate language skills at the early stages of dementia or at least as early as it is diagnosed.
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3 Word Association Norms

Word association (WA) tests are an experimental technique for discovering the way that human minds
structure knowledge (De Deyne et al., 2013). In a free word association experiment, the participant reads
or hears a word (stimulus) and is asked to write or say the first word that comes to mind (response)
(Hirsh and Tree, 2001). Free WA tests are able to produce rich types of associations that can reflect both
semantic and episodic memory contents (Borge-Holthoefer and Arenas, 2009).

Word Association Norms (WAN) are collections of WA taken in different populations. From these
collections some measures can be studied. The most frequent word provided as the output of a given
input word is considered as being the first associate (FA). The strength of association of the first associate,
that in the paper is referred as AS, represents the proportion of participants who responded with the same
first associate. This, among other measures, such as total of associates (number of different answers
given), idiosyncratic answers (answers given by only one participant in the whole sample), blank answers
(words to which the participant didn’t give any answer in the established period of time) are calculated
to understand how connected a lexical network is for a group of participants with similar background
(Callejas et al., 2003; Salles et al., 2008).

From the many experiments performed in many languages, it has been concluded that there is unifor-
mity in the organization of associations and people shared stable networks of connections among words
(Istifci, 2010).

We performed a Word Association Norms (WANs) task, also known as free word association task.
WANs are generally taken in young healthy adults, generally, university students. Comparisons between
young and old adults have increased our understanding about the potential effects of aging on deficits in
the lexical network. Generally speaking, comparisons between WANs produced by young and old adults
allow us to conclude that there is very little change in the organisation of semantic memory with age, at
least in word associations (Burke and Peters, 1986; Tresselt and Maizner, 1964). It has been found that in
old adults, the connections in the semantic network are abundant and resistant to deficits (D.G. MacKay,
2001). For example, an overlap of 60.5% in the three most frequent responses between young and old
adults was reported by Burke and Peters (1986). Moreover, these authors retested 2 to 3 months later
part of their study with a subsample from the original and found that both, young and old adults were
consistent in providing the same first associate for word pairs with a high strength of association than
with low strength of association, arguing that old adults do not seem to have a retrieval problem as they
were generating in an automatic fashion their responses which were stored in semantic memory. Hirsh
and Tree (2001) also reported an overlap of 60% between the top three responses of a group of British
young and old adults.

In contrast, research has reported changes in the semantic network exhibited by adults with neurologi-
cal diseases. Kent and Rosanoff (1910) tested 100 words with the participation of 1000 normal subjects as
well as 247 participants with a mental disease dementia praecox, paranoic conditions, manic-depressive
states, epilepsy, among others finding some tendencies about a gradual, but not an abrupt change from a
normal mental state to a pathological one.

Borge-Holthoefer and Arenas (2009) established a relation between cognitive illness and the capability
to walk the graph or our semantic relations. This difficulty could come from the degradation of the graph,
this is the weakening of the links between the words. Following this hypothesis, it is a key aspect of the
research to establish the weight of the regular connections in contrast with the ones showed by patients
with dementia.

According to Clark (1970), the rules of relationship words from free association are based on syntag-
matic and paradigmatic relations. Through this traditional classification, paradigmatic responses belong
to the same grammatical class of the stimulus words and they are generally similar words in conceptual
terms because they share some semantic features (e. g., dog-cat, white-black, eat-drink). While syntag-
matic responses belong to a different grammatical category of the stimulus words, which might appear
next in the same sentence (e. g., house-large, high-giraffe, walk-slowly). Thus, older adult speakers
of English show greater variability in word association unlike young adults, also it has been found that
they tend to provide a greater amount of paradigmatic responses (Burke and Peters, 1986; Lovelance and
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Cooley, 1982). In contrast to these findings, research with German has reported a decrease in the emer-
gence of paradigmatic responses (K. Riegel and R. M. Riegel, 1964). Most researches focused on this
population concluded that a dominant emergence of paradigmatic responses in word association tasks
exists.

Changes in the predominance of paradigmatic or syntagmatic responses are observed in dementia.
Gewirth et al. (1984) reported that participants with dementia or aphasics tended to provide paradigmatic
responses for nouns and adjectives and syntagmatic for verbs and adverbs. Although the mechanism
producing syntagmatic responses were similar to normal patients, paradigmatic responses were less ef-
ficient in dementia and more random producing then more idiosyncratic responses. Also, dementia
patients tended, more than aphasic or normal adults, to perseverate responses. Eustache et al. (1990)
showed that as the severity of dementia increased, AD patients were less likely to give a frequent re-
sponse. Recently, Preethi and Goswani (2016) showed reduced levels in the first association strength in
a word association task of participants either with dementia or aphasia, but not in neuro-typical partici-
pants. Interestingly, paradigmatic responses were significantly more affected than the syntagmatic ones.
Gollan et al. (2006), as in Gewirth et al.s study, also reported a semantic deficit in AD patients depending
on the type of word. Differences between controls and AD patients were found for strong associated
stimuli (e.g., bride-groom), but not for weak stimuli (e.g., bride-pretty): AD participants generated less
common responses for the strong, but not the weak stimuli. Gollan et al. argued that weak associations
are less semantic, and thus less dependent on meaning.

At present, little is known regarding the potential differences in a semantic deficit that may be encoun-
tered in AD patients as opposed to other dementias. The current work aimed to compare Alzheimer,
mixed and vascular dementia.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

In this study 14 elder adults participated. Half of the participants had dementia and the other half was the
control or healthy- aging group. Dementia group included participants with Alzheimer’s disease (n = 2)
phase one and two, Vascular (n = 3) and Mixed Dementia (n = 2). All of them had previously received
the diagnosis from their physicians. The group consisted in 3 men and 4 women, its mean age was 78.29
years age span was 67 to 85 years old, and the education average 9.28 years. The healthy-aging group
no neurological diseases was formed equivalent as possible in sex, age and years of education to the
Dementia group. Its mean age was 78.14 years (age span 67 to 85 years old) and the average years of
schooling was 9.33 years.

It is important to emphasize that participants selected for the sample were only those whose dementia
progression did not show impairment in most of their daily life basic skills (e.g. toileting or feeding)
according to their physicians and caregivers. It was also taken into consideration their ability or willing-
ness to finish the word association task, causing a significant reduction of the sample. However, as they
were paired with controls through age, gender and educational degree criteria and exclusively compared
with the group that constituted their paired controls, this work can be taken into account as a case-control
study, until more participants can be included to generalize results.

Although our sample does not permit the generalization of the results, it allows researchers to have an
insight about the language changes that take place as a result of each type of dementia and effect of other
variables. However, in the case of vascular dementia results (such as lack of FA) can be determined by
the cause or the region affected by the cerebrovascular accident, having a different effect on cognition
that should be taken into account in future studies with a sample that can allow dividing participants in
subgroups.

4.2 Procedure

Participants performed a free-word association task in which 120 familiar and frequent words in Spanish
were orally presented, one-by-one, by an experimenter who manipulated the laptop in which an appli-
cation presented the input words in a previously set-up order. The experimenter wrote in a computer
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the participants answers. If after 30 seconds, the participant remained in silence, the experimenter who
received an automatic visual notification after 30 seconds repeated orally once more the input word.
If after another 30 seconds, the patient did not produce an answer, the system automatically exhibited
the following word. If the participant did not produce an answer for three consecutive input words, the
experimenter repeated the instructions and continue with the task.

4.3 Data analysis

The application stored the answers written by the experimenter for further analyses. Initially, two experi-
menters edited the data so that there were no language errors in the answers, for example, orthographical
mistakes. The experimenters also unified the responses using a lemmatization process. In Spanish a
contrast between masculine and feminine exists, where some words in feminine tend to end in a and in
masculine in o. Thus, the answers were unified to the masculine ending (niño, niña was unified to niño).
In the same way, every verbal form has been unified to the infinitive.

Later, an analysis of the lexical relation between every stimulus and its FA was carried out. Every pair
was labelled as a paradigmatic or syntagmatic relation, following the definition given by (Clark, 1970).

5 Results

An analysis with some of the conventional measures reported in word association norms was performed,
including the association strength of the first associate (AS), number of blank answers (BA), and mean
response time (RT) taken to provide the first associate.

For every stimulus the values AF and RF are calculated. AF, absolute frequency refers to the absolute
frequency of syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses. RF, relative frequency, retrieves the percentage
relation between syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses.

The AS, association strength of the FA, first associate, to every stimulus has also been obtained, with
the following formula: being N the total number of answers in the sample for a stimulus word, and F the
frequency of a given response

AS =
F ∗ 100
N

With the aim of evaluating if the means AS (association strength of the first associate), BA (blank
responses), and RT (response time) provided by each of the three experimental groups (AD, MxD and
VaD) were significantly different to their control groups, we performed a series of comparisons.

With the aim of evaluating if the means AS (association strength of first associate), BA (blank re-
sponses), and RT (response time) provided by each of the three experimental groups (AD, MxD and
Vad) were significantly different to their control groups, we performed a series of mean comparisons.

5.1 Statistical Results

Each type of dementia was compared with their control group through t-tests for independent measures.
In the comparison between the group diagnosed with AD and their respective controls for AS significant
differences were observed between both groups (t(234) = −4.17; p < 0.005), where the group with
AD presented less strength in their FA (0.08 ± 0.4) than the control group (0.44 ± 0.83). Also, the
comparison between MxD and their control group for the AS of the FA showed significant differences
between both groups (t(234) = −3.34; p = 0.001), where the control group presented a higher associate
strength (0.76 ± 1.05) than the group with MxD (0.35 ± 0.8). Finally, the group diagnosed with VaD
did not provide a common FA because the responses as FA were different, thus their association strength
was null. This lack of associate strength is significantly different when compared with their control
group (t(234) = −4.589118; p < 0.005), where the control group did present common first associates
(0.3±0.72). For blank answers (BA), significant differences between the AD and the control group were
encountered (t(234) = 14.02; p < 0.005), where the AD group presented blank answers (0.62±0.48) but
the control group didn’t. Non-significant differences were found between MxD and controls (t(234) =
0.85; p = 0.39), where MxD presented a slightly higher number of BA (0.06 ± 0.25) than the control
group (0.04±0.20). Both, the VaD and controls showed a lack of BA. Finally, in the case of reaction times
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AS BA RT
AD 0.08± 0.4 0.62± 0.48 11.57± 8.22
CG 0.44± 0.83 0 5.92± 2.79

MxD 0.35± 0.8 0.06± 0.25 4.67± 2.27
CG 0.76± 1.05 0.04 ± 0.20 5.57± 2.23

VaD N.D. N.D. 4.96± 2.1
CG 0.3± 0.72 N.D. 4.51± 1.69

Table 1: Comparative strength between AD, MxD, VaD and their respective control groups in AS, BA
and RF.

AS BA RT
t(234) p t(234) p t(234) p

AD vs CG -4.17 < 0.005 14.02 <0.005 7.05 <0.005
MxD vs CG -3.34 0.001 0.85 0.39 -3.08 0.0023
VaD vs CG -4.58 <0.005 N.D. N.D. 1.77 0.07

Table 2: t-tests performed comparing AD, MxD, VaD and their respective control groups in AS, BA and
RF.

(RT), significant differences between the AD group and their controls were observed (t(234) = 7.05;
p < 0.005), where the AD group took more time to give an answer (11.57±8.22) than the control group
(5.92 ± 2.79). Similar results were found between MxD and controls (t(234) = −3.08; p = 0.0023),
where the group with MxD took more time to elicit a response (4.675706 ± 2.271421) than the control
group (5.57 ± 2.23). Conversely, non-significant differences were encountered between the VaD and
control groups (t(234) = 1.77; p = 0.07), RT for the VaD group (4.96 ± 2.1) and their control group
(4.51± 1.69). Tables 1 and 2 can help to visualize the results.

To determine differences between dementia groups, an univariate ANOVA was done with groups AD,
MxD and VaD as factors. This ANOVA determined statistically significant differences for AS between
groups (F (2) = 15.199, p < 0.05). Post-hoc tests using Bonferroni corrections showed that the MxD
group AS was higher (M = 0.35, SD = 0.8) than that for the AD group (M=0.0847, SD=0.40459) and
VaD group (no AS generated). Meanwhile for BA, the univariate ANOVA showed significant differences
(F (2) = 139.970, p < 0.05) between AD and the other groups, where AD had more BA (M = 0.62,
SD = 0.48) than MxD (M = 0.06, SD = 0.25) and VaD (no BA were provided). Finally, the
ANOVA for RT showed statistically significant differences (F (2) = 69.737, p < 0.05) where Bonferroni
correction showed that AD group had a slower reaction time (M = 11.57, SD = 8.22) than MxD
(M = 4.67, SD = 2.27) and VaD (M = 4.96, SD = 2.1).

5.2 Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic relations

With the responses provided by the participants (94.8%) a classification according to the type of rela-
tionship between the stimulus and its response was carried out. The classification took into account
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations (Clark, 1970), as well as unclassifiable responses (e. g., idiosyn-
cratic responses or onomatopoeias). Overall, the participants showed a higher proportion of paradigmatic
responses (51.63%), followed by the syntagmatic responses and unclassifiable responses (47.42% and
0.94%, respectively). Table 5.2 presents the Absolute frequency (AF) and Relative frequency (RF) for
both paradigmatic and syntagmatic responses. AF refers to the total number of responses and RF to the
proportion (calculated by dividing the AF by the total number of cases) from participants with AD, MxD,
VaD, and their respective control groups.

The AD group and control group differed in the proportion of paradigmatic and syntagmatic responses
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Paradigmatic Syntagmatic Unclassifiable
AF RF AF RF AF RF

AD 51 30.91 107 64.85 7 4.24
CG 148 61.67 89 37.08 3 1.25

MxD 197 55.81 156 44.19 0 0.00
CG 181 50.99 173 48.73 1 0.28

VaD 119 49.79 117 48.95 3 1.26
CG 126 52.50 113 47.08 1 0.42

Table 3: Frequency of paradigmatic, syntagmatic and unclassifiable responses per group: AD, MxD,
VaD, CG (control group).

generated. Most responses of the AD participants were syntagmatic (64.85%), followed by paradigmatic
(30.91%), whereas those in the control group had a higher amount of paradigmatic responses (61.67%),
followed by syntagmatic (37.08%). The results showed significant difference between the type of re-
sponses for both groups χ2 (2, N = 4) = 37.95, p = 0.00000001. With respect to older adults with
MxD, they showed a discrete higher proportion of paradigmatic responses (55.81%) as the control group
(50.99%), syntagmatic responses in both groups were 44.19% and 48.73%, respectively. Non-significant
differences were encountered χ2 (2, N = 6) = 2.55, p = 0.28. Finally, the VaD group and the control group
had similar percentages of paradigmatic (49.79% and 52.50%, respectively) and syntagmatic responses.
Non-significant differences in paradigmatic responses were found between the two groups (χ2 (2, N =
4) = 1.26, p = 0.53). As it can be seen, groups of participants with MxD and VaD dementia do not differ
from their controls in the type of response provided. However, there are significant differences between
groups -AD, VaD, and MxD- in the relationships they established χ2 (4, N = 7) = 39.50, p = 0.0000001.
Those differences are mainly due to contrasts between the AD group and the other two groups MxD and
VaD.

6 Discussion

Quantitative results suggest the existence of difficulties to access the lexical semantic memory in partic-
ipants with dementia, illustrated by the higher quantity of first associates produced by the control group
(typically aging group). The difficulties in processes that access lexical memory have been previously
studied in typically aging people (Rabadán et al., 1998) and participants with dementia, showing in both
groups progressive language problems which onset is present at an early aging-stage (Jaramillo, 2010).
We also found differences in the participants’ responses according to the type of dementia. The number
of AS was higher in MxD compared to AD, while the VaD group showed a lack of associate strength
consistent with evidence of greater deficits on semantic memory in this group (Graham et al., 2004).

Similarly, deficits were found when blank answers were analyzed, especially in the groups diagnosed
with AD and MxD. This kind of deficits have been previously observed in tasks such as category fluency,
confrontational naming task and similarity judgments tasks; therefore, some authors affirm that they are
the result of the alteration of semantic memory, which affects the meaning of words, concepts and facts
(Jurado et al., 2013).

Furthermore, the increase of reaction times was higher in the groups diagnosed with AD and VaD,
which can be related to a decrease in processing speed. Salthouse (1996) and Salthouse et al. (2002)
propose that the variance of times observed in almost all cognitive tasks can be explained through the
generalized decrease of processing speed. A consequence of the initial decrease in processing speed in
complex tasks is to prevent the person to rely on the necessary information to complete the next phase of
the task, which could be related to the performance in the task, especially to the number of blank answers
produced by the AD and the MxD groups.

Regarding the type of lexical relationships, a greater proportion of paradigmatic responses was ob-
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served in both groups of participants with MxD and VaD and their typically-aging peers. Our results
follow the same dynamics reported in previous research with neuro-typical older adults. Also, the data
of this research agree with the findings about the preference for paradigmatic associations in the popula-
tion of older adults with typical aging (Lovelance and Cooley, 1982; Burke and Peters, 1986). In contrast
to other research (Gewirth et al., 1984; Preethi and Goswani, 2016), the paradigmatic responses of the
participants with MxD or VaD were not affected. In this sense, it can be inferred that mixed and vascular
dementia do not affect the type of lexical relationships that often predominate in older adults. However,
in the case of participants with AD a different phenomenon was observed. Syntagmatic responses were
generated in greater proportion, similar to the types of responses provided by young children children
younger than 8 years (Ervin, 1961; McNeill, 1970).

The current results indicate that AD causes a change (or regression) in the type of lexical relationships
provided by participants. Changes in lexical associations might be taken as a predictor of AD. It seems
that, according to this results, a new way for detection of Alzheimer could be developed, based on the
types of associations that the patients retrieve. Usually, the strength in the FA is considered to be a good
indicator for Alzheimer, but this feature is difficult to test when only one user is compared to a large
sample. However, the tendency to provide more syntagmatic than paradigmatic word associations can be
a first clue to determine AD. This should be an important line of research to be developed in the future.
On the other hand, it would be very interesting to understand how other types of dementia affect word
retrieval and the organization of memory. It would be worthwhile to expand the sample to confirm that
the presence of these specific conditions does not change the pattern of response.
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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the development of a part-of-speech tagger for English-Assamese code-
mixed texts. We provide a comparison of 2 approaches to annotating code-mixed data a) annota-
tion of the texts from the two languages using monolingual resources from each language and b)
annotation of the text through a different resource created specifically for code-mixed data. We
present a comparative study of the efforts required in each approach and the final performance of
the system. Based on this, we argue that it might be a better approach to develop new technolo-
gies using code-mixed data instead of monolingual, ’clean’ data, especially for those languages
where we do not have significant tools and technologies available till now.

1 Introduction

Code-mixing and code-switching in multilingual societies are two of the most well-studied phenomena
within the field of sociolinguistics (Gumperz, 1964; Auer, 1995; Myers-Scotton, 1997; Muysken, 2000;
Cardenas-Claros and Isharyanti, 2009). Generally, code-mixing is considered intra-sentential in the sense
that it refers to mixing of words, phrases or clauses within the same sentence while code-switching is
inter-sentential or even inter-clausal in the sense that one switches to the other language while speaking.
In this paper, we will use code-mixing to refer to both these phenomena.

While code-mixing is a very well-studied phenomena within the field of theoretical linguistics, there
have been few works computational modelling of code-mixing. In the past of few years, with the ex-
plosion of social media and an urgent need to process the social media data, we have seen quite a few
efforts at modelling, automatic identification and processing of code-mixing (most notable among them
being (Solorio and Liu, 2008a; Solorio and Liu, 2008b; Nguyen and Dogruoz, 2013; Das and Gambck,
2014; Barman et al., 2014; Vyas et al., 2014) and several others in the two workshops on computational
approaches to code-mixing).

In this paper, we discuss the development of a part-of-speech tagger for English-Assamese code-mixed
data and also present a comparative study of two different approaches to annotating code-mixed data

a monolingual ensemble approach: reuse the already available tools for individual languages in an
ensemble to process the code-mixed data and

b novel multilingual approach: develop new tools exclusively for code-mixed data from the scratch.

It is often argued that it is a much more resource-intensive task to develop separate tools for different
kinds of natural language processing of code-mixed data. As such it is desirable to use the pre-existing
tools that were developed for different languages for processing code-mixed texts. While this argument
holds merit if the languages under consideration have sufficiently large number of tools and applica-
tions already available, which may be used. However, this is not the case for a large number of Indian

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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languages, including the major ones. Barring a few exceptions, there is hardly any basic technologies
available for most of the Indian languages. In such a situation, developing tools and technologies for
code-mixed, multilingual texts might prove to be more efficient and effective than those for monolingual
texts. Also, it might be the case that the tools developed for code-mixed texts work better with mono-
lingual texts in comparison to the performance of the tools developed for monolingual texts used with
code-mixed texts. In this paper, we discuss the challenges and issues of both the approaches to process-
ing code-mixed data and also discuss the comparative performance of both the approaches and argue for
a rather provocative stand - it will be a better and more fruitful idea to develop technologies based on a
multilingual, code-mixed data instead of what is considered ’clean’, monolingual data not only because
code-mixed data will become norm in the near future but also because these technologies might prove to
be ’overall’ better performing ones of the two.

2 Corpus Collection and Annotation

Since there is no previous corpus available for Assamese-English code-mixed data, we collected a large
corpus of such data from four different public Facebook pages:

• https://www.facebook.com/AAZGFC.Official

• https://www.facebook.com/Mr.Rajkumar007

• https://www.facebook.com/ZUBEENsOFFICIAL

• https://www.facebook.com/teenagersofassamm

These facebook pages contain adequate amount of Assamese-English code-mixed data. The dataset
was annotated at the word-level with 2 kinds of information language and part-of-speech. These anno-
tations were carried out with an aim to develop two kinds of system

a language identification system, which is needed for annotating the dataset with individual monolin-
gual taggers of the languages in the text and

b part-of-speech tagger for the code-mixed texts.

The annotation schemes are discussed in the following subsections. We also discuss the collection and
annotation of monolingual English and Assamese datasets for the experiments.

2.1 Language Annotation of the Dataset
The data was annotated with both the information about the language at the word-level as well as with
the part-of-speech tags. The tagset used for the language annotation is given in Table 1.

The data was annotated at 3 levels Matrix Language, Fragment Language and Word-level Code-
mixing (WLCM). Matrix language refers to the language of the whole comment and it may be monolin-
gual (Assamese or English), code-mixed (Mix), universal (UNIV) and named entity (NE). If the language
is neither of these three, it is annotated as Other - it allows for further annotation of these comments in
the dataset with specific language. Fragment language is the word-level annotation of the language and
it was annotated with the same set of languages as the matrix language, except Mix. WLCM refers to
the phenomenon where the root form of a word is in one language and the affix is in another language.
In such cases, the language of the word is annotated as a combination of the two languages which makes
up the word. Let us take a look at the following example -

Thik koise..Mission china Indiar babey aru A Wondrous Army Worldr babey...kiman wait korabo
aru..release diok hunkale..

You are right....”Mission China” is for India and ”A Wondrous Army” is for the world...How long
will you make us wait....(You) release immediately..

In this comment, ’Indiar’ and ’Worldr’ are instances of WLCM, wehere ’India’ and ’World’ are En-
glish words and ’-r’ is the Assamese marker for benefactive here.
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Sl. No. Top Level Language Label
1. Matrix Languages 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 –
2. Fragment Languages 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 pt –
3. Word-level Code-mixing 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11, 1.12 –
1.1 Assamese AS
1.2 English EN
1.3 Mix MIX
1.4 Other OT
1.5 Universal UNIV
1.6 Named Entity NE
1.7 Assamese-English AS-EN
1.8 English-Assamese EN-AS
1.9 Assamese-Other AS-OT
1.10 Other-Assamese OT-AS
1.11 English-Other EN-OT
1.12 Other-English OT-EN

Table 1: Language Identification Tagset

2.2 Part-of-Speech Annotation of the Dataset

Universal part-of-speech tags, proposed by the Universal Dependencies was used for annotating the data
with part-of-speech information. The tagset is reproduced in Table 2.

In addition to the 17 universal tags included in the Universal Dependencies tagset, 2 tags suffix and
prefix - were included in the tagset. It was necessitated by the kind of data that we encountered in our
dataset. There were several instances where the affixes in the Assamese text (written in Roman script)
were not attached to their root. Let us take a look at an example below -

It was generally observed that the classifiers and genitive markers were not attached to their root form
while writing in Roman. This could be possibly because of the lack of a standardized writing convention
in a non-native script like Roman and the identification of a false word boundary by the speakers, which
led them to separate the root and the affix in the texts. We did not normalize such instances and in order
to annotate such fragments, the 2 new tags were introduced. The reason for not normalzsing texts like
these was 2-fold - a) these could actually be an indication towards the way language is processed and
word boundaries recognised by the speakers and b) in case there is a variation, it may point towards
sociopragmatic usage of separating out certain kinds of ’affixes’ from their roots.

All the other tags carry the same meaning as in the universal dependencies tagset. Emojis in the text
were marked as Symbol.

2.3 Monolingual Assamese Dataset and Annotation

In addition to the code-mixed annotated dataset that we created, we also acquired monolingual Assamese
dataset, prepared as part of Indian Languages Corpora Initiative (ILCI) and made available through Tech-
nology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL), Govt. of India. The dataset contains 2 kinds of data
original Assamese texts from newspapers, magazines, etc from more than 10 different domains and
translated Assamese texts (source language: Hindi) from the two domains of entertainment and agricul-
ture. The total dataset that is currently available consists of 52,000 part-of-speech annotated sentences.
However, we use only a small portion of the dataset for this study. The data was annotated using the
Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) tagset that has been declared the national standard for annotating In-
dian languages data. However, since all other datasets used in the experiments have been annotated with
Universal Dependencies tagset, it was necessary that Assamese dataset also uses the same tagset. Since
there is no Assamese dataset annotated with Universal Dependencies POS tagset available, we developed
a simple mapper to map the tags of BIS tagset to those of Universal Dependencies. Since BIS tagset is
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Sl. No. Category Label
1. Noun NOUN
2. Proper Noun PROPN
3. Pronoun PRON
4. Adjective ADJ
5. Adverb ADV
6. Verb VERB
7. Auxiliary AUX
8. Adposition ADP
9. Subordinating Conjunction SCONJ
10. Coordinating Conjunction CCONJ
11. Determiner DET
12. Interjection INTJ
13. Numeral NUM
14. Particle PART
15. Punctuation PUNCT
16. Symbol SYM
17. Other X
18. Suffix SUFFIX
19. Prefix PREFIX

Table 2: Part-of-Speech Tagset

Takei.... etiya Raj da’i break tu dilei hol aru...
INTJ now Raj brother-NOM break CLF give-EMP happen and
Now, may rajda give the break and thats it

more fine-grained than the UD tagset, it was a rather simple task to map the tags from BIS to UD tagset.
The mapping is given in Table 3.

While for the most part the mapping was quite straightforward and simple to implement, there were a
couple of instances where the differing guidelines made the things a little difficult. One was the case of
general quantifiers. Generally, quantifiers occur at the position of demonstrative in a syntactic structure
and this is probably the reason why quantifiers are classified as determiners and not numerals in UD.
However, in the BIS tagset, it is grouped with the numerals. Similarly, BIS tagset do not have determiners
as a separate category but they have demonstratives which do not appear in UD. The reasons again seem
to be syntactic - since UD is more generally designed for syntactic parsing, the POS categories are
accordingly defined. In both these cases, we followed the UD guidelines while mapping since that is the
tagset which is being mapped into.

In addition to these, UD does not have echo-word at POS level - it has been included as a morphologi-
cal feature, which is pretty obvious. Since it was not possible to map this to any POS category in UD, we
used a new category called ’suffix’ to map echo-word to. It could be argued that it is not a POS category
but it is also not meant to be so. It is only a placeholder such that it could be properly handled at the
morphemic level. Furthermore, since we are using this category in annotating the social media data also,
it also provided some kind of consistency.

Aside from all this, what was surprising was that the Assamese dataset was not annotated with the
information about ’classifiers’. Since BIS tagset provides for a category called ’classifier’ and Assamese
is quite rich in terms of classifiers, this category must have been included. However since it was not
present in our dataset, we have not mapped it to any other category. In any case, it does appear in some
dataset, like echo-word, it could also be mapped to ’suffix’.
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Sl. No. BIS Category BIS Tag UD Category UD Tag
1. Common Noun N NN Noun NOUN
2. Nloc N NST Noun NOUN
3. Proper Noun N NNP Proper Noun PROPN
4. Personal Pronoun PR PRP Pronoun PRON
5. Reflexive PR PRF Pronoun PRON
6. Relative Pronoun PR PRL Pronoun PRON
7. Reciprocal PR PRC Pronoun PRON
8. Wh-word PR PRQ Pronoun PRON
9. Indefinite Pronoun PR PRI Pronoun PRON
10. Deictic Demonstrative DM DMD Determiner DET
11. Relative Demonstrative DM DMR Determiner DET
12. Wh-word Demonstrative DM DMQ Determiner DET
13. Indefinite Demonstrative DM DMI Determiner DET
14. Main Verb V VM Verb VERB
15. Auxiliary V VAUX Auxiliary AUX
16. Adjective JJ Adjective ADJ
17. Adverb RB Adverb ADV
18. Postposition PSP Adposition ADP
19. Subordinating Conjunction CC CCS Subordinating Conjunction SCONJ
20. Coordinating Conjunction CC CCD Coordinating Conjunction CCONJ
21. Default Particle RP RPD Particle PART
22. Interjection RP INJ Interjection INTJ
23. Intensifier RP INTF Particle PART
24. Negation RP NEG Particle PART
25. General Quantifier QT QTF Determiner DET
26. Cardinal Quantifier QT QTC Numeral NUM
27. Ordinal Quantifier QT QTO Numeral NUM
28. Punctuation RD PUNC Punctuation PUNCT
29. Symbol RD SYM Symbol SYM
30. Foreign Word RD RDF Other X
31. Unknown RD UNK Other X
31. Echo-word RD ECH Suffix SUFFIX

Table 3: Mapping of BIS Assamese tagset to Universal Dependencies tagset
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2.4 Monolingual English Dataset and Annotation
For English, the monolingual annotated dataset was obtained from the dataset provided for CoNLL 2018
shared task. The dataset was annotated using the Universal Dependencies tagset. We used the Universal
Dependencies English Web Treebank v2.2, which consists of 16,622 sentences, taken from five genres of
web media: weblogs, newsgroups, emails, reviews, and Yahoo! answers. As with the Assamese dataset,
we used only a randomly sampled small subset of this dataset for our experiments.

3 Challenges and Issues: A comparison

Both the approaches to processing code-mixed multilingual documents monolingual ensemble approach
as well as novel multilingual approach come with their own unique set of challenges and they need to
be handled in their own way. We shall discuss some of the challenges that we faced and how we solved
those.

3.1 Requirement of helper technologies
The monolingual ensemble approach assumes the availability of the helper technologies for the languages
in the text. For our research, these technologies include the following

a Word-level language identification system: It is the first pre-requisite of the monolingual method
that the language of the tokens be correctly identified so that they could be processed by the systems
of respective languages. For our experiments, we used the system described in (Bora and Kumar,
2018).

b Part-of-Speech taggers: We developed part-of-speech taggers for English as well as Assamese using
the monolingual data for the respective languages mentioned in the previous section.

c Transliteration System: Like most of the other Indian languages, a significant proportion of As-
samese is written in Roman script over the web. However, the monolingual systems are developed
to work on the texts in native script. As such a transliteration module is required to transliterate the
roman texts into native script so that the monolingual taggers could process the data. For our ex-
periments, since Roman Assamese transliteration system is not available, we used Roman Bangla
transliteration system, which is a very close approximation because of the mostly shared script of
the two languages.

The novel multilingual approach, however, only requires that a new part-of-speech tagger be trained
for the complete dataset.

3.2 Different Standards and Formats
As we have been seen in the previous section, English and Assamese have used two different ’standards’
for part-of-speech annotation of the dataset. In this case, since both the tagsets have been quite standard-
ised and have been in use for a lot of languages, it was a relatively simple task to map those. However, in
a lot of different tasks, there have been a large number of different tagsets and annotation schemes, with
a glaring lack of a standard, to the extent that every language uses a different annotation scheme. In such
a situation, mapping of tagsets such that the tagsets of all the languages in the code-mixed data are same,
might become a herculean task and, in fact, may not be completely possible in certain instances.

However, developing a new system using the code-mixed dataset rules out any such requirement of
mapping different tagsets for different tasks.

3.3 Error Propagation
It is a commonly known fact that the greater the number of systems involved in a pipeline, greater is the
error as the error from one system propagates and multiplies through different stages in the pipeline. As
we have seen, the monolingual ensemble approach requires that at least 2 (and sometimes even more)
systems work in the pipeline. This is likely to increase the error count. In the following section, we will
see the extent to which an ensemble system leads to huge errors in the whole pipeline.
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4 Experiments and Discussion

We developed 3 different part-of-speech taggers - Assamese, English and Code-mixed - as part of our
experiments. All the 3 taggers were trained on a dataset of approximately 1,700 sentences each. We
divide the dataset into train:test ratio of 90:10. The train set is used for training a Linear SVM classifier
using 5-fold cross-validation. We tune only C hyperparamter of the classifier and arrive at the best
classifier using Grid Search technique. We use scikit-learn library (in Python) for all our experiments.
The following set of features gave the best performance for all the three classifiers -

Word-level Features: We used the current word, previous 2 words and next 2 words as features.

Tag-level Features: We used the tags of previous 2 words as features.

Character-level Features: We used the first three characters (prefixes) and last three character
(suffixes) as features for training

Boolean Features: In addition to the above features, we also used the following additional features
has hyphen (1 if the word has hyphen in it), is first / is second (1 if the word is the first / second
word in the sentence), is last / is second last (1 if the word is the last / second last word in the
sentence) and is numeric (if the word is a number).

We will be releasing the dataset and the models trained during the experiments for further research as
well as reproducibility of our results

These classifiers were tested in 3 different ways to assess the relative performance of the systems
developed using the two different approaches to processing code-mixed data. These are discussed in the
following subsections.

4.1 Same train-test dataset
This is the classical testing of the classifiers where we test the classifiers on the dataset of the same
language as it was trained on. Thus the classifier trained on Assamese monolingual dataset was tested
on Assamese monolingual dataset and so on. The test results set a benchmark to compare the loss of
performance when tested on the other datasets. The performance of the classifiers is summarised in
Table 4

Train Set Test Set Precision Recall F1
Assamese Assamese 0.90 0.90 0.90
English English 0.88 0.88 0.88
Code-mixed Code-Mixed 0.85 0.84 0.84

Table 4: Performance of part-of-speech taggers tested on the dataset of same language

As we could see, the classifier for code-mixed data performs the worst. This is not very surprising
given the low amount of data that was used for training. However, with similar amount of data, the other
2 classifiers performed comparatively better. This could be attributed to the fact that the monolingual
dataset is more consistent and noise-free than the code-mixed data and thus comparatively easier to fit
than the code-mixed data. Moreover, it must be noted that in this case, it is not just that the code is mixed;
rather the dataset is from social media and contains several other kinds of inconsistencies including non-
standard spelling and punctuation, use of emoticons, presence of hyperlinks, etc. As such, the training
data required for training a code-mixed classifier is more than that required for monolingual classifier, in
order to achieve a comparable performance.

4.2 Train on code-mixed, test on monolingual
In this case, we used the part-of-speech tagger trained on code-mixed dataset to test on both the English
as well as Assamese monolingual dataset. A comparative performance of the classifier on both the
monolingual datasets as well as the code-mixed dataset is summarised in Table 5
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Train Set Test Set Precision Recall F1
Code-mixed Assamese 0.64 0.65 0.64
Code-mixed English 0.67 0.65 0.65

Table 5: Performance of part-of-speech taggers trained on code-mixed dataset and tested on the mono-
lingual dataset

As expected, there is a drop in the performance of the classifier when it is tested on a dataset different
from the one it was trained on. In fact, it was not just a different dataset, it was trained on a dataset with
a different language and consequently dataset with a large amount of vocabulary not present in the train
set. Given the fact that, for a task like part-of-speech tagging, the classifier was not performing at its
best, the drop in the performance is reasonable.

4.3 Train on monolingual, test on code-mixed

In this last case, we basically followed the ensemble approach of annotation where we use a pipeline of
4 different systems to annotate the code-mixed test set with part-of-speech information and evaluate it.
Figure 1 shows the annotation pipeline.

Figure 1: The annotation pipeline for code-mixed data using ensemble approach

In the first step, the test set was annotated with language tags at the word-level. Then the Assamese
tokens in Roman were transliterated using Google’s transliteration system for English-Bangla pair since
there is no transliteration system available for Roman to Assamese. Finally in the last step, depending on
whether the token is English or Assamese, the English or Assamese tagger was used to annotate it. If the
token was a punctuation or an emoticon, they were marked as punctuation and symbol without using the
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tagger. The performance of this system vis-a-vis the one trained on the code-mixed data is summarised
in Table 6

Train Set Test Set Precision Recall F1
Code-mixed Code-mixed 0.85 0.84 0.84
Assamese + English + OT 1 Code-mixed 0.59 0.50 0.50

Table 6: Performance of part-of-speech taggers tested on code-mixed data

The huge drop in the performance of the classifier is pretty obvious. It is not difficult to guess the
reason behind this drop. It is not just the errors made by the part-of-speech classifier but also the errors
by the language identification system as well as the transliteration system (the fact that it was not even
English-Assamese transliteration system and the data that we transliterated was from social media did
not help either) that overall resulted in a performance like this. It would be interesting to explore how
the system will perform if we assume that language identification and transliteration systems performed
perfectly well. We already have the test set manually annotated with language tags and we are currently
in the process of manually transliterating the test set. Once done, we will be able to report on how much
the errors in each system of the pipeline add up to. However, despite this, in practical applications, we
cannot expect to get manually annotated and transliterated datasets and as such in real-life we expect the
system to perform as reported here.

5 Summing Up

In this paper, we have discussed the issues and challenges of using the monolingual ensemble approach
over the novel multilingual approach. We argue that, given the number of technologies required for using
the ensemble approach, it may not be a practical or even beneficial approach to follow if the required
systems are not already available for all the languages in our dataset. On the contrary, if we are building
new tools and technologies for any language, it would be highly desirable that such systems are trained
on multilingual code-mixed data from the social media for some very obvious reasons. It is quite easy
and quick to collect such data. Also our experiments show that training a system on code-mixed data
performs relatively well on monolingual data. Moreover, while the overall annotated data required for
a comparable performance on code-mixed dataset is more than that required for building a monolingual
system, the overall data requirement is actually less than the overall data required for building systems
for all the languages in the code-mixed dataset.
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